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City borrows millions for new rink 
> >  
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN grades to the existing structures, but the heat recov- 
ery aspect of the pool upgrade coincides with the 
timing of installing the system in the new building. 
City officials are still “waiting for the final esti- 
mate for the second sheet of ice, based on tender 
bids, from its design consultant Wayne Ausseni of 
Some of those tenders were extended by seven 
days to allow more local companies to bid on the 
project and the final cost estimate won’t be released 
until Sept 18. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, who has long said he did not 
want to spend taxpayer money on the project, says 
getting the borrowing bylaw in place is important 
because it shows contractors, the provincial govern- 
ment and other interested parties that the money is 
available to make the project a go even if it comes 
’ TERRACE city council now says it may need 
to borrow up to $4.7 million in order to build the 
proposed second sheet of ice project andomake 
improvements to the existing arena and swimming 
pool. North American Ice Development. 
Council was expected Monday to pass two differ- 
ent bylaws allowing it to bofrow up to $3.5 million 
toward the sportsplex build after estimating costs on 
the proposed project could add up to $8 million. 
’It also wants to borrow $1.2 million to pay for up- 
grades such as a rink slab replacement in the existing 
arena and installation of dehumidification and heat 
recovery units in the swimming pool. 
The city is splitting the work into two different 
phases - the second sheet of ice build and the up- 
in higher than the much hoped for price tag of $6.5 
million. 
That figure was derived by dividing the previous 
high bid of $13 million (including $2.54 million in 
contingency funds and parking, paving and-prQject 
management costs) in-half. Talstra says asking for 
the loan gives the city some wiggle room in terms of 
the final price tag. 
“It’s not my intention to use all that money,” 
Talstra says. “We really don’t know the cost of this 
project until it’s up and done.” 
The $8 million figure comes from the city’s own 
‘estimates and Talstra says the provisions take into 
accouiit expenses that may not be incurred, such as 
the $750,000 contingency fund. ’ 
“I’d be very surprised if we spend a whole lot of 
conle from re-examining some of the other items 
cluded in the total project cost estimate. 
Thosc include $260,000 to pave the area wh 
the ice clearing machine will dump snow, and he’s ’ 
even looking in to the idea of seeing if the city can 
“ 
somehow get‘a break on the provincial sales tax as- 
sociated with the’lbuild through the provincial gov- 
ernment. And fundraising efforts my start again. 
Though he does not like the idea of borrowing 
money, Talstra concedes it may have to be done to 
niakc the-project proceed. 
“1 ncOer said no taxpayers’ dollars, I said not 
substantial amount of tax payers’ money,” he said. 
And he’s not prepared to hold a referendum on 
borrowing the money, arguing electors have give 
their illandate to council already. i 
that money,” Talstra said, adding other savings can Cont’d Page A12 , 
RADIOLOGIST DR. Ernest Beham peers out from the new CT scan machine now taking its first patients at Mills Memorial Hospital. At , 
a total contract price of $1.65 million, the Toshiba scanner is state of the art and Terrace is the smallest centre in B.C. to have one. 
Mills welcomes new CT scanner 
THE FIRST patients are going through Mills 
, Memorial Hospital’s new CT machine this 
week, placing the facility at the forefront of 
medical care in the province. 
The Toshiba diagnostic imaging device is 
just the second of its kind to be installed in B.C. 
(the other is at a private medical facility in Van- 
couver) md comes at a cost of $1.65 million. 
It replaces a 1993 model which was up to 
date for its time but which has since been made 
antiquated by huge strides in imaging technol- 
ogy, says Dr. Ernest Behm, the region’s only 
radiologist. 
“It’s like going from a Mini-Minor to a Mer- 
cedes Benz,” said Behm who is based in Ter- 
race. “The difference is like night and day. 
tomography, and combines the use of x-rays 
with compute: technology to create cross sec- 
tional or 3-D images of your body. 
In technical terms, CT stands for computed - 
The old CT device was a one-slice model but 
the new one is 64 slices, meaning it can provide 
a faster and more accurate image over a larger 
portion of your body at a time. 
“With the old one, it could take 20 minutes 
to do a chest. With the new one, it takes 15 sec- 
onds,” said Behm. 
, That advancement means there is far less 
discomfort for patients and far less chance of 
having to repeat to get the right kind of image. 
Behm expects the wait list for CT service, 
which was at approximately four weeks, to be 
reduced greatly because it will take far less time 
to produce images than ever before. 
Money for the purchase came in the form of 
$1 million from the Northern Health Authority 
and $650,000 from the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation. 
The foundation still needs to raise nearly 
$70,000 to hit its goal and hopes the arrival 
of the new device will help it close the gap as 
quickly as possible, says foundation chair Kev- 
in Kennedy. 
The Northern Health Authority had a re- 
placement CT scanner on its list for Terrace 
but it wasn’t until the foundation said it would 
help raise money that the purchase plan was ad- 
vanced. 
“It’s here now and there’s no turning back. 
We’re certainly not going to send it away,” said 
Kennedy. 
He called the new device a dramatic im- 
provement for health care in the region. 
=‘‘We’re right up there with everybody else,” 
said Kennedy. “This is huge. It has just so many 
more and different kinds of applications. People 
historically who may have had to go away, for 
instance those who need cardiology services, 
can now stay here.” 
\ Cont’d Page ._ A2 
School shifts 
back on table 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES are looking at plans which could see 
the closure of E.T. Kenney Primary School and the placing 
of all the city’s primary and elementary French immersion 
students at Kiti K’Shan Primary. 
V 
E.T. Kenney would effectively be merged with next-door 
Clarence Michiel Elementary while Cassie Hall Elementary, 
which now contains French immersion classes, would be be- 
come an all-English language school. 
School board chair Lonie Gowen says re-arranging %ti 
K’Shan and Cassie Hall is not a new idea. 
“We have done consultations (two) times before,” said 
Lorrie Gowen, adding French immersion parents have 
strongly urged for the move. 
Gowen says she’s not sure whether the board has got an 
accurate reflection of the majority of affected parents, espe- 
cially the non-French immersion ones. 
The chair said last week she is not leaning one way or 
another but has reservations about separating all-English 
language students from those learning in French. 
“There’s a lot of controversy,” Gowen said. “We’d be 
separating different classes of people into different schools. 
“1 don’t want to have a have and have not scenario.” 
The vasr majority of French immersion students are non- 
‘ 
. 
native, so changing the mix 
at Kiti K’Shan and Cassie 
Hall would effectively turn 
the former into a mostly- 
non-native school and Cassie 
Hall into one with mostly 
native students, she said. 
Kiti K’Shan, pegged to 
house the French Immersion 
school, would essentially be 
a school of choice or a mag- 
net school, said Gowen. 
“Certainly, we want to 
hear from all the communi- 
ties,” she added. “We want 
to ensure we’re getting a 
good reflection of the wants 
of the people in the (two) 
schools.” 
Both recomendations, 
if adopted by the board in 
October, would hinge on 
student numbers in all four schools on Dec. 30,2006. : 
If the combined student populations of E.T. Kenney and 
Clarence Michiel on that date are deemed to be able to fit 
“properly and appropriately” into one building, the former 
will be put on notice for possible closure in January. 
“There is too much space and not enough ’kids in t h i s  
school district,” sqid superintendent Rob Greenwood at the 
first school board meeting Sept. 6 in Terrace. 
Gowen adds the board’s focus will be on the quality of 
education while keeping the district’s facilities and dropping 
enrolment numbers in mind. 
“The focus is on a good educational environment and can 
it be better in one school?” she said. 
The idea has been on the board’s agenda for three years, 
added Gowen, whose own two children were students at 
Copper Mountain Elementary when it closed in 2002. They 




Gowen said that prompted her to seek a trustee Dosition 
and, now in her second te& as chair, she better undirstands 
Another factor is costly upgrades needed at E.T. Kennev 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
TERRACE and area residents have reported more 
black bear sightings and more bears have been de- 
stroyed this year compared to last. 
Local conservation officers say the total num- 
ber of bears killed last year was 36, but so far this 
year 57 have been destroyed and the most active 
time of the year for bear activity - September and 
October - has yet to end. 
And 670 complaints have been lodged in the 
district so far this year, already surpassing the 
number of complaints - 659 - in 2005. 
Conservation officer Blair Thin said people in 
the Terrace district, which includes Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat and the Nass Valley, reported 29 sight- 
ings of black bears,in August 2005 and logged 
214 complaints in September 2005. 
This August, conservation officers received 
325 black bear complaints and as of Sept. 7, had 
already received 46 complaints in September. 
“It’s steadily increasing,” Thin said last week. 
“As we talk, I’m sure people are reporting more 
black bear complaints.” 
Statistically speaking, he said more bears have 
been destroyed this year than last year, but not in 
record breaking numbers. 
“It’s up there definitely but historically speak- 
ing, it’s not the worst year or anything,’‘ he said. 
The bear population is cyclical and increases 
and decreases every few years depending on fac- 
tors such as the weather, the amount of food in the 
wild and the number of bear cubs that survive. 
“The big thing is the weather and food avail- 
ability,” he said. “Food is directly related to what 
the weather is like.” 
on Loen Ave. Chuck Moms, ihe district’s facilities manage;, 
said major heating and ventilation system upgrades costing 
about $1 million are needed there. 
“If the school is going to close, we’re not willing.to spend 
that kind of money,” Moms said: 
The school is also built over a creek bed that results in 
high moisture in the building’s crawl space, something Mor- 
ris said would need to be addressed in the long term. 
Typically, the community engagement process lasts 45- 
60 days, said Gowen, with at least one meeting at each of &e 
four affected schools. 
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% !New CT scanner should lure 
;specialists to .the northwest 
: ONE OF the reasons Dr. Ernest Behm came to Terrace in non-emergency patients when the old one was here. 
: 1994 was to work with the-then brand new single slice CT But the irony, is that the faster service will increaise the 
: scanner at Mills Memorial Hospital. pressure on Behm because he still needs to read and assess 
It was state of the art back then and acted as a draw for the images. 
: the radiologist. The Northern Health Airthority has installed at Mills and 
And now that Mills has a new 64-slice CT scanner, which at other of its facilities in ,the north a storage, retrieval and 
: is leap years ahead of the old one in terms of modern medi- transmission system so that CT and other images can be sent 
: cal diagnostic equipment, he hopes it will attract other radi- to specialists elsewhere. 
: ologists to the region. It’s useful for second opinions and for times, such as on 
: That’s because Behm is ilow the region’s only radiolo- the weekends or at nights, when Behm might not be avail- 
: gist, putting a strain on the service he provides, able for emergencies. 
: The region’s only other radiologist, based in Prince Ru- --- That’s helphg out, but there is still the need to have more 
: pert, left in the spring and the Northern Health Authority radiologists based in the northwest. 
(!hasn’t been able to fill the slot so far despite an active re- Local health authority official Rowena Holoien says it, is 
: cruiting campaign. emphasizing the new scanner in its recruitment ads. 
: “It’s certainly not going to hurt. It is a recruiting tool,” “We continue to work on both long ;md short term plans 
: said Behm last week. to address the needs of the northwest communities affected 
. There’s an overall shortage of radiologists across Cahada by the vacancies,” she said. 
. and having an edge, such as a new scanner, is an advantage, Kevin Kennedy of the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
:headded. tion, which is raising $650.000 toward the purchase of the 
: ‘%e younger guys want to stay in the city. It’s easier to new scanner, also says it will help bring specialists to the 
: practice in a group,” Behm continued. northwest. 
: The new CT scanner is much faster than the old one, “I know this will help the two internal medicine special- 
:meaning that more people can be put through in a single ists we have here now,” he said. 
: day. “And this will solidify Mills as the place for specialists to 
: That’ll help reduce the month-long waiting period for be in the northwest.” 
> 
( 
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in touch with your arteries. 
eing raised by the foundation for its share 
:of the purchase is the single largest financing drive it has 
:undertaken. 
The foundation’s largest prior project to this was raising ; ,$610,000 to purchase the old scanner. It was installed in late 
: 1993 after four years of effort to accumlate the money. 
: Back then, the total project cost was $810,000 with the 
:scanner,,itself costing $610,000 thanks to the foundation 
:whiledthe $200,000 renovations and installation cost was 
:covered by the health ministry. 
; The $1.65 million cost this time included renovations, 
; It went to a New“York firm*which specializes in buying 
not a 64. And it doesn’t have a cardiac diagnostic capability 
such as the new one at Mills. 
“The one in Terrace is at a higher level because of the 
wonderful foundation you have there,” said Elliot of the fi- 
nancial contribution of the Lee foundation. 
The Quesnel scanner project cost is $1.65 million, the 
same as here in Terrace, and includes not only the equipment, 
but extensive renovations at G.R. Baker Hospital to’ build 
a room for the scanner, and for electricallcomputer system 
upgrades that the unit will need. 
All told there are 41 CT scanners, 19 MRI machines and 
Register with your Save-On-Foods pharmacist 
‘ and find out your personal risk factors to heart 
disease. Attend our clinic and receive: 
A cholesterol check 
A blood pressure check 
Diet and nutrition information 
Appointments recommended. A nominal fee will 





:training and disposing of the old machine. one very specialized PET scanner in B.C. , c 
Saturday, September 23,lO am - 4 pm 
4731 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
’ ;and : There t n selling are only used about medical 10 @-slice equipment. scanners made by vari- There is kayaking here 
:ous manufacturers in place around the province, says Donna AN ARTICLE in the Sept. 13, 2006 issue of The Terrace 
*Elliott, Toshiba’s western sales manager. Standard gave the impression there were no companies of- 
; That list includes one at the private for-profit Canada Di- fering kayaking trips in Terrace. 
:operates, one at the B.C. Cancer Agency in Vancouver and offering tours of the north coast based out of Prince Rupert. 
*one in Kelowna, she said. It works with the chiefs’ of both Metlakatla and Lax 
Others are in New Westminster, at Vancouver General Kwa’laams and has agreements with them to paddle on re- 
:and in Victoria, making Terrace the smallest centre in B.C. seye and their Traditional Territories. More information is 
#to have a 64-slice scanner. available at www.kermode.net/blackfish . Toshiba employees are headed to Quesnel to install a new Azad Adventures of Terrace also provides kayaking ser- 
:one there the end of this month and will be installing others vices, both white water and ocean-based. 
:in Nanaimo and in Victoria, said Elliott. It has been in business for four years and its website is 
: The new scanner going into Quesnel is a 32-slice model, www.azadadventures.com. 
:agnostic Centre in Vancouver, visited by Behm to see how it In fact, Blackfish Sea Kayaking is finishing its ninth year 250-635-4021 
, 
Even its features have features. 
The Passaf Sedan. Leave it to a German engineer to figure out a way for so many features to come in any Passat Sedan. Here are a few of our 
favourites: push start ignition, electronic parking brake, heated front seats and mirrors, Climatic air conditioning, concealed umbrella storage in 
driver-side door, and optional   MOTION all-wheel drive (unlike the Camry and Accord). Plus you get the choice of either Q 200 hp turbo or an available 280 hp 
V6 engine. Any more and we‘d be off the page. 
\ 
I 
for 48 months” limited warranty 
\ 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
4109 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
Visit w . c a  or call 1800 DRIVE W for more information 
‘Purchase pnce for a new 2006 Passat Sedan 20T  mth 6.speed mnual  tmnsmlssion IS 531,600 includmg 51,650 freight and PDI Options, license. regtstmtian, and mumnce are edm “Lease offer pmwded through Vollcnwgen Finance, a division of V o l k g e n  Credit Canado. Inc o n  approved credit Lease offer oppl,es 19 a lease foro 
nw 2006 Passot Sedan 2 OT mth 6-speed manual tmnsmwon and includes freight and PDI of 51.650 54,770 d m  poyment, 5349 first monthly payment. and secunly deposit required 01 time of tmnsactian Insurance, license, D F S .  adm~nistmhon/regtshton fees and aoplicable taxes ertm Monthly payments tab1 516,752 lesree respons,b,e for 
insurance At lease end, lessee responsible far SOlUkm aver sO.000 bn, and damage and excessive wear lease mte is based on 2 9% a n n 4  interest See dealer far full details Offer ends September 30, 2006 Supplies are limited ‘Whichever comes hrsl Wear and tear items and adjustments ate excluded aher the flnf 12 or 20,000 k, 
whichever comes htxt ‘Vollicwogen: Valbwogen logo, 14mrc)v’ and ‘Passd’ are registered hodernah of Vollicwogen AG (D 2006 V o l k g e n  Canada lnc 
/ 
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Crab size charges dropped 
after tourist pleads case / 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
A VISITING angler from 
Alberta will not recover 
out-of-pocket costs after 
travelling for two days to 
appear in court here only to 
have the one fisheries charge 
he faced thrown out. 
Kim Paynter drove from 
his home in Edson, Alberta, 
located 1,117 kilometres 
east of Terrace, to appear 
in his own defence before 
Judge H.E. Seidemann I11 
in Terrace ,Provincial Court 
Sept. 8. 
He was protesting a $150 
fine for a charge of catching 
and retaining one undersized 
Dungeness crab from a crab- 
bing and fishing expedition 
near Masset earlier this sum- 
mer. 
Despite an attempt to 
have the matter heard in Al- 
berta to avoid’travel costs, 
Paynter had to appear here. 
Only one of the 20 crab 
caught by%Paynter and his 
wife was smaller than the 
minimum required size. 
’. Paynter says he measured 
all of his crabs with a crab 
caliper:’ a device that deter- 
mines whether the crusta- 
cean is at least 165 milli- 
metres from tip to tip of its 
body, and said they all were 
large enough to keep. 
But on his way back to 
Alberta, at a roadside check 
outside Terrace, federal fish- 
eries officer Ricardo Correia 
measured all the crab and 
found one to be below the 
size limit, by what Paynter 
said appeared to be just a 
millimetre. 
Paynter asked the officer 
for leniency, because he be- 
lieved the crab was the cor- 
rect size when caught and he 
had since cooked and frozen 
the crab for transport back 
to Alberta. But Paynter was 
given a fine for $150 and 
was told he could appear in 
court to protest it. 
Paynter wrote a letter to 
the court and the Ministry 
, 
to attend court to argue a charge of retaining one undersized Dungeness crab. Here he shows how he measured 
20 crab he and his wife caught near Masset during a fishing trip earlier this summer. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
of Fisheries and Oceans ex- 
plaining he believed the crab 
was undersized because it 
had been cooked and frozen 
before transporting it back 
to Alberta., 
He included photos of a 
crab and its measurement 
before and after freezing, 
which he said showed that 
it had shrunken about 3 mil- 
limetres. 
“I told him it was because 
the crab was frozen and if 
he thawed it, he would see 
I wasn’t breaking the law,” 
said Paynter, adding that 
he brought a frozen crab to 
court to show the difference 
in size when thawed. 
Federal prosecutor Paul 
Pakenham told the court to review the matter. ,What with. 
he’d only had a chance to you paid is part of the price “We do our part to help 
review the case the night we pay to have a justice sys- the B.C. economy and spend 
before and believed the crab tem,” said Seidemann, add- Alberta money here,” he 
could have been reasonably , ing that Paynter would leave said. 
allowed without Paynter be- ==coat without a -c rkha l  re- While crab fishing, he 
ing charged. cord. usually throws back about 
Judge Seidemann agreed Paynter, who has trav- half of what he catches be- 
he would have reached the elled to B.C. to fish for the cause they’re too small. 
same conclusion and would past 20 years, says he and his Paynter has lost his trust 
have found reasonable doubt wife - who spent their hon- in fisheries officers and will 
in the case. eymoon fishing in Kitimat behave differently in the fu- 
Seidemann told Paynter six years ago -,have spent ture if stopped by them. 
he was acquitted. several *thousand dollars in “I’m not going to tell 
But when Paynter asked northwestern B.C. them there’s a freezer in the 
if he had any recourse to He’s dismayed that a backofmytruck,”hesaid. 
recover his travel and court well-meaning tourist would “I won’t be so”coopera- 
costs he was told no. have to go through the has- tive with them anymore.” 
“There really isn’t. It’s sle of returning here to face An attempt to reach fish- 
unfortunate he (Pakenham) a charge .he feels shouldn’t eries officers for comment 
did not have the opportunity have been levied to begin was unsuccessful. 
News In Brief 
I 
Teachers ratify contract 
TEACHERS HAVE overwhelmingly ratified a contract 
giving them wage increases of 12 per cent over the next 
five years. 
There’s an additional four per cent for various pro- 
grams, including encouraging teachers to work in rural 
and remote areas, and a $4,000 signing bonus. 
It’s the first contract between the teachers and the 
provincial government IO be negotiqted without a strike 
or other problems since provincc-wide bargaining be- 
gan in 1994. 
More than 90 per cent of teachers approved the deal 
which was tentatively reachcd the cnd of June. 
The contract lasts until June 30, 201 I .  The four per 
cent over and abovc thc wage increase includes a two- 
per-cent allowance to offset thc teachers financing their 
own long-term disabilit);> program, OSiper-cent incen- 
tive to encourage teachers to join rural and remote 
school districts, and 1 -5-per-cent average wage increase. 
to standardize salary grids across districts. 
The agreement also gives teachers a $3,700 incen- 
tive payment plus $300 for reimbursement for supplies 
for a total one-time payment of $4,OOP. This amount is 
pro-rated for those who have worked less than full time 
during the past year. 
Signing bonuses wer? a key feature of all public sec- 
tor contracts negotiated this year. 
Safety first for youth 
TERRACE highway patio1 officers are taking the mes- 
sage of the importance of buckling up to secondary 
schools and town councils within their patrol area. 
Sgt. Don Murray said the rollover simulator, a de- 
vice that shows what happens when drivers and passen- 
gers fail to fasten their seat-belts and their vehicle rolls, 
and an accompanying powerpoint presentation will be 
demonstrated to Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
students at the R.E.hjI. Lee ‘Theatre this Thursday, Sept. 
14 at 11 :20 a.m. Officers will then take the rollover 
simulator to Kitimat to show to 3 3  secondary school stu- 
dents later that day. 
Demonstrations will continue in New Aiyansh on 
Sept. 18, in Masset Sept. 20, in Queen Charlotte City 
Sept. 21 and Prince Rupert on Sept. 26. 
Murray said the simulator,,will be shown to Terrace 
city council and the mayor as soon as a date can be 
scheduled. 
It’s burning time 
THANKS TO the recent? rain, conditions are right for 
,anyone who has or who wantsto acquire a burning per- 
mit during the current burning season that started Sept. 
1 ana goes until Oct. 15.‘ 
Permits purchased in 2006 are still valid, said Ter- 
race fire chief Peter Weeber. 
“We just ask people to keep a hose handy and foIlow 
the requirements on the permit,” he said, adding it’s im- 
portant to use common sense too, such as not burning if 
the wind is blowing. 
C 




1 Reinstate the BC Student 
Grant Program to help lower 
student debts. 
0 Reduce tuition fees for 
students to make post-secondary 
education more affordable. 
0 Make adult basic education 
(ABE) tuition-free Po encourage 
adult learners to upgrade 
their skills. 
have made it tougher for 
my students . Post -secondary 
education is an investment in 
back to the 2001 level. 
our future. Let‘s make it a future 
where everyone benefits.“ 
Increase per-student funding 
of public post-secondary 
institutions to a t  least 2001 levels. 
F e d e r a t i o n  o f  
FPSE Educators  o f  BC -9 
TO SEND A MESSAGE TO PREMIER CAMPBELL 
W I T  OUR WEBSlTE W.FF%E.CA I Post -Secondary  
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In harm's way 
, ' IF THERE'S one thing wrong about Canadians ii 
is that we don't remember and we don't listen. 
This is particularly the case with what is going 
on in Afghanistan. I 
The war our troops are now involved in contin- 
ues a presence in that country dating back to 2002 
when Canada first took part in the effort to rid thal 
country of the Taliban. 
The combat then didn't so much roust the Tal- 
iban for good, but it did push them back to the 
outer fringes of Afghanistan, leading to a concert- 
edeffort to rebuild the country. 
Canada shifted away from a combat role, pro- 
viding more thah 1,000 troops based in Kabul to 
increase security in Afghanistan's capital and to 
support reconstruction. It may have been here 
we all ibored the situation, content that we were 
once again peacekeepers in some far off place. 
" By late 2004, the Taliban had re-organized, spe- 
' cifically in 'the more rural and remote areas where 
reconstruction efforts had yet to take hold. 
That's when the then-federal Liberal goern- 
ment made a commitment to provide as many as 
2,200 troops for a combat role in the southern part 
~ of Afghanistan where the Taliban were most,ac- 
tive. 
As early as the summer of 2005 Chief of De- 
fence Staff General Rick Hillier, warned Canadi- 
ans to expect casualties from the Taliban. "These 
are detestable murderers and scumbags, I'll tell 
you that right up front. They detest our freedoms, 
they detest our society, they detest our liberties," 
Hillier said at that time of the Taliban. 
The point of all of the above is that had we lis- 
tened and had we remembered, then what is going 
on right now-should not be new or surprising. 
The'goal all along has-been fairly specific - rid 
, Afghanistan of the Taliban by whatever means 




_ _  
Afghanistan. Building a country takes time, mea- 
sured in years'and not months. Some would argue 
Canada itself is still a work in progress. 
It also might help if the federal Conservative 
government would stop calling this a "mission." 
It's not. We are in a war, plain and simple. 
By all means, as federal NDP leader Jack Lay- 
2 ton suggests, let's open up the debate in Parlia- 
ment. Let's clearly establish the principles of 
what's involved: 
But let's not, as Mr. Layton also suggests, seek 
to negotiate with the Taliban. That's naive at best 
and dangerous as well for it sends the absolute 
wrong message to the rest of the world. 
What Mr. Layton needs to do, and this goes for 
the rest of us as well, is to reach back and remem- 
ber what Canada did in the world wars of the last 
century. 
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Special thanks to all our contributors and 
co(aespandents for their time and talents 
Kitimat council gets 7-1 a spanking 
ALCAN CEO Dick Evans has 
commented that "it would be 
a tragic mistake 'if a handful 
of people derailed a proposed 
USS1.8 billion overhaul of the 
firm's aluminium smelter' in 
Kitimaj." 
there is a small risk that the 
mayor &d his handful of sup- 
porters could jeopardize this 
project. It would be an abso- 
1,ute tragedy if that happened 
for many, many people - for 
And that "I do worry t h & =  
HOWARD ,MILLS 
This and only this is what is the past, the company must be 
meant by 'power sales'. Now keen to keep g o v e m e n t  con- 
that those other communities trol of their operation to an ab- 
are connected to the grid, the solute minimum, a good thing 
power that was supplied to for job security in Kitimat. 
them in the past will be used at In addition, the cost to BC 
the new smelter here in Kiti- Hydro of the infrastructure 
necessary to supply that power mat. 1 
House prices are rapidly to Kitimat would have meant 
climbing, as much as 20 per huge increases in our rates. 
cent in a weekend. Completely Our council must take down 
contrary to our NDP MLA's its unauthorized and mislead- 
assertion, in anticipation of ing RESA signs from around 
the coming boom, families town and stop using municipal 
the province, for Kitimat and are coming to town and school vehicles as its personal bill- 
for Alcan." children are once again filling board to promote its less than 
with him. The smelter rebuild low oursel\ies to be bamboo- Soon shops and small busi- You who have let go 33 
will mean a revitalized econo- zled into joining our council's nesses will fill the malls, per cent of the municipal yard 
my with all of the benefits to reckless and dangerous game. Kitimat's service centre will workforce and who now con- 
Kitimat and the northwest. Towns such as this have be revita!ized, new roads and tract out work such as paving 
This will be a booming area been closed before, and in the bridges will be built. and a and concrete have not a leg 
to rival those in Alberta with interview, Alcan's Dick Evans huge construction boom will to stand on when complain- 
new OPPort~nities in all set- alluded to that possibility. start. Hopefully a municipal ing about the eventual size of :  
tors, increasing house prices What can the mayor and government in Kitimat that Alcan's workforce. 
and jobs everywhere. council possibly hope to gain? will welcome them to the Join US in looking toward 
northwest with generous in- the coming boom or face the 
the mayor of Kitimat and hic- er will be used at the smelter. centives and open arms. inevitable electoral conse- 
shinking group of supporters The small and fluctuating Thankfully Alcan has de- quences. 
to continue to misappropriate daily excess that Alcan can- cided not to use the block of Shakespeare had it about 
our funds and hijack our hopes not use and has to sell, might cheap power known as the right when he said, "There is 
and aspirations in order to pur- on a good day, light and heat RESA, for to do so would give a time in the affairs of men 
sue their 'own miserable and %timat. One of the reasons the government of the day which, taken at the flood, leads 
impossible agenda from which for Alcan being first invited control over the smelter with on to fortune; Omitted. all the 
they have given Up all possibil- to the area by the government the possibility that they could voyage of their life is bound 
ity of extricating themselves. of the day in the 19 50s was to turn off the RESA electric- in shallows and in miseries. 
They just do not see that this provide reliable power to the ity supply whenever the mood On such a full sea we are now 
is a once in fifty year OppOrtU- northlyest so that communities took them. afloat, and we mustitake the 
nity to promote fitimat to the such as Prince Rupert and Ter- Having been seriously current when it serves, or lose 
'wider world SO that it can at race could dispense with their burned by the NDP's unes- our ventures." 
last mature into a healthy com- unreliable city c generators. pected closure of the Kemano Hownrd Mills is n Kitimat 
munity through diversity. Completion Project project in plysiciari arid birsirtessmnn. 
Most of us in Kitimat agree We in Gtimat will not al- classrooms. popular campaign. 
The alternative is to allow ~ 1 1  of &mano's firm 
I 
They should go directly to jail 
ALMOST DAILY we hear 
of another trial ending with a 
murderer, or drunken driver 
who demolished a car carrying 
a family. let off with a light 
sentence, even house arrest. 
while the victim's family is 
left to mourn their loved one's 
loss forever: 
Two Lower Maidand 
women have organized to 
channel the public's demands 
to correct these legal injus- 
tices. Families Against Crime 
and Trauma (FACT) aim to 
change laws that pertain to the - 
FACT sees the obvious And without military train- 
disproportion in . for instance. ing. how did the judge wipe 
a driver street racing at 120 the smirk off his mu, 0 while he 
kph in a 50 kph zone given a swallowed her line? 
two year conditional discharge FACT is not alone in rec- 
(house arrest) after running ognizing this disproportion 
into and killing 51-year-old between defence of the crimi- 
Irene Thorpe who was walking nal and justice for the victim. 
home from her son's house. Newspapers and editorials 
"Conditional sentences draw attention to these ineq- 
were meant for misdemean- uities daily. Yet Members of 
ours. not violent crimes." not- Parliament revise no laws to 
ed Alliance MP Jay Hill Au- balance justice. They are too 
gust 22,2005. busy seeking re-election. 
rights of criminals. and those 
of the victims. 
At trial the criminal is buff- 
ered by layers of jurispru- 
dence while the victim and the 
victim's family are told to zip 
their lips and sit d o h .  
"It seems that the crimi- 
nals have more rights than the 
victims . and this is unaccept- 
able," says Sandra Martins- 
Toner. Her ldyear-old son, 
Matthew Martins. was killed 
at a Surrey Skytmn Station 
July 2.2005.  
FACT also wants judges 
to be held accountable for 
criminals who re-offend after 
lenient sentencing. 
Canada's sentencing 1au.s 
ters qualifies as a violent crime 
in my mind. Equally. T-bon- 
ing of an innocent family's car 
at an intersection by a speed- 
ing driver disobeying a red 
light is also a \jolent crime. 
Yet Canadian courts have 
dealt Out pansy sentences in 
circumstances such as these. 
as if judges strive to out-le- 
nient each other. 
Too often judges su,--~Iiib 
to warped arguments offered 
by defence lawyers. Only last 
"A sentence must be Pro- week in Alberta a defence 
1aa.yer argued her client had 
no idea his driving while drunk 
might endanger anyone. 
How could a sane la \~~yer  
say that with a straight face'? 
haye as guiding principles the 
concepts of protection of the 
public and deterrence to 0th- 
ers. 
HOW is the public protected 
if convicted repeat child mo- 
lesters are released to molest 
again. Or if repeat drunken 
drivers have their driver's li- 
censes restored'? And where is 
the deterrence in a conditional 
sentence after a life has been 
violently taken? 
portionate to the gravity Of the 
offence and the degree of re- 
sponsibility of the offender." 
reads Section 718.1 of the 
Criminal Code of Canada. 
With the organization of , 
FACT. citizens who decry 
Canada's lop-sided justice sys- 
tem -- weighted to favour of- 
fenders -- finally have a focus 
for their criticisms and anger. 
Only just begun by Sandra 
Martins-Toner and Nina Rivet 
(sister of Irene T h o p ) .  the 
fledgling organization needs 
support. financial and other- 
wise. to facilitate their cause. 
They are also seeking re- 
spondents' consent to have 
their nanies added to FACT's 
membership. for use in future 
public announcements. 
FACT's website will soon 
be up and running. Interest- 
ed parties are asked to write 
to them at familiesagainst- 
crime@y- h oo.ca. 
i 
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Two Terrace tours impress visitors, enticing them to return and others to come 






Tourists jump ship far Terrace 
“WONDERFUL. AMAZING. Be-autiful. It blows 
me away. So cleail. So green. Unbelievable. We 
love it.” 
These are just a few comments from visitors on 
a two-hour wilderness tour in August near and on 
the Exchamsiks River, about 60 kilometres west 
of Terrace. 
The group - about 40 tourists - are passengers 
froma cruise ship docked in Prince Rupert for the 
day. The passengers were bussed to the river in 
the morning for a half-day shore excursion, a trip 
for which they registered on their ship. 
On this tour, the tourists have approximately 
two and a half hours to go for a nature walk with 
a guide who talks about the forest and its plants, 
and the surrounding geography; eat freshly caught 
salmon at a barbecue; and go on a river boat where 
theyJeam about the wildlife in the area. 
“It’s value-added tourism,” said George Clark, 
owner of Elan Travel of Terrace, who negotiates 
the tour packages with the cruise lines. 
Shore excursions let cruisers experience and 
see more of the places where their ships dock. 
I F e y  also let local businesses tap into more 
tourism dollars. That’s because Clark contracts 
the tours to a Terrace company, Silvertip Eco- 
Tours, that in turn hires local guides and transpor- 
tation companies, and buys local food. 
In a year, Clark estimates the operation puts 
$250,000 to $300,000 into Terrace. 
“It’s good for the economy,” he said. 
Approximately 20 cruise ships are now dock- 
ing in Prince Rupert for a long enough period of 
time to allow passengers to participate in shore 
excursions. summer. 
Next summer, Clark predicts about two ships 
will dock per week. That equals 32 cruises per 
summer, which is 
more than a 50 per 
,, 
every time a ship came in, that could introduce 
up to about 5,120 new tourists to the area every 
According to&’lark, statistics from Alaska 
-where the cruise ship indust$ is more advanced 
- show about 30 per 
cent of cruisers re- 
and Greg Knox are wary of too much growth. 
The biggest challenge in tourism is bringing 
people into an ecosystem and teaching them aboui 
it but also having no, or a very light, impact on the 
area, said Seiler. 
“When you get to a certain point and you e x  
pand so much, it gets that you are so big YOU are 
up the Exchamsiks River. The trip was part of a shore excursion from the cruise ship dockeb 
in Prince Rupert, th’at the girls were travelling on. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
- -  
cent increase in turn in the five years ruining what you enjoy,” Knox said. 
visitors and possibly “To do quality tours with big groups is chal- 
revenue. youexpandsomuch, that you are “We don’t know lenging,” he said, adding they try to be proactive 
And-there is po- SO big YOU rUitlil7g what YOU enjOX’’ if this will be true about problems before they happen. 
“When You get to a point and after their trip. 
tential for more rev- here, but even 10 
enue in the future, per cent would be 
too. phenomenal,” he 
Silvertip usually said. “[Northern 
operates two tours at a time, one being at the Ex- B.C.] is known as a fishing destination but we 
chamsiks river site. The company does morning, need to attract more people who use accommoda- 
afternoon and evening tours. tions, guides and spend money.” 
If four trips with 40 visitors each were booked But both he and Silvertip owners Fred Seiler 
- Greg Knox 
- 
o r ,  ‘)i -
And that’s why Silvertip splits the cruise ship 
passengers into three small groups during the Ex- 
chamsiks shore excursion. 
Both agree, however, tourism in Terrace is a 
growing trend. 
And the best marketing tool they have is the 
pristine wilderness and wildlife here, so they want 
to preserve it, they said. /. r ,  
Kitselas Canyon meets high demands 
THIS IS only the beginning. 
That’s what local tour operator Brian Downie 
has to say about tourism development in the area. 
Visitors who come here love the natural beau- 
ty, history and hospitality, Downie said, and that’s 
what’s going to keep people coming here. 
This summer, in addition to various smaller 
tours, Downie’s company, Split Mountain Ad- 
ventures, hosted two separate groups of about 40 
caravaners each. 
Caravaners are RV tourists who travel the same 
route, follow the same itineraries, and participate 
in tours in towns along the way. 
Terrace was just one stop on the 43-day cara- 
van trip around the north. 
Most of the caravaners - a mix of mostly 
Americans and out-of-province Canadians - were 
unfamiliar with the area before they came, Down- 
ie said. 
Kermode bear. They didn’t know anything about 
the First Nations.” 
“They didn’t know there was a city of almost 
20,000 here so they were impressed by that,” 
, 
“They didn’t know of our sports fishing or the ~ 
Downie said. 
The group’s tour here included visits to Heri- 
tage Park Museum with the Ma Lambly play, and 
the Kitselas Canyon. 
“What we offered was the northwest history,” 
Downie said. 
“They liked what we had to offer,” he added. 
“We have a really strong aboriginal culture and 
pioneer history, which is pretty special.” 
Many. of the visitors expressed interest in 
coming back because they thought Terrace was 
unique, Downie said. 
The Kitselas Canyon site, about 14 kilometres 
east of Terrace, opened just this year as a limited 
access tourism destination. 
The site offers great views of the river and can- 
yon, and an interpretive tour about the culture and 
history of the Kitselas people. 
In the past, the Kitselas, who are Tsimshian, 
were the gatekeepers of the Skeena River. They 
made their living by charging other First Nations 
a toll for travelling the river. 
The project, which also features three long- 
houses, is still under development, however, and 
will open officially next summer. 
Its success so far, though, makes tour coor- 
dinator Wilfred Bennett feel confident about the 
site’s future. 
“Just by the response we got this year’, we ex- 
pect a significant number of visitors,” he said. 
During the Riverboat Days weekend, Aug. 5 
- 7, 150 people 
came out over 
three tour times. 
“We expect a This could 
mean great things significant number 
for the Kitselas of visitors, ” 
people, Bennett - Wilfred Benneu 
said. 
Benefits in- 
clude jobs at the 
site - Tsimshian people will be hired as tour coor- 
dinators and guides - as well as the need for new 
businesses such as a security company, gift shop, 
riverboat tour operation and transport company. 
Tourism is the Tsimshian people’s new focus 
since other,industries that employed them in the 
past, such as fishing and logging, “have fallen by 
the wayside,” Bennett said. 
Both he and Downie have hopes for the future 
as well. 
Bennett hopes the new site will get Tsimshian 
youth more interested in their culture and history. 
Downie is excited about possible spin-offs. 
“I see Kitselas as being a place to visit in 
northern B.C. It will be a very significant tour- 
ism attraction,” Downie said. “It’s just got all the 
components.” 
“I can anticipate other opportunities in the area 
as we have more people stopping here,” he said. 
I can see things like river tours, wildlife view- 
ing. other historic sites. hiking adventures. I can 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
I 
So what was the point 
Dear What Sir: compelled The Terrace Standard to write about 
these four men nicknamed the “binners” in the Aug. 30, 
2006 Why issue. would you want to write about them and the obvi- 
ous poverty that they live in? Do you notice that they are 
all First Nations men? Being First Nations myself I did 
not like the picture or the little text that you had at the bot- 
tom of it. It’s not enough that the majority of First Nations 
people in Terrace and Canada are struggling but you have 
to print a story about it and showing these “binners” and 
their bottle of sherry? 9 
What are you trying to prove? Facts:, “Oh yes, look 
at these poor native men.” Well what happens when a 
First Nations person succeeds? It’s not good enough for 
front page material? As a young First Nations woman, I 
have just recently graduated from high school and am just 
starting college in Terrace this fall. My career hope is to 
become a general practitioner so that I can help out my 
fellow man. Does that even matter? Is it so shocking that 
I’m not an alcoholic and am actually going somewhere in 
my Showing life? these men, Dewey, Roy, Hany and Huey, and 
the living conditions that they have to go through every 
day of their lives, is a one up for First Nations people ev- 
erywhere. Way to go Standard. You have no idea what 
these men have been through in their lives. 
And if you think this is showing real life than why 
don’t you show a prostitute on the front page of next 
weeks paper? 
Shalarre Pauls, Terrace, B.C. 
Nothing glamorous here 
Dear si+: 
I’ve read your Aug. 30 online article on the four smil- 
ing “binners” and wonder if it really was that slow of a 
news day that you have to celebrate the lives of four guys 
who dumpster dive in order to support their alcohol ad- 
diction. 
C’mon, I thought that your newspaper had a bit of jour- 
nalistic integrity, but this article shows apparently that is 
not the case. I fail to see how this feature does anything 
short of telling these 4 that their behaviour is acceptable. 
These are four guys who do nothing but feed an addiction. 
If these four were meth heads would they rate even so 
much as a line in your paper? 
Why haven’t we as a society taken a stand against t h i s  
sort of thing, and try and have them become a bit more 
productive with their lives, instead of condoning their life- , 
style of trash picking and saluting dead relatives with a 
glass of cheap wine? 
- There are treatment centers available, and an AA in 
I’errace. And being First Nations, I am positive that there 
ue centers available specifically for First Nations people 
o help them get back in touch with their culture, give 
hem some pride in who they are. 
I ask this as I have done business with one of binners 
)ack when I lived there, and he is the one who states there 
s no work. Don’t believe &,Terrace. He cannot find 
vork because of the sauce. Plain.and,simple. He,:was a 
lard worker who had people lined’up to put him to work, 
ut  the booze killed any of that. 
Don’t glamorize their existence and trying to get us to 
eel sorry for them because young people beat them up. 
Jews flash, this happens to almost all homeless people. 
If you don’t want it to happen, get off the sauce, take 
shower and get a job. Everyone is hiring, or at least 
t seems that way. The oilpatch, military, McDonald’s, 
{hatever. 
Or maybe these four don’t want to find work, they just 
{ant drink their lives away. That isn’t something that we 
s a society should glamorize. It is something that we as a 
ociety should take as evidence that we aren’t as civilized 
s we seem, and that is just sad. 
Robert Bamise, Campbell River, B.C. 
Northwest needs help 
bear Sir: 
5 I’m very much in agreement with recent artiies that 
lore must be done to help the northwest woods industry. 
’s a tragedy what has happened and that the premier has 
Uowed what has happened with the 20 per cent takeback, 
ggers destroyed and sawmills barely hanging in there. 
Where is the government. Rich Coleman should find 
?other ministry. He is totally incompetent. We need help 
Wayne Singh, Surrey B.C. 
3W. 
3ike problem stories grow 
ear Sir: 
Since my first letter on bikes on sidewalks I have talked 
1 other people who use the sidewalks to walk on. 
One young mother told me she was walking her baby 
a stroller when a biker came up behind her and hit the 
roller while passing and broke the front wheel off, 
The bike rider fell, but got up , looked his bike over to 
ake sure it was OK and took off again, not caring if the 
tby was OK or not. 
An elderly couple told me they were wallcing home 
3m the farmers market with bags of food when a biker 
ent between them, knocking the bags of food all over the 
lewalk. He just kept right on riding down the sidewalk - 
ith no care about what he did to the elders food. 
A few elderly people also told me they don’t go for 
d k s  anymore because they may get knocked over by bi- 
cles because their riders just don’t care. One gentleman 
Id me he has had his cane knocked out of his hand more 
m once by bicycle. 
Even our parks are not safe any more as bikers use 
:m as shortcuts to get where they are going kind people 
ve to get out of their way or get hit. 
I am only one senior who has been hit on the elbow 
a bike rider. The by-law should be enforced that bik- 
i stay off the sidewalks as they are sidewalks, not bike 
ils. I am 66 years young and like to go for walks and 
e the sidewalk just about every day and would like to be 
Fe while doing so. 
David Lamke Sr., Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can 
Y ~ .. x us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail 14s at newsroom8 
rracestandard.com No attachments, please. Name, 
Zdress and phone number required for verification. 
VlSlTORS packed the Skeena River viewing platform at the Kitselas Canyon tourist site over 
the Riverboat Days weekend Aug. 5-7. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO added. 
see us getting more and more to offer,” Downie 
~- __.. .-- . 
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No need to do this 
Dear Sir: 
In August I was stopped CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag: at a conservation officer road check on Hwyl6 near the junction of Hwy37. 
w I had been doing some 
hiking around the Stikine 
area and had with me a back- 
gear' and a 
registered firearm. I declared 
that I was carrying a f i r e m  
and was asked to pull to the 
side so the firearm and 
checked, 
I showed them the fire- 
arm, which ' was safely 
gave my PAL and drivers RCMP is responsible for sodesofCSI. , licence' The Officer seemed 
concerned by the fact that 
my hands were shaking, and 
assumed that 1 was in viola- 
tion of some law. 
I was then accused of 
having possession of 'dope', 
and being a 'dope-smoker', 
because ' was he as- I was accused of poaching, hind a badge. sumed I was guilty of some- 
thing* He refused to listen 
when I told him that 1,suffer 
from low blood sugar) and 
had not eaten anything for 
the past 13 hours. 
The drug accusations 
then turned into assump- 
tions of poaching an animal, 
though there was nothing in 
the vehicle that would lead 
him to believe this. 
I allowed them to search 
the vehicle. One officer be- 
gan to search the vehicle, 
digging through my pack. 
plastic bags and smelling the 
were searching for drugs, 
not looking for a violation of 
the Wildlife Act. 
treated like a criminal. 
This was a ridiculous dis- 
play of what I thought was 
very poor judgement on the 
officers' part. 
He was opening some I'm not sure if these of- 
ficers were just bored and 
licences be contents. It was clear they needed something to do, or 
saw a young man with shag- 
gy hair who they 'just knew' 
was up to no good. Clearly 
and and As I understand, the they had seen too many epi- 
violations concerning drugs, 1 see this as a waste ofI 
etc., not the local conserva- taxpayers'LJ money, a poor 
tion officer. The proper pa- handling of the situation, 
perwork was completed and and very unprofessional. 
signed by me, and they con- It is disturbing to see 
tinued to search the vehicle. these young men who are 
I was repeatedly accused 'brain washed' and on a 
of being a 'dope-smoker', power-trip while hiding be- 
and of hunting in a closed I am'thoroughly disgusted 
area, though I had not been with their performance, and 
hunting at all. I urge these officers to try to 
They left all of my be- be more professional in the 
longings in a scattered mess future and to remember that 
inside the vehicle, which I one should be treated as in- 
had to clean up before I was nocent until proven guilty, 
able to drive. I gave nothing not the other way around. 
David James Irwin, but cooperation, answered 
Fort Fraser, B.C. all their questions, and was 
Traffic change needed 
Dear Sir: 
And now we resurrect the city truck route 
question for thought and discussion. The 
,thought of a stream of container hauling 
trucks turning the 45-degree overpass cor- 
ners makes me nervous. 
Let's add a city route for regular motorist 
travellers. Take the old bridge and make it a 
ode-way into Terrace. Almost every major 
city I have visited has a dedicated city route 
available. Give motorists the option of going 
non-stop across the old bridge. This would 
take some of the traffic uressure off of Keith 




businesses and tourist attractions that have 
been undergoing major improvements in the 
downtown area. 
The effect of sparse, intermittent traffic 
on the east part of the Lakelse corridor has 
been ongoing since the twin bridges' over 
Ferry Island were built so many decades 
ago. Some people will be forced to change 
their route when leaving the downtown area. 
Does it make sense to take a bridge worth 
millions of dollars and operate it on a basis 
that forces it to be empty over 50 per cent of 
the day? 
LAKELSE DRAGONBOAT SOCIETY FIRST ANNUAL 
K4THY AT 798-2475 or alpine-katQhotmail.com 
OR DONEVA AT 638-5772 
Gayton Nabess, Terrace, B.C. I 
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Education degree 
coming to Terrace 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
Northern British Columbia 
is introducing a Bachelor of 
Education degree program 
here next year for people 
who wish to teach kinder- 
garten to Grade 7. 
It’ll be two years in length 
and means people will no 
longer have to leave the area 
to earn the degree, says local 
UNBC official Judith Lapa- 
dat. 
There’s room for 25 peo- 
ple in each of the two years, 
which helps explain why the Judith Lapadat to be offered in conjk t ion  
university is moving from < with the Northwest Com- 
increasingly cramped space coursework and t~losc ,I;ho munity College so as to 
next to the provincial liquor have a UNBC diploma in give aboriginal people the 
store to a much larger build- aboriginal language and cui- courses and preparation they 
ing, On Keith Ave. across ture, said Lapadat. need leading up to the main- 
- - from the Terrace Lumber “We’ve designed the pro- stream Bachelor of Educa- 
Company. gram so there are multiple tion Progran1- 
The program is designed poillts of entry, but every- One complication for po- 
to take three kinds Of StU- body does two years regard- tential bridging program stu- 
dents -ones with an existing less,” she said. dents is that they often have 
bachelor degree, those who Lapadat expects the pro- to apply in the spring for any 
have completed three years gram to provide teachers for 7 ,assistance from their home 
Of appropriate University northern jobs in anticipation Villages for fall studies. 
- - .  
Farm not a health risk‘ 
of a growing number of re- 
tirements within the exist- 
ing ranks of teachers in the 
north. 
Next year; the univer- 
sity is also reviving a bridg- 
ing program for aboriginal 
people who wish to become 
teachers. 
It’s not being offered this 
year because the university 
is fine tuning it to be more 
applicable to potential teach- 
ers. 
The bridging program is 
An environment ministry 
biologist and a conserva- 
tion officer visited the farm 
after receiving numerous 
complaints from neighbours 
about excessive flies they 
believe stem from the farm 
and about an odour. 
The complaints are the 
most recent in a long history 
of complaints dating back 
to before- Daybreak Farms 
purchased the farm in 1992. 
Despite the complaints and 
visits from numerous fed- 
eral, provincial and munici- 
pal agencies, many of the 
problems at the farm persist 
- prompting the latest in- 
spections. 
And the farm has not been 
in compliance with orders 
made by the Farm Industry 
Review Board. 
The environment minis- 
try officials were asked to 
inspect‘the farm because the 
agriculture ministry has no 
way of enforcing the orders. 
”The main things that we 
were looking for are how 
manure is stored, where and 
how it was stored and at the 
time of the inspection the 
fami was in compliance,” 
says Greg Tamblyn, an im- 
pact assessment biologist 
* constructing a concrete 
foundation under the barn. 
The ministry” has asked 
Floritto to provide written 
confirmation when each of 
these steps has been done. 
Though the farm is in 
compliance more follow-up 
inspections are scheduled. 
“Ifthings lookreally good 
on the fami it’s unlikely we 
would inspect again under 
normal circumstances, but 
with Daybreak, because the 
issues have been going on 
for some time we want to do 
follow-up inspections,” ex- 
plains Tamblyn. 
The city is also seek- 
ing legal advice about how 
to proceed with the farm in 
terms of enforcing its nui- 
sance bylaws. 
Residents have submit- 
ted a petition to city council 
requesting the city enforce 
its nuisance bylaws. They 
believe excessive flies in 
the neighbourhood originate 
from the farm. 
By Sarah A. Zlmmerman 
DAYBREAK Farms is 
complying with regulations 
governing how to deal with 
manure at the egg laying op- 
eration and health inspectors 
say flies at the farm do not 
pose a health risk. 
The determination comes 
after a series of visits this 
summer to the farm by of- 
ficials from the provincial 
’ environment ministry and 
a health inspector from 
Northern Health. 
4519 LAKELSE AVE. 6154040 
www. thesourcecc.com 
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Oller ends September 3~1,2006.  Available wilh compatible dm’ces. wilhin L i I  Mobility 1X andior 1hCV.DO coverage area, wlicrc lechnology pcrinitr. Long dislance and roaming charger Owluding lordgn w) may apply ouUlde 
01 Bell Mobility c&rage areas. Other lees such as 9.1.1 (75Jlnionlh). nehvork access (M.95lmonth) and one.timc activation Iec (135) appiy. All cdls are I c a I  unless otherwise spNiIid. Subject lo change wilhoul nolke and can not 
be combined wilh any other oHer unless indated ollierwise. Early IPrniination l e i  apply with all lerm agreementr. T a m  extra. Wliile supplies la\t. May not be ai shown. May not be milabie in a11 locations. other conditions apply. 
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m , -  _ - -  ’ Fishing fer Rainbows and Brook Tr t in Ross Lake 4 ’ 
0,’ ? K T a  -e- 
Anale~,~tlrs.com the trout are hanging around of BC maintains a stocking 
shore. As the water warms, program for both species of 
oss Lake is a small, clear brook trout are the first to go trout. Brook trout have been poses. This map may not 
water lake east of New to the cooler, deeper sections released every year since LAKE ACCESS reflect current conditions. 




to a fisheries 
stocking pro- 
gram, this lake 
offers anglers a 








Maniniuni Depth - 0 -  
The favorite 
for fishing 
this lake are 
chironomids,  
d a m s e l f l i e s ,  
leeches and 
dragonflies. “If 
QMCk Facts fly patterns 
- 0.L 11lelrr;5 lug Lldll dllU U U C l L  you want your If you are planning a trip Brook trout 
prefer cooler EIevatiun best chance, to Ross Lake, remember to 
water than rain- 402 metres look at what check the fishing regulations 
bow trout, says ~ they are feed- first. There is a motor restric- 
Bob Melrose, July, 1961 ing on,”says tion on the lake, allowing 
shop Pro from Dehh Units Melrose. electric motors only. For 
(27 feet) 
( I  ,319 feet) 
The boat launch i 
lane and gravel with 
grade. The park is 
Survey Date use only. 
with the provincial Ministry 
of Environment. 
“Essentially they had 
cleaned up the manure they 
had on site and there were 
plans to pump out one of the 
barns the following day.” 
The July 17 visit was done 
with the cooperation of the 
farm’s manager Ron Floritto 
who also provided Tamblyn 
with a list of improvements 
he expects to see completed 
in the coming months. 
Those improvements in- 
clude: 
* installing 24 fans into 
one of the barns in August, 
I 1  * installing new water 
lines to both barns in Au- 
gust, 2006 
* installing new eaves- 
troughs on the barns to con- 
trol runoff 
* completing items con- 
tained in the farm’s environ- 
mental farm plan 
* installing ties on road 
to provide better support for 
trucks and to get rid of mud 
holes 
* filling in the remainder 
of large lagoons 
* removing manure sev- 
eral times a year including 
spring, summer and early 
fall, if possible 
* fixing a mower to cut 
grass regularly 
* obtaining a cost esti- 
mate for installing a con- 




for Sports in 
Smithers. The be! 
in the spring and 
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3ss Lake and the 
’ Fisheries Society 
FISH STOCKING RB-Hainbow Trout. BT-Brook Trout 
Rdmsed #Fish Stock Size St- d 
7-Jun-06 3,000 RB-PREM PENNASK 8.07 YEARLING 
7-Jun-06 3,000 BT-AY LMER AF3N 5.96 RNGRLING 
Stockirrg records for p u t  IH-O yertrs orrly. Earliest rcc0rd.y date back to 
1955. Awnrge size of jiS11 rrrtwsitred it1 grcrttis. 
1-Jan-55 2.000 RB-UNKNOWN 0.1 FRY 
I 
0 2% F M  
SALES * SERVICE I RENTALS PARTS I 
I Yamaha 0 Polaris 1 
kPld*n2V&a 
Optimized 5-mw @mad 
pattern providing aggres- 
sive, self-cleaning tmad for 
excellent tractlon on and off 
road. Advanced cut and chip 
resistant tread compound 
providing long lastlng tread 
for rough temain. Snow flake 
approved meaning tfnat it 
meets sevem snow service 
requirements from the 
Rubber Association of 
Canada. 
1 
. .  
Ef4TEWPRISES LIU 
“Your Recreation NE’D Specialists“ 1 
I I ” TERRACE’SNEW MERCURY 8 HONDA DEALER 
I PARTS SALES SERVICE I CUSTOM BUILT BOATS I ’ ’ Licensed Technicians I 
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Politicians twist arms 
for money, health care 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
FOUR KITIMAT Stikine 
regional district board mem- 
bers are in Victoria today 
I and tomorrow to press cabi- 
net ministers to pay more at- 
tention to the northwest. 
“We want to let them 
know the northwest status 
- our needs and what they 
should focus on,” says re- 
gional district chair and Ter- 
race mayor Sack Talstra. 
He’s joined by vice-chair 
Joanne Monaghan, directors 
Alice Maitland and Craig 
Caruso and staffer Andy 
Webber. Joanne Monaahan imnlorc women to desist 
- -  
Lake as a park and increased 
incidences of bears in urban 
areas. 
Mike de Jong, newly ap- 
pointed aboriginal relations 
and reconciliation minister 
will be asked to explain the 
government’s “New Rela- 
tionship” with aboriginal 
people as it pertains to bands 
here and why some land 
claims are being fast tracked 
while others are not. 
Finally, solicitor general 
John Les will be pressed on 
providing money for the re- 
gional district to erect five 
billboards itlong Hwy1G that 
“It’s a good move.” said 
Monaghan. “We in the 
northwest have different 
issues and if the (cabinet 
ministers) aren’t aware of 
them we have to make them 
aware.” 
The locals will meet with 
ministers for the environ- 
ment, education, aboriginal 
relations and reconciliation, I I community services, en- 
- 
patients will be obliged to 
travel to Prince George, in- 
stead of choosing other ten- 
{res such as vancouver, if 
radiation therapy brought to 
that northern citv. 
fro111 hitchhiking. 
Talstrn says it’s been five 
or six’years since a regional 
district delegation made the 
trip to the capital and that 
such a visit is overdue. 
i, 
McBike Movie Madness ... Artful Cup Saturday 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES SOCIETY 
The Board of Directors for TDCSS is seeking 
individua!s with fresh ideas that would be 
interested in volunteering as a member of the 
Board commencing September, 2006. 
TDCSS is a’Non-Profit Organization offering 
a variety of specialized programs geared 
towards helping people in our community. 
635-3 I 78 
For further informafiaion, or to express our interest 
in joining our team, please p x one 
Community services min- “It’s good to have face- \\ www.tdcss.ca 1 
ister Ida Chong will be pre- to-face meetings SO they 
sented with a list concern- know who i 0 U  are and YOU 
ing A!can for power sales, know who they are,” said 
a possible restructuring of I the chair, adding both the 
Dease Lake local rrovern- cabinet and the local board 
i ~ iste;RichaTrb Neufeld for a 
“fair share agreement,” sim- 
ilar toJthe one in the Peace 
River regional district. 
Since 1994, $at district 
has ‘ recei\;ed a provincial 
grant to offset the loss of 
would-be taxation revenues 
from industrial facilities that 
are located just outside of 
municipal boundaries. 
are concerned that cancer 
‘ 1  
Xn 
i 




On page 22 of the Zellers circular dated 
Saturday, Sept. 9th - Friday, Sept. 15th, 2006, 
the dates for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur 
have been quoted incorrectly. 
The correct dates for Rosh Hashanah are: 
Saturday, Sept 23rd - Sunday, Sept 24th, 20W. 
Yorn Kjppur: October 2nd, 2006*. 
’Holidays begin at sundown the night before. 
,We apologize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused. 
f 
I By MALCOLM BAXTER 
THE LIBERAL govern- 
merit's decision to cancel 
the fall session of the Legis- 
lature is undemocratic, says 
NDP Skeena MLA Robin 
Austin. 
Austin said going to Vic- 








ergy, mines and petroleum merit to possibly join the re- have changed substantially 
reSOUrCeS and public Safety. gional ‘district, the question since the last visit. 
Monaghan says the four of Thornhill and whether Monaghan adds the visit 
local regional &Strict direc- it will or won’t amalgam- will be good public rela- 
tors have different priorities ate with T~~~~~ and 3010 tions. I 
but some issues are more Legacies NOW infrastructure “Some people put minis- 
important than others. grants. ters on an ivory pedestal but 
Both she andTalstra were Education minister Shir- they’re people just like you 
quick to mention the need to ley Bond can expect to be ~ and me - they just happen to 
north of the Meziadin Junc- while environment minister The individual meetings 
tion and completing and fix- B~ perlner will be briefed with the various ministers 
ing the Kemess Road up to on a possible designation of are scheduled to last 30 min- 
industrial road standards. Muller’s Beach at Lakelse each. 
Monaghan also wants to 
,J , lobby energv and mines min- 
< 







-- - - _ 
For De tai Is 
CALL: 1.800.487.1216 
wwwhawkairca 
46 We are inpoducing our convenient Quick 
Tikkets as a six pack special availableJor a 
limited trine on& Quick Tickets ofler 
unresmkted travel - no up-grade 
represented a “major policy 
change”, changing the tradi- 
tional, historical agreement 
of power being used to cre- 
ate jobs. 
er ways to do it, trust me.” 
ERRACE 463 1 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250) 635-4984 
OTEM FORD Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-880-463-1128 DL #5548 That said, “I will find oth- 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 8 
?, NATASHA Coe was placed at the Heritage Park Museum as one of 187 youth the SeGice Canada Employment 
centre for young people placed this summer. ' SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
More ,youth get'summer jobs 
By SARAH ARns The youth employment office will reopen again next May 
< ,  - in the Human Resources building on the comer of Lazelle, 
0 TERRACE'S youth employment office filled, more job Avenue and Emerson Street. 
vacancies in asmaller &eathis summer compared to iast 
implying the local economy is improving. 
The Service Canada Centre for youth connects job seek- 
ers up to30-years old with employers, as well as offers skills 
workshops such as resume-writing and interviewing. 
Last year, the Terrace office posted and filled 175 job va- 
cancies for Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers, Prince Rupert and 
New Aiyansh. 
This year the office received 195 job orders just for Ter- 
race and Kitimat and filled 187 of them. 
'The numbers show the economy is getting better here, 
, said student employment officer Lindsay Smaha. 
"All of our numbers are designed to reflect economic 
downturns or upsides in the area," she ,said. "Most of the 
jobs were in retail. Retail is up in the area." i 
More student employment officers^ posted in the region 
may be another reason for the increased job pool. 
Only one helper was dedicated for the whole region last ' 
year,' while this year, Terrace had two, and Prince Rupert 
and Smithers each had one. 
"There was more of us so could dedicate and concentrate 
more of our time on finding jobs instead of one person trying 
to do it all on their own," Smaha said. 
The officers also exceeded their goal of conducting 20 
workshops this summer. 
Instead, they conducted 30 with a total of 343 partici- 
pants, mostly at the high schools in Terrace and Kitimat. 
"We think the centre was really successful this year," 
Smaha said. 
. 1 
Gary MacCarthy and the Staff 
would like to Congratulate 
JOEY on achievingla new 
MacCARTHY MOTORS SALES RECORD 
JON SOLD 34 yEHlCL€S 
IN AUGUST 2006 
Joey invites you to pop by 
for coffee and find out what's 
new for 2007.. or have a chat 
about how he can help you 
buy your next vehicle at ... Joey PreGSt - _  
MacCarthy Motors ( Terrace ) Ltd. 
TERRACE 635-4941-- 
5004 HIGHWAY 16 WEST KlTlMAT 632-4941 
- OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS (1 -800-862-3926) 
k$ 
Request for Proposals 
!? F4 Fixed-RoofAccommodation Q I t  Kiti mat society 
Opportunities IF gets more cash 5 ;j: BC Parks is  seeking proposals for fixed-roof accommo- fl 
~ 
ti dations in 12 parks.The RFPs are being offered in two $3 t,.,; groups with the following six parks being considered kf 
;rt; for port study i,'l A '  inthesecondgroup. &?I 
By SARAH A. 
Z l M ME RM A N 
THE GROUP studying the 
feasibility of developing 
a port in Kitimat which 
transports large bulk items 
has been given $200,000 
from a trust fund to help pay 
for its costs. 
The money comes from 
the Northern Development 
Initiative Trust, which was 
started with money from the 
sale of B.C. Rail. 
The Kitamaat Port De- 
velopment Society was es- 
tablished earlier this year to 
look at establishing a port 
to fill the void left with the 
lconversion of Fairview ter- 
minal in Prince Rupert into 
a container port. 
A break bulk port allows 
items which don't fit into a 
container, such as steel pip- 
ing, wood pellets, automo- 
biles and other large items to 
be shipped. 
"This gives us the con- 
fidence and the comfort to 
proceed with the study," 
says the society's executive 
director, Roger Harris. of the 
sustainability plan. 
"The Trust Board strong- 
ly supports the need for 
modem port facilities in the 
Northern Trust area," said 
Bruce Sutherland, Northem 
Trust Chair. 
"Efficient and cost effec- 
tive transportation of bulk 
goods is fundamental to the 
success of existing and new 
manufacturing facilities just 
as the need for modem con- 
tainer handling facilities in 
Prince Rupert and elsewhere 
throughout the Trust area are 
also required. 
"lf the wood products, 
pipeline developments, and 
mining and energy sectors 
are to grow within the Trust 
area, a break bulk port facil- 
ity is essential." 
Another $160,000 for 
the study is outstanding, 
but Harris is encouraged by 
talks with federal minister of 
international trade and min- 
ister in charge of the Pacific 
Gateway initiative David 
Emerson and officials from 
Western Diversification. 
. Silver Star (Sovereign Lake) - Okanagan Region 
- Myra Bellevue - Okanagan Region 
- Nancy Greene - Kootenay Region 
Maxhamish Lake - Peace Region 
Foch-Giltoyees - Skeena Region 
Golden Ears - Lower Mainland 
The provision of fixed-roof accommodation is based 
on Ministry of Environment policy that guides the 
upgrade of existing park fixed-roof accommodations 
and the provision of new facilities to meet the needs 
of park visitors, while ensuring that park values are 
protected. Proponents are encouraged to incorporate 
"green techno1ogy"into their proposals. 
Successful proponents will be offered the opportunity 
to enter into an agreement with BC Parks for the right 
to design, finance, construct and operate new or 
existing fixed-roof accommodation facilities. 
.Further information on these Requests for 
Proposals can be found on the ministry website 
www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/ or on BC Bid.The 
deadline for proposals i s  November 27,2006. 
_ _  - -- 
Ihc Bcct Place on Earth 
"SAWDUST & WOOD CHIPS 
Yes, loggers Sports by the Terrace Downtown Lions conclud- 
e d  Sunda afternoon with the weather in our favour. 
An  adde Cr attraction this year was a display of big trucks 
- Kenworth, Freightliners h Peterbilt. All of which are used in  
log hauling. M a n y  thanks to our local auto dealer for their 
display of cars, trucks, 4 x 4's and R.V.'s. W e  had a 1932 4 cylinder, antique 
gas, 15 Hp Caterpillar "driven" in for display by Brian Pierce. AI1 were viewed 
with much interest. W e  would like to continue this next year with more antique 
equipment and vehicles. 
THANKS 
For printing and copying, Totem Press & Speedee Printers 
Thornhill Fire Dept. & Army Cadets. Timers on the field were Lion Chris 
Schooner, Ken MacKenzie, Mar ie  Gregoire and Sandy Laughlin. Announcing 
, by Brittany Jaakola, 'udging by Lion Dave Maroney. 
hours hauling and  setting up wood for chopping and sawing events. 
W e  wish to extend our thanks a n d  appreciation to all our generous sponsors 
and  volunteers. You have made this event possible and a success. 
' 
P logs. Mornin Glory  Farms for the sel f! loading truck for hauling & setting u Special T 91 anks to Andy Lambert, Jerry Lambert & wife and  Vic Devost or  many 
' 
Rona AI C Glass Bandstra Transport 
West Fraser Bear Creek Contracting Inland Kenworth 
Andy lambert Excel Trucking Twin River Power 
Jerry Lambert ,, Norburd RV Terrace Bowling Lanes 
Vic Devost Finning Tractor Petro Tek 
MacCarthy Motors Cedarland Tire Rudon Enterprises 
Your Decor All West Glass A & W  
Pete rbi I t Sight and Sound OK tire 
Terrace Freightliner Independent Industrial N.W. Fuels 
Totem Ford Neid Enterprises Dr. Nagy 
North Coast Equipment Terrace Toyota Columbia Auto Haus 
Thornhill Motors Terrace Chrysler 
SilentArmor 
FOUNTAIN TIRE (TERRACE) 
4641 Keith Ave. Terrace, BC * Phone: 250-635-4344 
Manager: BK (Smitty) Smith smitty.smith@fountaintire.com 
most recent contribution. 
The provincial gov- 
ernment has contributed 
$200,000 and inore money 
has come from the private 
sector and the Haisla people 
of Kitamaat. 
The $774,000 study in- 
cludes developing site en- 
gineering assessments and 
a business case for existing 
and new shippers to use new 
port facilities in the Kitimat 
area. It will examine trans- 
portation corridors required, 
costhenefit analysis from 
both the port and shipper's 
perspective along with de- 
velopment of an environ- 
mental and socio-economic 
’Arsonist hits 
local store 
late at night I 
SOMEONE TOOK advantage of items left outside a local 
business to set a blaze that caused thousands of dollars of 
damage the first day of September. 
Around I1:30 p.m. Sept. 1, the Terrace fire department 
responded to a call from a passerby who spotted several 
boxes and wooden pallets on fire. 
They had been piled up against a door at the Terrace 
Furniture Gallery on Lakelse Ave. across from Northern 
“It hadn’t gotten through the rear exit yet’but there was 
smoke in the building,’: said Peter Weeber, Terrace fir 
chief. 
Firefighters doused the flames and set up fans to remove 
the smoke from inside the building. 
Weeber said the blaze was definitely arson and adviSes 
building owners to avoid suffering a similar problem by 
removing debris from outside their businesses. 
“Definitely don’t let debris accumulate outside your 
business or tkre’s a very good chance somebody will light 
it on fire,” said Weeber. 
Arsonists have set fires inside of dumpsters and wooden 
pallets adjacent to several commercial businesses, he said, 
adding the Salvation Army has been targeted in the past. 
“If there’s no debris, there’s nothing to bum,” he said. 
’ 
- 




ning of SePt. 1 after boxes and Pallets were set on fire 
outside Of the Terrace Furniture Mart On Lakelse Ave. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Weeber estimates that there was acouple of thousand 
dollars in damage to the outside of the Terrace Furniture 
Gallery ,building. 
The aoor was destroyed and there was minor smoke 
damage inside. 
i 
MLA wants ridings 
in north preserved , 
1 IF PEOPLE in rural areas are to have any sort of voice 
, in the B.C. legislature the ridings in the north must be 
preserved, says Skeena MLA Robin Austin, 
“If we lost seats in the north it’s going to be even harder 
for the voices and the concerns of northerners to be heard 
down south,’’ says Austin. 
“It’s already a challenge to have our concerns heard.” 
The Skeena riding extends from Gitanyow to Kitimat 
and Austin believes it’s a manageable size now. 
“Relative to my colleagues on the west and east of me, 
I have the best and most serviceable area as a northwest- 
ern MLA,” he says. “I can reach most of my constituents 
within an hour’s drive of Terrace - I can drive around my 
entire riding in one day.” 
Austin appears before the electoral boundaries com- 
mission in Victoria today, Sept. 13. He’s telling the com- 
mission that even if the population in northern areas has 
dropped, no ridings should be eliminated or amalgamated. 
The commission is to ensure each MLA in the province 
represents about the same number of people. That average 
is determined by dividing the population of the province 
by the number of MLAs and with B.C.’s population es- 
timated at 4.2 million, each of the province’s 79 MLAs 
should represent roughly 52,000 constituents. 
Just seven per cent ,of the B.C. population lives north 
of Williams Lake. He hopes even if the numbers here are 
lower than the average, northern ridings will remain in- 
tact. 
“On an effective representative basis they need to main- 
tain eight seats in the north,” Austin says. 
h 
literacy and Englishusu-Second language instruction 
VOLUNTEER TUTORS NEEDED 
Summer is coming to an end. W h a t  wil l  you d o  
this Autumn and  Winter? Consider becoming a 
Volunteer Tutor and help others. 
Volunteer Tutors work with one learner for 
two hours a week to help them improve their 
reading and writ ing skills, or lend a hand to new 
immigrants to Canada as they learn English. 
FREE tutor training will be provided. 
If you want to help others, contact the 
Community Readers & Writers program * 
at the Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
3235 Emerson Street. 
Phone 638-1 330 for more information. 
Sponsored by the Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Community of B.C. 
.. ..R , 
What are your views on the upcoming 2007 provincial budget? British Columbians are 
invited to participate in the budget consultation process now underway. 
WE WANT TO H E A R  F R O M  Y O U  
A public hearing is scheduled for: 
TERRACE 
Thursday, October 5, 2006 
9 am t o  12 pm 
Skeena Room, Best Western Terrace Inn and Conference Centre 
4553 Greig Avenue 
I 
For more information on attending this public hearing of the all-party committee; 
sending a written or online submission; or obtaining a copy of the Budget ZOO7 
Consultation fupec visit our website a t  www.leg.bc.ca/budgetconsultations 
or contuct: 
Office of the Clerk of Committees, Room 224, Parliament Buildings, 
toll-free in  BC: 1-877-428-8337; e-mail: FinanceCommittee@leg.bc.ca. 
The deadline for written submissions is Friday, October 20, 2006. 
Kate Ryan-Lloyd, Clerkhistunt ond Committee Clerk 
Victoria, BC V8V 1x4; phone: (250) 356-2933; fax: (250) 356-81 72; -a 
%IS“ COLU@ 
WE WANT TO-HEAR I .  FROM YOU! 
The all-party Education Committee is investigating effective 
strategies to address the challenges of adult literacy. The Committee 
has been asked by the Legislative Assembly to hear the public‘s 
ideas on how to improve adult literacy rates, particularly among the 
province‘s aboriginal people, English-as-a-second-language adults, 
and seniors. 
Please pre-register to ensure a time slot at the public hearing. 
You can also participate by submitting your ideas in writing, or\ 
audio/video tape, or via a toll-free telephone mailbox. The deadline 
\I 
‘for submissions is now Monday, October 23,2006. \I 
For more information on appearing before this all-party committee or 
sending in your ideas, visit our website or contact the Office of the 
Clerk of Committees. 
Kate Ryan-Lloyd 
Clerk Assistant and 
Room 224: Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, BC V8V 1x4 
Toll free in BC: 1-877-428-8337 
Tel: (250) 356-2933 





k-2 CITY OF TERRACE 
2 0 0 6 T A X S A L E  
Pursuant to Section 403 of the local Government Act, a Tax Sale will be held in the Municipal Council 
Chambers, 3215 Eby Street Terrace, B.C., at 1O:OO a.m.; September 25, 2006, for the disposition of 
the following property. The {ollowing properties have delinquent taxes as of September 8th, 2006: 





00322.000 4627 Goulet Ave. Plan 6602, DL 360 
01 230.000 4725 Scott Ave. Plan 3268, DL 361 




0261 1 .OOO 4819 Walsh Ave. Plan 3579, DL 362 
06291 .OOO 4816 Warner Ave. Plan 3798, DL 61 1 
’06586.000 51 28 Medeek Ave. 
16501 .OOO 5408 HWY 16 W Plan 1016, DL 1745 
065 1 2.00G 5 1 1 2 Agar Ave. Plan 10558, DL 61 1 \ 
Plan PRP 14301, DL 61 1 
The sole of the following property i s  subject to the above Section 403 and Section 252 of the 
Community Charter. 
Mobile Home CASARSO, Pamela 28633 13 4625 Graham Ave. 
Mobile Home MORVEN, Theodore 30127 1 3614 Kalum St. 
Mobile Home BURKEll, Bonnie 38054 6 361 4 Kalum St. 
Mobile Home LONG, William 36733 45 3614 Kalum St. 
Mobile Home GILLIS, Paul 2441 1 28 3624 Kalurn St. 
Mobile Home PARNELL, ANNE 25 103 17 501 6 Park Ave. 
NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS 
1. Tax Sale properties are subject to tax’under the Property Purchase Tax Act on the fair market value 
2. Only commercial proper! is subject to G.S.T. 
3.;6oth taxes become paya le if and when the transfer of title occurs following the expiration of the 
4. The municipality mokes no representation, express or implied, os to the condition or quality of the 
Jud Degerness 
Coiector/Director of Finance 





350.2 1 j 512.03 
of the property. 
redemption period. 
property(ies) for sale. 
6 
HELP YOUR CHILDREN (AND GRANQCHILDREN) 
BECOME SMART INVESTORS 
You‘ve learned many lessons about manag- cases, tax consequences can arise when 
ing money and investments. Why not pass you transfer property-including securities 
them along to’ your children or grandchil- to a relative under the age of 18. Income 
dren? The sooner, kids learn earned by the investment, 
the basics of saving and invest- such as interest or dividends, 
ing, the better prepared they’ll is attributable to you for tax 
be for their financial future. purposes until the recipient 
Here are a few tips for get- is 18. This applies only to 
ting young investors off to a first-generation” income - 
good start. amounts earned each year 
leach them how to save. by the original investment. 
Give children an allowance, “Second-generation’’ income, 
then teach them the difference such as compound interest, 
between saving and spending. is taxable in the child’s hands. 
Show them how to divide their However,’ capital gains earned 
money into two pools - one to by selling an investment at a 
spend and the other to put into a bank profit are taxable in the child’s hands in- 
account. If children earn extra cash by stead of yours. 
babysitting, mowing lawns or doing other Show the way. Children learn ~y exam- 
chores, offer to match the funds they put ple. Show them how you save and invest. 
into a savings account. This way they’ll be Explain how you reached a savings goal, 
motivated to save more. such as buying a car. Or demonstrate how 
Make stock plcklng fun. Children are you invest for their post-secondary educa- 
often fascinated by the idea of owning tion. Stressaoncepts such as setting o b  
shares of a company. And the more they jectives and making regular investments. 
understand about stocks, the more inter- These are lessons that will last a lifetime. 
ested they become. I ’ They’ll equip your children or grandchildren 
One way to generate interest is to play with the knowledge and skills they need to 
a family “stock-picking” game. ,Have every- become smart savers and investors. 
one in the family choose a stock to follow Member ClPF 
for a month or so. Then award a prize to 
the person whose stock has performed 
UPCOMING BROADCAST 
best. This is a good opportunity to teach HQW TO RAISE 
A MONEYSMART 
CHILD 
the basics of stock analysis, by examining 
the factors that caused some investments 
to oerform better than others. And don’t 
underestimate ,lyour children’s ability to 
grasp fairly sophisticated concepts. Chil- 
dren love to learn. 
Give cash or investments. Give children 
money to invest in the stock market, or buy 
TUESDAY.-SEj. 19th . 
stocks on their behalf. You can even take - .. iD 
* FORFREE ADMISSION TO THIS 
VIDEO PRESENTATION CALL KEVIN 
OR SIERRA TODAY. 
SEATING IS LIMITED. 
Edward Jones the stock market game a step further and give shares. It’s a good idea for children 
Serving Individual Inveetom 
107-4716 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T2 
*(258) 6384202 or 147743&1202 
to invest in companies whose products 
are familiar. But make sure they’re quality 
Eeware of the potential tax implications 
of giving money or investments. In some 
businesses with good prospects. 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ’ 
Select Standing Committee on Education I 
John Nuraney, MIA, Burnaby-Willingdon, Chair 
Gregor Robertson, MIA, Vancouver-Fairview, Deputy Chair 
006 
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City wili borrow 
to build ‘plex 
“We’ve had a referendum, albeit somewhat dated, that in 
Terrace we proceed so that’s what we’re doing,” he said. 
“I and council have said this very same thing through 
three elections and the people that were lukewarm on this 
project were not re-elected.” 
City officials are quick to remind taxpayers that while the 
bylaws allow the city to borrow that much money, it doesn’t 
mean ail of it will be spent. 
“Once the borrowing bylaw is passed, the city doesn’t 
have to borrow that whole amount but we had to put a num- 
ber on it, so that’s why it’s on the high side,” says city direc- 
tor of leisure services, Ross Milnthorp. 
The city is holding an open house at City Hall in the base- 
ment training room Monday, Sept. 18 from 7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 
The final design of the second sheet of ice will be presented 
as will the breakdown of the final costs to build the long 
proposed sportsplex. Those number will come from the bids 
,, received from contractors on various aspects of the project. 
The meeting is open to the public. For more infomiation 
contact -Ross Milnthorp at 615-3000. 
FiOm frorlt; 
, School shifts, closure 
A decision on both recommendations would be expected 
around March. Any changes would come into effect in Sep- 
tember 2007. 
Enrolment numbers for the four schools for December 
2005 were: Kiti K’Shan 238; Cassie Hall 233; Clarence 
Michiel 171; and E.T. Kenney 153. 
The district doesn’t get an accurate enrolment number 
until the end of September and will use those statistics when 
the board votes of the recommendations in October. 
Among the other recommendations is that the district ex- 
amine leasing the never-used Mountainview Elementary to 
a group or public institution whose operations don’t conflict 
“We could bring it back as a public school if and when we 
If adopted, it would also mean the district office would,, 
, with the school district’s. 
can,” Greenwood said. 
remain where it is on Hwyl6 West at Kenney St. 
Sportsplex costs 
Second sheet of ice - Phase One 
Design $797,000 
Construction $5,000,000 
15, per cent contingency fund $750,000 
Taxes PST $300,000 
Interim financing $93,000 
Inspection and testing $50,000 
Parking lothoad way $450,000 
Pave snow dump $260,000 
Project management I $200,000 
Storm main relocation ’ $1 00,000 
Estimated total s,OOo,oO0 
ArendAauatic Centre upgrades - Phase Two 
heat recovery $500,000 
Arena Low E ceiling $44,000 
Aquatic centre de-humidification and 
Lighting upgrade $20,000 
DDC controls for heating 
and ventilation $40,000 
Rink slab replacement $340,000 
, Wall insulation $50,000 
Miscellaneous $200,000 
Estimated total $1,194,OOo 
s back on the table 
The three-year plan initially unveiled to the public in 
December 2005, which was deferred until last week, had 
proposed the administrative office be sold and moved to the 
empty Mountainview school. 
A further recommendation is that the district holds on 
to Ecole Jack Cooke, which it leases to the Francophone 
School District. 
Greenwood said at $140,000 revenue a year, the lease 
is too valuable to the district and hinted the building could 
eventually be used to house a First Nations education centre 
in the future. 
Finally, it’s recommended distiict staff look at reconfig- 
uring the local three high schools because Grade 10 students 
are now part of the graduation program but are not physi- 
cally in the same school as Grade 11-12 students. 
All six of the recommendations will come before the 
board Oct. 4 and will be voted on independently. 
Purchase financing on virtually all 2006 models. 
WE’RE CLEARING OUT THE 06% TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE 07’s. 
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I: 
G,P CHEYROLET OPIRAs 
0% linancing oHar not available on OPTRA’ 
133 CHEWROLET COBALT 
ITg§ TWE EVENT YOU DOWT WANT TO MISS, 
With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning 
models, there’s never been a better time to buy a GM vehicle. 
CHECK OUT HOW EM 
VEHICLES STACK UP. 
gmcanada.com 
Ask about our three months 
of no-charge XM service* 
NOW AT YOUR BC CHEVROLET, PONTiAC. BUICK. GMC DEALERS. gmcanada.com 1-8W-GM.DRIVE. TMo 2005, VANOC. Used under License. Ail Rights Reserved. to% purchase financing for 36/48/60 months on approved GMAC credit only. Offer is unconditionally interest-free. Down pnyment and/or trede may be required. Monthly payment 
and cost Of bonUWing Will vary depending on amount borrowed and down paymenbtrade. Example: s10,ow at 0% APR, the monthly payment is $166.67 for 60 months. Cost of borrowing is SO. Tutat obligation is SlO.WO. 0% purchase financing for 36 months is available only on 2006 Cobalt and 6 5  Pursuit. 0% purchase financing for 48 months Is 
available On Virtually all other 2006 Chevrolet. Pontiac. h i ck  and GMC models. 0% purchase financing up to 60 mnths is only available on 2006 Canyon, Colorado. 1500 Siiverado 8 Sierra Pickups, Avalanche. Tahoe. Suburban, Yukon 8 Yukon XL. 0% purchase financing excludes the following 2W6 Chevrolet. Pontiac. h i ck  and GMC models; Solstice, 
OplreS. Opba Wagon. Malibu LS Sedan. Lucerne. COWeHe. SSR. 2WD TrailElmer 8 Envoy models, Express 8 Savana (passenger, cargo and cutaway), 1SX 8 (SA Reguler Cab CIK Pickups, and Medium Duty Trucks (including GMT560 Family 283 8 l i l t  and W-Series). Freight included. License, insurance, registration. PPSA. administration fees and 
taxes not included. Offer applies lo  the lease/purchase Of 2006 new or dsmonstrator models, dealer order or trade may necessary, and applies only to qualified retail customers in BCNukon. Dealers are free to set individual prices. Limited time offer which may not be combined with other offers. See your participating GM dealers for conditions and 
detRils. *For more information. visit gm.xmradio.ca. The XM name and related logos are registered trademarks of XM Satellite Radio inc. A@ Service mntract required. OnStar uses existing emergency ssrvice providers as well as atllular and satellite technologies. Vehicle electrical system needs to be operating for features to funclbn properly. 
I I 
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Meats 
o you ever get bored in the grocer) 
store and wish they would invent a nen 
animal to kill? D “I haven’t had Lemur in a long time 
how ‘bout you?’ 
Sick of wieners, beef, chicken, ducks and geese 
tired of fish sticks, salmon, halibut cheeks? Triec 
buffalo, still have some moose in the freezer? Rab. 
bit & tuna, mussels, lobster, oyster. Deer? Don€ 
and done, 
Lamb, ham, crabs, clams. 
And who speaks for our geoduck? Let’s para- 
phrase Lewis Carroll for some advice: 
“0 geoducks, come walk with us!” 
The Walrus did beseech. 
“A pleasant walk, a pleasant talk, 
Along the briny beach: 
We cannot do with more than four, 
To give a hand to each.” 
“A loaf of bread,” the Walms said, 
“Is what we chiefly need: 
Pepper and vinegar besides 
Are very good indeed - Now if you’re ready, 
We can begin to feed.” 
“0 geoducks,” said Carpenter, 
“You’ve had a pleasant run! 
Shall we be trotting home again?’ 
But answer came there none - And this was 
They’d eaten every one. 
Other dead things I have eaten: Craw Fish. 
When the Seafood truck pulls into Snow Lake, in 
northern Manitoba, during the school year, you 
can’bet it’s all frozen. One needs to boil up a big 
bowlful of Craw Fish to feed 2 - 4, and one must 
learn to suck the meat from the exo-skeleton to get 
the best bits. Dip in drawn butter. 
geoducks, 
scarcely odd, because 
Frog’s Legs 
Had ‘em in the French Quarter of Winnipeg, St. 
Boniface: taste like chicken. 
Farmer Sausage from southern Manitoba. My 
friend Lois and I ended up living in Halifax at the 
s m e  time, and we decided to host Menno Night at 
the bar, to gather together some others around to 
fondly recall Farmer Sausage. One evening, some 
Haligonians joined us and we explained to them 
the beauty of this meat. Lois said, “Well, it’s red 
and doesn’t change colour much after it’s cooked. 
Coarse, kinda chunky. Some people like to eat 
it raw even though it’s all pork and just smoked, 
not cooked yet. Oh, first they dip it in vinegar.” 
Our Halifax friends nodded and politely said, 
“Mmm, mni, that sounds, um, hmm -- very inter- 
esting.” 
Klik, Kam, Spani: luncheon meats. It’s amaz- 
ing what we make out of left-over animal parts, 
eh? Jell-o, for example. Strawberry-flavoured beef 
marrow. Aspic to go. great for the kids! It’s lunch- 
time fun. ’ 
How old were you when you first realized 
“headcheese” was not made out of cheese? 
Here’s a question for you: is it better to wear 
leather shoes from a cow that has alreddy been eat- 
en at McDonald’s, or to wear non-recyclable plas- 
tic shoes that Stella McCartney designed? Damn 
the expense, we‘re talking about The Earth here! 
Fashion cares, ?nd is here brought to you -- live 
-- from the world wide web: 
“Stella McCartney-a longtime vegan and 
animal rights activist-made a strong point not to 
use animal products in her chic clothes so popu- 
lar with the Hollywood set. She even went so far 
as to make her shoe collection, that includes vinyl 
stilettos ($350 retail), free of any animal products 
(no leather!). Cameron Diaz, Natalie Portman and 
Demi Moore all have a pair of the sexy summer 
shoes and now they‘re going to be marked down 
60% at both her Los Angeles and New York bou- 
Should Vegans use Petroleum products? These 
products are made of the pressed goop of plants 
and animals (zooplankton) from a zillion years 
ago. They may contain animal bits, albeit very old 
and squished, all those ancient micro-organisms 
and what-not. (Bikes may be more eco, as coal is 
from all-veg compost, and steel is made from coal- 
fired iron works. It’s only the burning of the coal 
that may be a problem.) 
And then there’s the whole thing with extracting 
petrol, as some plastic-shoe wearing people don’t 
want that to happen anywhere near their place. So 
it needs to be trucked in from elsewhere, I guess. 
More importantly. is it okay to eat worms? 
fiey are at the top of the food-chain, after all, and 
[ would not want to upset the balance of our blue 
planet. Let us finish with these wise words. 
Nobody loves me, everybody hates me,’ 
I’m going to the garden to eat worms, 
Big fat juicy ones, little slimy skinny ones, 
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By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
RON GOWE says I ~ c  call be ;I bit of it redneck 
sometimes. 
land in  southern Africa to mcct his son-in-law’s 
family, he didn’t Ict that stop him. 
Gowe got an e-niail from his daughter in 
March, in which she said she wits going to meet 
her husband’s family. 
“1 e-niailed her right back and said, ‘Is there 
room for one more?“’ Gowe said. 
The July trip was to be Julia Gowe’s first trip 
to meet husband Dr. Khisi) Mdluli’s family and 
as such it was not to be an ordinary visit. 
Zulu customs are call for an elaborate two-day 
ceremony when a bride and her family meets her 
groom’s family. 
The couple are more accufately husband and 
wife than newlyweds. They met while both were 
studying at the University of Victoria. They’ve 
been married 12 years and have an 1 1-year-old 
son named Nathan. r 
Gowe says his son-in-law had forewarned him, 
his wife and son there would be a “do.” 
Regardless, Gowe was taken aback by what 
transpired. 
Some of Khisi’s sisters, uniformly dressed in 
traditional purple dresses paraded Julia to the cer- 
emony. 
There the 43-year-old was preseijted with her 
own “apron” or full ,dress and head covering, the 
latter which signi lies a married woni?n. 
She then has to prepare, cook and serve a meal 
for her husband, though with up to 200 people 
present the meal hah been cooked, leaving the 
serving to Julia. 
“Symbolically, she had to present the meal to 
Khisi on her knees,” said Gowe, adding under her 
breath his daughter niuttered, “This is the first and 
last time this is ever going to happen!” 
Then it was Gowe’s turn to be feted. 
The Zulu custom calls for a dowry of 1 1 cattle, 
bumped to I3 if the father of the bride is present. 
When the village chief, speaking entirely in 
Swazi. presented Gowe with the livestock he had 
to refuse the offer because he could not follow the 
custom of bringing the cattle back to his “village” 
by foot. 
He was presented with a goat in their place and 
told he could do with it  whatever he wanted. 
“1 turned it back over to them,” said Gowe, 
adding he was then given a spear and shield and 
given the distinction of honourary warrior of the 
tribe. 
The same was repeated for Nathan, deemed a 




. .  // 
of Af ricad - 
and on the world’s second largest continent 
) Part I of 11.  r s  0 
junior warrior of tribe. 
presentations and feasts, where neighbouring vil- 
lages were invited to attend. Julia also toured the 
village cemetery to meet the ancestors. 
The customary capper was that Julia was built 
a house in the village, a sign of acceptance into 
the family. 
The round house with thatched roof is theirs to 
use whenever the family returns. 
TERRACE’S Ron Gowe got an unexpected and unique gift as part of his daughter’s welcom- 
Khisi’s family is an educated and wealthy. one, 
which came as a bit of a shock to Gowe. 
“It shook me up a bit,’’ he said. “I knew the 
family was better off than most but I didn’t know 
how up they were - they wouldn’t let m e  pay for 
The ceremony continued to the next day, with ’ ing ceremony earlier this year in Swaziland, Africa. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
The generosity ingrained in their customs left 
Gowe, 7 1, in disbelief. 
“We couldn’t believe how welcoming and 
friendly the family was,” he said. T h e y  were im- 
pressed that Julia’s father came - it means more to 
them in their custom.” 
1 
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lntroduqction to Islam on offer 
TWO LOCAL participants in a world 
religions Conference taking place here this 
weekend say they’re excited about the 
opportunity to participate. 
Rev. Andreas Tabert from the Terrace Al- 
liance Church and Davinder Singh Sangha, 
who will represent the Sikh community, say 
the topic, “reconciling the existence of God 
and human suffering,” will be a challenge. 
“It will be good to talk about your faith as 
accurately as possible,” said Sangha. 
As a pastor, Tabert says he deals with the 
issue of God and pain and suffering all of 
the time. 
“You hope that people will see the bigger 
picture and have a deeper experience of God 
in the midst of the pain,” he said. 
The Sept. 16 session in the main cafete- 
ria building of Northwest Community Col- 
lege is hosted by the Vancouver-based B.C. 
branch of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Commu- 
nity which is also holding conferences in 
Prince Rupert and one in Prince George. 
Its objective is to educate the world about 
Islam and Mohammad but it also seeks to 
promote understanding between people of 
different religions, says Rizwan Peerzada, 
one of its B.C. officials. 
Also speaking will be Leonard Ward from 
Prince George who represents the aborigi- 
nal community, Judith Johnson, a Buddhist 
from Vancouver and Naseem Mahdi, who 
is the national president of the Ahmadiyya 
Muslim Community in Canada and is based 
in Toronto. 
“I’m very excited about coming to Ter- 
race,” said Mahdi last week. “We get lots of 
questions and there is good dialogue when 
\IASEEM Mahdi, who is the national president of the 
4hmadiyya Muslim Community in Canada, says he’s 
txcited to come here. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
As the national president, Mahdi is the 
spiritual leader of the community as well as 
its administrative head. 
we are in smaller communities.” 
Mahdi will be taking part in five of these 
conferences in the next while. 
The evening starts at 6:30 p.m. at the col- 
lege with light refreshments and there .will 
be a second refreshment break during the 
course of the evening. 
Each of the participants will outline his 
perspective on the theme of “reconciling the 
existence of God and human suffering” and 
there will time for questions and answers. 
The moderator for the evening is NWCC 
president Stephanie Forsyth. 
There is no charge to attend and the pub- 
lic are welcome but organizers do want to 
get an idea of attendance to ensure there are 
enough refreshments. Please call 1-877-767- 
1965. 
The conference is being held inxoqpera- 
tion with the Alliance Church of Terrace, 
Gurdwara Sahib Mri-Pri Khalsa Darbar, the 
Skeena Valley Guru Nanak Brotherhood 
Society, Northwest Community College, 
the Hindu Society of Terrace, the Daiko-ji 
Soto Zen Centre of Terrace and The Terrace 
Standard. 
The word “Ahmadiyya” translates as 
a follower of Ahmad, which is the second 
name of the Prophet Mohammed, says Mah- 
di, the community’s leader in Canada. 
There are between 30,000 and 40,000 
members spread across Canada with concen- 
trations in larger centres such as the Greater 
Toronto Area, Vancouver, Montreal and Ot- 
tawa. 
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C:ITY /I SCENE 
:Clubs & pubs 1-6 p.m. Call 638-8884 for info. Terrace 
Kinsmen 
and 
Music ; 4RTFUL CUP: Wednesday 1p.m. film nights: Monty Python’s The Holy GraiUBlazing Saddles 
Sept. 13; Planet of the Apes/Beneath the Planet 
3f the Apes Sept. 20; McBike Movie Madness 
Saturday, Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. 
j GEORGE’S: Sugarfoot Sept. 8-9; Accelerators 
Sept. 15-16,22-23. 
t HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosballNed. 
raraoke, free pooVThurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance.music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
?.m. to midnight musicjams. All you need is your 
instrumentl because there’s sound equipment, 
*lighting, a drum kit and all the amps you’ll need. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws Saturdays 
‘ starting at 4 p.m. 
- ’  
; I The Terrace Art Gallery has two shows on - %splay until Sept. 30. The upper gallery features 
L ‘A journey i;i Time” - miTed media by Sharon 
: Blythe of Hope. m e  lower gallery has “Regional 
5 $allery is located in the basement level of the 
Marianne Brandis* author Of 
arid SUl lCtUarieS:  A ~ O l W l l l ’ S  Life ill Hollarid 
and Cariada, which has been ‘submitted for a 
Taylor Prize for literary non-fiction reads from 
8: rravels** - photography by paul Rusch. me Governor General’s Award, and for The Charles 
i remace Public Library, 46 10 Park Avenue. Hours 
I 3f operation are: Wednesday, Thursday and 
* Saturday 12-4 p.m., Friday 12-6 p-m. and Sunday 
the book’s chapter on life in Terrace- “Legacy of 
TtXlXe: how nine years of farming on the Eby 
Road shaped the life and writing of Madv  Brandis 
v 
a The Bills, a renowned folk music fivesome 
from B.C.’s West Coast entertains music fans of 
all ages with instrumental virtuosity, $,lush vocal 
arrangements, exuberant live performances, 
evocative songwriting, and refreshingly innovative 
interpretations of traditional tunes from around the 
globe. The 2005 Juno Award nominees for Roots/ 
Traditional Album of the Year come to Terrace 
as,the first act of the 2006-07 Terrace Concert 
Society’s season on Saturday, Oct. 7 at 8 p.m. at 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Ticket information 
TBA. Go to www.terraceconcertsociety.org for 
more information. 
m BChydro 1111 
SEE and listen to quthor Marianne Brandis 
when she comes to the Terrace Public Li- 
bray on Sept. 27. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO :Visual Arts Etc. D%’ma Days instructors 
Britt, Kurt and Garion report 
A FUN and CRE,ATIVE Summer was had 
bv over 60 Children 
and her family.” She comes to the Terrace Public 
Library Wednesday, Sept. 27 at 7 p.m. Phone 
638-8177. 
Stuart McLean, the host of CBC Radio’s 
popular Sunday show The Vinyl Cafe,’returns to 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre for a live performance 
Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets ‘available at 
Misty River Books call 635-4428. 
I -  
#113 - 4716 Lazelle Ave . 
, .  . 
Terrace & District Community Services Society, 
‘:I ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING COMMUNTIY EVENTS SUNDAY, SEW. 17 
Terry Fox Run for Cancer Research takes place 
at George‘Little Memorial Park beginning at 1 p.m. 
at the bzndshell Sunday, Sept. 17. For information, 
phone Lynne Eastman at 635-3474. 
The Kitirnat Centennial Museum hosts an e x  
hibition on any and everything fish by artist and 
artisans working in a variety of mediums. Call 250- 
632-8950. 
PSAs 
The Good Food Box distribution day is Thursday, 
Sept. 14 at 6 p.m. Families who have signed up 
need to pick up their box at the location they 
signed up for. Locations are: Skeena Kalum 
Housing (4611 Haugland), the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium (341 2 Kalum) and Thornhill Primary 
School (3860 Paquette Ave.). Call 638-1863. 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society 
is looking for tasty and ripe locally grown fruit to 
, supply as snacks to local schools. If you have fruit 
to donate, call The Family Place at 638-7863 ore- 
mail agathaj@telus.net with subject line: Fruit. The 
society also needs volunteers for fruit picking and 
transport. I you can help, call the same number. 
Last year, Terrace and Thornhill primary and 
elementary school schildrn ate more than 1,400 
kilograms of fruit donated through this program. 
Terrace Public Library is accepting registrations 
now for the next set of preschool storytimes. 
Free‘storytimes for children aged 13 months to 5 
years. Drop in or call the library at 638-8177 for 
information and to register. Classes will begin the 
week of Sept. 24. 
AUG. 25 - SEPT. 23 
and personality disorder. Learn tUhe skills to cope. 
The one-night-a-week course starts Monday, 
Sept. 18 from 7-9:30 p.m. at the Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse. To enquirehegister call Eileen. 
Callanan at 635-3620. Seating is limited. 
Heritage Park Museum has new fall hours of 
operation. The museum will be open from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Monday to Thursday. For a guided tour, 
call ahead to 635-4546. 
Family History Centre (genealogy) at the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is open 
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. Free counselling and 
access to ancestry.com available. 
Support After Suicide support group monthly 
meetings have been cancelled. Assistance 
with grief is still available from others that have 
experienced a suicidal death of someone close. 
Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1 347. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meetings are Sept. 14 & 28. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For 
information about emergency aid or peer support 
programs, call 638-8583. 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
& Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
meal preparation always needed. 
A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
from 4-530 p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
of the public health building on Kalum St.). The 
meetings are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For info, call Mark at 638- 
181 8 or e-mail mark-brain-injury@yahoo.ca 
Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
0 
CONGRATULAI’iONS 
will be held 
d The meeting will commence at 5:30 p.m. 
: at the Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club. 
:-- For further information, or to express our 
September 19,2806 
rest in joining. OUT. team, please p K one 
635-3 1 78 
w . 
i Our Ofices are Open 
“ I  j ioSeneyou!  
I. 
I 
Terrace Office 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Phone: 250 632-9883 
b Kitittiat Office 244A City Centre 
- -  
Email: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
BARB BEVAN 
Barb Bevan won a MP3 
stereo donated by Cana- 
dian Tire at the COPS FOR 
CANCER BBQ . 
Re/Max of Terrace would 
‘like to ‘thank ’the following‘ 
businesses for making our‘ 
COPS FOR CANCER BBQ, 
such a success. We raised 
SAVE ON FOODS 
COCA COLA 
CANADIAN TIRE 
’ .F== k-! MIX RADIO 1;’ !I ,; - 
AQUA CLEAR BOnLERS 
R ”  r 
Outstnnding Results, 
Re/Max of Terrace 638’-1400 
I Stop by or reachus by phone! 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitiniat 
Skeena Squares invites you to come and learn 
more about “Square Dance Awareness Week.” 
The week of Sept. 10 to 16 has been so declared 
in B.C. by our Lt.-Gov. lona Campagnoio. Drop in 
at the Carpenter’s Hall on Monday nights between 
7 and 9:30 p.m. during September and October. 
Dancing starts Sept. 11. Call 638-831 6 or 638- 
1626 for more information. 
Northern Health presents a parent-child Mother 
Goose Program for parents and newborn to 18- 
month-old children. Simple rhymes and action 
songs to delight your baby and help develop 
language and communication. Thursdays, from 
0 
Baby’s Name: Baby’s Name: 
Linda Amy Marie Stephens 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 31,2006 at 3:29 
a,m. a,m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 11.5 oz. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parents: Natasha Venn & Parents: 
Daniel Stephens Sr. 
“Llttle sister for Daniel Ir., 
’Percy & Jonah” 
Baby’s Name: Baby’s Name: 
Hanna Elise Schibli 
Date &Time of Birth: 
September 2,2006 at 2:50 
p.m. a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 10 oz. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parents: Ariane & Rob 
Schibli 
“Little sister for Graham, 
Marc, h a s ”  
Gage Jesse Shaun Tait 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 6,2006 a? 1:52 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 02. 
Margaret Wilson & Donny 
Tait 
“Llttle brother for Prestonff 
Kelly Ron McMillan 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Allgust 30,2006 bt 11:08 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 1 oz. 
Parents: Adelynne McMillan 
&Jacob Davis 
“Little brother for Lance” 
I 
Seot. 14 to Nov. 2. from 10:30-11:30 a.m. at the second and fourth Wednesdavs of each month. 
of charge and participants can come as often as 
they want. To register, call 638-2200. 
Rotaract Club of Terrace Skeena Valley is now 
up and running and is looking for new members 
between the ages of 18 and 30 who are interested 
in making a difference in Terrace and around the 
world. The club will meet on the first and third 
Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at the Coast 
Inn of the West. For info call Kelly at 635-8843. 
The Healing Touch Association of Terrace is 
resuming its service to the community every first 
and third Monday of the month from 7-9 p.m. 
starting on Sept. 18 at the Knox United Church 
(4907 Lazelle Ave.). For bookings call 635-8892. 
The Clay Artists of Terrace Society offers fall 
pottery lessons at its studio at 4438 Greig Ave. 
beginning Sept. 11. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
The Happy Gang Centre has a general meeting 
on Thursday, Sept. 14 at 2 p.m. 
The Terrace Dragonboat Society meets every 
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. and Sunday at 1:45 
p.m. at Waterlilly Bay. Anyone interested in 
dragonboating is welcome to come out and give it 
a try. Call Carol 635-4640 or Jocelyn 638-6265. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society seeks 
new members to help provide the vital services 
within the community. Membership fees are only 
$5 a year. Fees can be waived for lower income 
persons. Come to the group’s office at 4628 Park 
Ave. For info call 635-4631. 
p.m. at the firehall building conference room. 
New members are always welcome. Call Bob at 
638-0923 or Rolf at 635-691 1 for information. 
Royal Canadian Legion needs members and their 
spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help prepare 
vegetables and pie crusts once a month for steak 
night and to help with dishes. Call 635-4862. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
j the week Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Sweet Adeline’s Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School’s music room on 
Thursdays from 650 to 9 p.m. For info, call Viv 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Network with 
other writers, and share goals, markets and tips. 
Newcomers welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899. 
- 2007 season. 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It’s easier than you might 
think to get involved. For info call 635-4232. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 





The Northwest Mktis Association meets on the 
third Wednesday of each month at #206-3228 
Kalum Street. Call 638-1 199 for information. Terrace Branch B.C. Schizophrenia Society 
and Northern Health present Family to Family, 
a free 12-week course for families of persons 
with: depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, 
anxiety disorders, ovsessive-compulsive disorder 
The Thornhill Fire Department is looking 
for volunteer fire fighters. Training and safety 
equipment is supplied. Call 638-1466. 
! J 
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Local helps with family tree 
Gowe says he was impressed that many in the village had 
been overseas to earn university degrees. 
The rest of the trip featured sightseeing in Pretoria, the 
South African capital, and a safari in northern South Africa 
at Kruger National Park. 
Gowe, a genealogy hobbyist, also spent time recording 
his son-in-law’s family information. 
Khisi, the eldest son of his father’s three wives, didn’t 
know the exact number of siblings he had. 
With help from one of Khisi’s aunts, Gowe said he was 
able to pin down the number (28) and has sent Khisi some of 
his family tree findings to the family in New York City. Khisi 
is a tuberculosis researcher who represents an American cor- 
poration, while Julia is an international tax consultant. 
Gowe, who as a t e e n h  the air force visited North Af- 
rica, said he has always been interested in people and culture 
from different areas despite his redneck self label. 
“A lot of North Americans can be totally ignorant about 
other people,” hesaid. “It’s just shortsighted.” 
Gowe said the people - his family -he met in Africa wcre 
“warm and large” people. 
“Once you get to know people, it’s totally different than 
what you might expect,” he added. 
lowed to bring the calf skin shield back to Terrace because 
of Agriculture Canada guidelines. room. 
However, a sister of Khisi had made the necessary phone 
calls to Ottawa and Gowe had no trouble when stopped 
briefly in Vancouver’s airport. 
The spear and shield are now on display in his living 
-- 
JULIA G o w e  and son Nathan Mdlul i  relax in the 
home built for her in her husband’s African village. 
Interestingly, Gowe says he was sure he’d never be al- RON GOWE PHOTO 
The Kingdom of Swaziland, with a population of about 
1.2 million, is a landlocked country almost entirely sur- 
rounded by South Africa, with Mozambique on its eastern 
border. 
Membership rules have eased,’ 
(- new people welcomed at branch 
CONTRIBUTED By CMDE ETER CROMITON 
YET ANOTHER summer is nearly in the history books and 
here at Branch 13 we feel we have had a successful season. 
We have accomplished one of our goals - that is the ex- 
tenor painting of the building. A fine job done by a few, but 
many thanks to those who donated monies and materials; 
without you, we would never had done it. 
We also have had the leak in the store room roof fixed, 
again with volunteers and donations. I would point out that 
any work we do on our building is done with 
1 have not received any notice about Saturday jam ses- 
sions starting yet, though there is a special one slated for 
Saturday, Sept. 23. Meanwhile, our meat draws still go each 
The monthly veterans dinners start again this month. The 
first one is Wednesday, Sept. 20, with serving starting at 5:30 
p.m. 
All our supplies for Remembrance Day 2006 have ar- 
rived; I will be asking for volunteers during the months of 
October and early November, so watch the notice boards in 
thebranch. I 
Our membership numbers have been 
falling over the last few years and I sonie- 
times wonder if the general public are aware 
that there many ways that they can bcconie 
Gone are the times when military service 
was a must.’Now, even being from a mili- 
tary family background is no longer ncces- 
’ sary, so why not corne in to the branch, pick 
up a membership form, ask around about what we have or 
could be of interest to you. 
The Northwest Zone meeting is taking place at Kitimat 
Branch 250 on Sept. 29-30 - all members are welcome to 
attend. 
. Saturday afternoon starting at 4 p.m. 
our dollars, and not with monies from the 
Poppy Fund. If you are not aware, Poppy 
Fund money can only be used under the by- 
laws of the Royal Canadian Legion. 
again a success and I understand from Cmde 
Ray Forget that our own float was a fam- 
ily affair -Alvin, Kreg, Michelle and Rosie 
made sure it was ready on time. 
Our first general meeting was last night Sept. 12, and as 
we head towards the winter and elections, now is the time 
for you as members to start thinking of your 2007 executive. 
There is no doubt that the success of our operation depends 
on the strength of your executive. So don’t forget the second 
Tuesday of each month is general meeting night at 8 p.m. 
A few months back, your management team put out a re- 
quest form for your ideas for interior changes to our prem- 
ises; many forms were taken, but to date I have received one 
only. WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
Le@o n 
Notes 
I As already reported, Riverboat Days was I members of our great organizat6n. 
Next general meeting is Tuesday, Oct. 10 at 8 p.m. 
Next veterans monthly dinner is Wednesday, Oct. 18 at 
Steak night Friday, Oct. 6 from 5-7 p.m. 
530 p.m. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
invites you to an 
OPEN HOUSE 
MONDAY, SEPT. 18,2006 
790  p.m. 
Training Room Downstairs 
in City Hall 
To view and comment on design plans for 
Phase One of the Sportsplex Project 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
Cwld Use Your Help With: 
Fall Yard Cleanup 
.Cleaning Of Eaves 






llskut First Nation Band Members 
Amanda Dennis, 
Membership Clerk for lskut Band, 
will be in Terrace B.C. 
at the Bear Country Inn on 
Sepkmber 25th & 26th, 2006 
for those off-reserve Band Members who 
need to renew or apply for a status card. 
For more information, 




TERIWCE Senior’s Do You Need 
. IWIIEAU VOLU-E~~  Help With Winterizin V 
?he Terrace Volunteer Bureau Can Help? 
WE CAN PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO YOU: 
Sniors & persons wih disabilitie 
residing in heir own homes. 
Call the Volunteer Bureau ut 6361 1330 
Our meetings are filled 
with success stories. 
The, next one could be yours. 
FREE REGISTRATION. JOIN NOW 
PAY ONLY $15 - SAVE $30.00 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 5:30 pm 
il 
Watch Yourself ChangeTM 
1 800 682 8011 WeightWatchers.ca 
Terrace & District Credit Union Legacy Fund 
As part of the merger agreement between Terrace & District Credit Union and 
Northern Savings Credit Union, a legacy fund of $61,000. has been created to 
honor the 61 years that Terrace & District Credit Union served the 
Proposals are being sought from the citizens of Terrace to determine the best 
way to use these funds to enrich our community and provide a legacy for the 
former Terrace & District Credit Union. If you or your organization have a 
suggestion or proposal, please forward it in writing to either branch of: 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Tony deviveiros, Branch Manager 
4650 Lazelle Avenue or 4702 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1T2 
citizens of Terrace. I 
, 
Terrace, BC V8G I S 6  
Submissions will be accepted until 
Credit Union Day, Thursday, October 19, 2006 
The Legacy Committee will consider all submissions. 
For more information please contact either 
Nirmal Parmar (635-3583) or Jim Steele (635-6905) 
I /  
MARGARET SPElRS SPORTS 638-7283 
’. 0 
ROB BROWN 
F i rs t c I a ss“ 
ugh ,tells me he is coming to Ter- 
race to fish the Copper River. 
You want some company,? I ask. 
I’ve been thinking of making a trip to the Class 
Never been there, he says. 
It’s an hour drive, I say, surprised by the apolo- 
getic tone that’s crept into my voice. 
Hugh tells me that it’s OK, adding that he’d 
like to make the drive. See you in about an hour, 
hesays. 
H Yeah. Sure. That’d be nice. He says. 
One section of the Copper, I tell him. 
‘Til then, I say. 
Then I hang up the phone and use all of that hour 
to get my tackle in order, finishing just as his green 
Ford rounds the corner onto my street. 
We make our way through town then over the 
Old Bridge. There are seven sockeye fishermen 
working the Ferry Island Riffle. 
The river is too blue and too low for this time 
of year, the kind of flow suited for the ice-rimmed 
days of fall when only a few yellowed leaves still 
hug the trees. 
11 Hugh and I don’t ‘talk about it. 
I ask him what he’s done over the summer. 
Spent most of it inside, he says, not doing 
much. 
The mushroom shacks are open. Hugh, who! 
knows more than I do, a lot more, tells me they’re 
buying boletus, chanterelles and lots more besides 
pines these days. 
Tum here. Moments-after, we cross the Kleanza 
We climb gently then steeply. Hugh reads the 
road bed and concludes that big trucks have used it 
recently. He switches on his radio and directs me to 
the book of frequencies in the glove compartment. 
I find the frequency. Hugh keys it in. A voice 
tells us he’s passing the six kilometre board with 
a load. 
Good to know, Hugh says. 
Soon we’re bumping up a steeper grade still. On 
our right the road falls away a couple of thousand 
feet, probably more into the canyon. 
My neighbour, Chuck Love, used to haul logs 
outta here back in the eighties, in winter too, I tell 
Hugh. 
Brave guy, says Hugh. 
Skilled too, I add. 
I It’s still overcast when we leave Kleanza and de- 
scend the Nogold Pass and turn east up the Copper 
Valley. 
The matchwood mess of the years when Skeena 
Cellulose first cut the grade has been replaced by 
fields of Christmas trees not all that unpleasant to 
look-at. 
I pick one of the gentler routes to the river out 
of deference to Hugh’s many body-breaking work 
years and his sedentary summer. 
We thread our way through a devil’s club flat, 
leaves yellowed now, and hike up a steep slope, 
then another, sinking into the thick moss carpet, 
grabbing onto branches, following the dog who re- 
members the route from the faint scents of last year. 
At the top we rest. 
I’m really out of shape, says Hugh. 
I tell him there’s no rush. 
There are blue huckleberries everywhere. Usu- 
ally the bears have stripped them clean by this time 
of year. I pick a few handfuls. They’re sweet and 
sharp, about to turn. 
The descent to the river is welcome. Hugh fishes 
through the pool with a nicely crafted surface fly. 
At his insistence, I pluck a delicate blue-tinged 
fly of his invention from a box of beautifully craft- 
ed dressings - coppery stone fly imitations, delicate 
bees - and fasten it onto a long leader. 
I fish the wet like a dry, looking up from time to 
time to watch Hugh in the tail of the pool framed by 
the canyon walls, set against the green flanks and 
rugged snow flanked crags of the Telkwa Pass. 
The fly stops and I’m connected to a nice fish. 
Hugh hurries back slowly, pulls out his release 
tool then slides it down my leader until the collar 
envelops the fly. 
He twists it. The fish hovers momentarily in the 
shallows then disappears into shadows so quickly 
it’s hard to believe it was there. 
There’s more, I say. 
Hugh agrees. A lot more, he says. 
The clouds are gone now, but flickering light 
only reaches part of the pool. 
I eat some nuts and wash the salt away with cold 
water. 
Then Hugh is into a fish. I finish my snack then 
return the favour. It’s a doe. Reflective but with a 
blush that suggests it’s been in the river a while. 
It’s beautiful here, says Hugh. 
Glad you could make it, 1 tell him. We’ll come 
Then we make the slow trip back. 
again. 
~ -~ 
KEVIN FLETCHER, one of the Riverkings three co:coaches, prepares to drop the puck during a scrimmage at training camp Sept. 6 at th 
Terrace Arena, Ryan Watson, front left, and Chris Brown, right, get ready for game play to begin. MARGARETSPEIRS PHOTO ‘ 
Trio to share coachingr duties 
behind Riverkings bench 
By DUSYIN QUEZADA 
THERE WILL be anew mix behind the Riverkings 
bench this season but the man calling the shots is 
not new to the team. 
Kevin Fletcher, an assistant coach to Trevor 
Hendry the last two years, assumes the role of 
head coach for the teani’s third season in the Ccn- 
tral Interior Hockey League. 
He’ll be helped by co-coaches Doug Richey 
and former player Andy McCleary. 
Fletcher downplays the head coach labcl. 
“We’re all co-coaches, there’s no real lmid 
coach,” he said, adding the head coach title is 
strictly a “paperwork” one and a necessity undcr 
league rules. 
Fletcher, who also appeared as a defcnccnm 
in two games for the team last year, says the thrcc 
coaches will each add their own expertise and will 
share working team practices and thc bench dur- 
ing games. 
The 42-year-old Fletcher says thc coaching 
staff will preach a defence-first philosophy. 
“We want to teach the young guys to play a 
two-way game,” Fletcher said. “You want to 
score goals and make the fans happy but it’s de- 
fence first.” 
Richey, 44, played a half dozen years with a 
in Terrace during the 1980s. He captained the 
teanis as pli$er/coach until the former league’s 
demise around 1990. This will be his first job 
strictly as a coach behind a bench. 
McCleary, 24, played the last two seasons with 
the team as a checking forward but will undergo, 
two shoulder surgeries this fall. With no coaching 
experience to his credit, he says he’ll help out in 
any way he can. 
“I’m a motivator, 1’11 work on making sure the 
guys are focused and paying attention to the small 
things.” said McCleary, adding he can be a bridge 
to the younger guys. 
The tcani had two official skates last week and 
new, younger faces have appeared. 
Owner and goaltending hopeful Burny CarIsen 
says he’s happy to see them. 
“Last ycar, there were more bodies and less 
talent. This year. there’s more talent and less bod- 
ics.” Cahsen said. 
He added the league is turning into a “25 and 
undcr” league and that last ycar the players’ aver- 
age age was 34. 
With a potentially younger squad, the team is 
hoping i t  can better last year’s finish. Terrace fin- 
ishcd second i n  both the regular season and the 
playoffs. losing the league championship to the 
rival Ki\tirnat Ice Demons. 
AA men’s champs, is the barometer for success. 
“Our goal is to have a championship team, 
said Carlsen. 
Fletcher says Kitimat has the advantage of tw 
sheets of ice and in order to nullify that, the ke 
for the Riverkings is to get younger and bette 
conditioned. 
The team has a new affiliation with a local gym 
nasium and will be trained by a personal trainer. Th 
team is also expected to have weekly practices. 
Fletcher says last week the coaching staff is i 
no hurry to pare down the roster dramatically. 
“We’ve learned from past experience that yo 
can’t have too many bodies,” said Fletcher, add 
i.ng it’s difficult to evaluate new players after twi 
skates. 
As of press time, the Northern B.C. Challeng 
Cup had been cancelled due to the Smithers Steel 
heads pulling out of the annual tournament bu 
team officials here and in Kitimat were hoping tc 
use the booked ice times for a home and hom 
pair of exhibition games. 
That would mean tentative games in Kitima 
Friday, Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. with a return match ii 
Terrace Saturday, Sept. 23 a t 4  p.m. 
The league released a tentative schedule las 
week that would see the Kings open the season a 
home to the expansion Hazelton Wolverines Sat 
previous incarnation of senior men’s AA hockey Kitiniat. two-time ClHL and provincial senior urday, Sept. 3 0  
Locals embrace cannery race 
By MARGARET SPLIRS 
MORE LOCAL runners have registered 
for the third annual North Piicilic 
Cannery road race than from anywhere 
else in the northwest. 
That’s the word from organizer 
Steve Merrick, who thought up the idea 
for the race near Prince Rupcrt and gets 
more excited about it every year. 
Although he didn’t know the num- 
ber’ of locals already registered. he says 
Terrace runners have embraced the riicc 
as their own, which could help boost 
the competitor numbersthis year. 
’ “The goal is to be the biggest fall 
race in the northwest,” he says. 
Merrick finished second in his age 
group for the last two years in the l/2 
marathon and 5 km and believes he 
could win this year. 
He says most of the “gazelles”, or 
fast runners, won’t be participating this 
year due to other commitments. niean- 
ing the “penguins”, or slow runners, 
will shine with hardware at the finish. 
“People who haven’t won medals 
will win medals,” he says, adding it 
will be great to have winners who run 
for the heck of it. 
The race is one uf a few to actually 
take place at a historic site, and the day 
is more about fun than competition. 
“People e-mail me and tell me how 
much fun they had.” he says. 
He welcomes runners of all ages. 
saying the youngest competitor has 
been only three years old and the oldest 
\VM up\\fiirds of 70. 
The I kni  f u n  riin. the only one i n  
the northwest. is frcc for kids who will 
rcccivc ;I ~ ~ d a l  ilnd 1-shirt just for par- 
tic i pa t i  ng . 
“Wc encourage kids to wear their 
shirts so you gct n sea of blue at thc 
SlUl?.“ hc says. 
Adults :ire welcome to walk or run 
the I km free run and older children 
c;in lakc on the 5 km. 
Two youth under 10 years old and 
about ii dozen between ages 1 1  to 15 
rim the 5 km last ycar. 
The top thrcc i n  cach category will 
rcccivc nicdals and a trophy will be 
awarded to the fastest overall man and 
wonian i n  the 5 kni. 10 kni and the 1/2 
marathon (2 1 hi). 
Runners and walkers are invited to 
bring their dogs as long as they’re kept 
011 a leash. 
Parents with strollers are welcome 
and if morc than two or three parents 
bring their children in strollers, a sepa- 
rate category will be formed so they 
can win medals for themselves and 
their young passengers. 
The weather generally co-operates 
with the runners. 
“It‘s been absol utcly gorgeous.“ 
Mcn-ick says of past race days. 
Last year‘s tcmpcrature reached 
17 C with sunny skics. Everything. 
including the awards ceremony. took 
place outside. 
“In fact. a couple of Prince Rupert 
people complaincd i t  was too ~vanii ,” 
lic‘said. 
I f  i t  does rain, the race goes on and 
the after race festivities will move in- 
doors. 
People can stay overnight at the 
cannery’s accommodations arid enjoy 
breakfast the next morning before the 
races. Showers will be available for 
runners to freshen up after their race. 
Aid stations with water will be avail- 
able for all runners and walkers and the 
cannery restaurant will sell coffee. 
Bike patrols will be present on the 
course to provide assistance and auxil- 
iary RCMP and paramedics will be on 
hand. 
The North Pacific Cannery road 
race takes place this Saturday, Sept. 16 
at the cannery outside Prince Rupert. 
The 10 km walk and 1/2 marathon 
start at 11 a.m. and the kids fun run be- 
gins at 11:30 a.m. 
The5 km walk, 5 kmrun and 10 km 
run begin at noon. 
Runners can register at Farwest 
Sports in Prince Rupert from 5 p.m. to 
7 p.m. this Friday and on race day from 
10 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. at the cannery. 
More volunteers are needed and vol- 
unteers will be accepted on race day. 
Everyone who runs or volunteers 
receives a free t-shirt, free entry to the 
cannery for the day and the post-race 
salmon and halibut barbecue. 
For more info or to volunteer, call 
Steve at 250-624-2 1 16. 1-800-663- 




comDete -.- - - -  
THE TOP TWO RIDER! 
from northwest club 
compete at the Northwes 
Invitational Gymkhana a 
the Thornhill Communit! 
Grounds Sept. 16. 
Organizer Laurie Mulle 
hopes to welcome rider: 
from Prince George and thc 
new club in Fraser Lake. 
The top two riders fron 
the Totem Saddle Club tc 
take part in the five even 
gymkhana include: Master! 
riders Dan Muller and Kathj 
Kowalsky, Seniors rider! 
Lory Howard and Lyn Rem 
pel, Junior A riders Neom; 
Patterson and Samanth: 
Koopmans, Junior B rider! 
Chelsea Chillibeck and Mi 
challa Heighington, Junioi 
C riders Craig Penfold anc 
Isabelle Heaman and Junioi 
D riders Cassie Penfold anc 
Jennifer Rempel. 
The day will include tht 
Dash for the Cash, when 
spectators bid on riders tc 
win with prize money di. 
vided between rider, biddei 
and the new arena. For mort 
info. call 635-940 1. 
.m I \e. - 
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o r for cl ass if i ed display advert i si n g : advert i si ng @ t e r r aces t a nd a rd .co m 
MONDAY TO Friday 9am-4pm 
C LASS I F I CAT I 0 N S !D%;Fourplex ANNOUNCEMENTS 155 Antiques 0-49 160 Appliances 3 Announcements 165 Arts 8 Crafts 690 Mining RECREATIONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircrafl 
71 0 ATV's 
71 5 BoatdMarine ( '  
720 Houseboats 
725 Motorcycles 












DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in  ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector & 5 Daily) $21.20*(inc.l.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector 81 10 Daily ) $31.80*(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily ) $39.75*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 30$ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 c o l h  


















200 Free Give Away 
' 205 Furniture 
21 0 Garage Sales 
215 Garden Equipment 
220 Miscellaneous , 
225 Music 
230 Sporting Goods 
235 Tools 






270 Help Wanted 
274 Professional 








308 Building Services 
310 Catering 
31 2 Carpentry 









332 Home Improvement 
334 Home Support 
336 House Sitting 






448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 










488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
542 FarmdRanches 




572 Modular Homes 
578 Open House 
584 Out of Town 
590 RV sites 
596 Townhouses r; 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm Equipment 











346 Misc. Services 










368 Yard 8 Garden 
RENTAL 400-499 
404 Apartments 
408 Bachelor Suite 
412 Basement Suite 
PERSONAL 50-99 
55 Business Personals 
60 HeaItMbeauty 
65 Lost 8 Found 




WANTED 100-149 420 Commercial 
125 Wanted 424 Condos 518 Commercial 
MERCHANDISE 428 Duplex/Fourplex Businesses 
150-249 432 For Rent Or Sale 524 Commercial 
The Terrace Standard reservea the right t o  classify ads under appropriate 
headings and t o  set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human 
, Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard mserves the right t o  revise, edit, classtly o r  reject any 
'advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, 
and to repay the customer the sum pald for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box reDlles on "Hold" instructions not picked UD within 10 days of expiry of an 
INDUSTRY 650-699 416 CabindCottages 506 AcreagedLots 





815 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoM 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be  received by the publiaher within 30 , 
days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the T o m e  
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement a8 published shall k 
limited to  the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect o r  omitted item only, and 
that there shall be  no  liability in any event greater than the amount pald for such 
0 WORD ADSON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are- received.-Those advertising. 
\ 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitiniat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1x7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 m - 24 hour pager Fvrd S d a  
&r7%o& Jflum~ty 
d 
fLki?mJ/&y C Gdar; 
m e m @  
June 15, I 930 - September 8,200 
A wife, mother, 
sister and- friend 
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 
Remembered by 
Ray, Brent, Mark (Sandy), Wade 
(Car m ie) , Gra ndc h i Id re n : Kevi n , Kr i sta , 
\ Kyle, Jordyn & Gavin f 
250-635-9676 
Construction i n  process for Kalum Lake Road 
Construction from July 3 1 thru September 15, 2006 
Monday - Saturday 7:OO a.m. to 600  p.m. 
. Please slow down ond vmtch br flog persons, construction workers, and advirory signs. 
Construction on Kalum Lake Road 
[lnfersecfion ofKolum Ioke RoodondHighwoy 16 Wesf lo 14km Norfh on Kolum loke Roodl 
Dam Motres Yoga Gelatre 
you are invited to our 
. .  
- 1 . .  
D&h- 
April 8, 1959 - September 15, 1989 
Debbie - Alffrough it hus been 17 yeun 
since you /eh us, 
We little knew thut evening, thut God wus 
culling your nume. 
In life we loved you deurlx In deuth, we do the sume, 
It broke out heurts to lose you, You did not go done. 
For port of us went with you, The duy God died you home. 
You I d  us peuceful memories, Your love is still our guide. 
And tho we cunnot see you, you're ulwuys by our side. 
ur fumily chuin wus broken, und nothing seemed the sume. 
But us God culh us, one by one, The chuin willlink aguin. 
1 OPENHUBUSE 1 
Saturday, Sept. 23, 190 - 4:30 p.m. 
Popcorn, Food and  Fun 
2 2 30 PM FAMILY YOGA FREE YOGA cLAssEs3 : 330 d ~ :  : GENTLE YOGA 
4 - 4 3 0  P.M. - POWER STRESS BUSTER 
N e w  Yoga Set starting September 25 
#21.4506 Lake lse  Ave.. 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 





June 23,1926 - August 30,2806 
The family of Mr. Rodney Robert Goodwin is  sad to an- 
nounce his passing at his home in Terrace on August 30, 
2006. Rodney was predeceased by his parents, Avery 
and Lara Goodwin, his brothers Ross Goodwin and Char- 
lie Goodwin, his nephews Carl Brewer, George Hoimes 
and Arnie Goodwin. He i s  survived by his sisters Jean 
Holmes of Kamloops, Myrl Brewer of Sorrento and Anna 
(Gus) Miller of Creston as well as his sister in law Joan 
Goodwin of Burns Lake and many nieces and nephews 
and great nieces and nephews. 
Rodney was born at Brownvale, Alberta on June 23, 
1926. He was the second born of Avery and Lara Good- 
win's six children. When Rodney was seven, he moved 
with his famil to Decker Lake where he spent his grow- 
ing up years Kunting, fishing and trapping with his dad, 
Avery Goodwin. He said that his fondest memory of that 
time of his life was hunting moose and going out on the 
trap line with his dad. 
Uncle Roddy spent his working years driving truck out of 
Terrace. An accident caused him to lose most of the use of 
one arm. Despite this problem, Uncle Roddy continued to 
drive truck and was seen canoeing with one of his nieces 
at a family reunion. Uncle Roddy spent a quiet retirement 
living simply in his home in Terrace. 
Although Uncle Roddy was a solitary man, he valued his 
family. As recently as July 2005 he drove his truck pulling 
a travel trailer up to Burns Lake to attend the memorial 
of his brother in law. Predictably, when no one knew if or 
when he would arrive, a drive to his usual campsite on 
Burns Lake reveuled that, as a creature of habit, he was 
camped there. 
Uncle Roddy will be missed by all. A memorial will be 
held at Decker Lake at a later date. A donation to a char- 
of your choice in his name would be appreciated. 
I ,  
0 
Emerson Starr Huskins poised away 
peacefully September 3rd, 2006. He was 
predeceased by his father Charles Delbert 
Huskins 1983 and his mother Lena Marie 
In the 1980's Emerson moved to live the red of his life in Terrace, BC fi 
at Osborne House and then at the Terraceview lodge. He has made ma 
friends both in Prince Rupert and Terrace. During his last few years 
spent time visiting with his cousin, Phyllis, who kept an eye uut for him a 
I am sure brightened his days with her company and news from family. 
Donations can be made in Emerson's memory to the Terraceview lodge. 
A service was held Thursday Sept. 7th at Terraceview in Emerson's mem 
OV. 
Tire fumily would like fo thud he Terrureview Lodge staff for faking 
good core of him. 
I 
Five relatives from Australia and an uncle from Hong Kong traveled to be present at 
Bryana Straker's wedding to Christopher Russell in Banff \on August 14, 2006. 
Bryana i s  the only daughter of Pamela and Geoff Straker, longtime residents of Terrace, 
&off having just returned after working in China for the past four and a half years. 
Christopher, a true Albertan, is the second son of Charles and Linda Russell of Calgary. 
While Bryana and Chris chose their date for its significance as the feast day of St, 
Maximilian Kolbe, Patron Saint of Families, they were subsequently reminded that August 
14 was also Bryana's parent's wedding anniversary as well as Christopher's mother's 
birthday. 
The couple's Nuptial Mass took place at St. Mary's Catholic Church, Banff with 
colleagues of Bryana's, Father Edward Hospet, and 
the ceremony, guests enjoyed 
moving into its stately St. 
Stephen's Hall for the reception meal 
Deacon Paul Hefferan, ail from Calgar 
refreshments on the terrace of the Ban 
Bryana was attended by Kina Merwin, a friend since her university days, Byrony 
Daniels, her cousin from Emerald, Australia, and Carie Russell, Chris's sister. Standing 
up with Chris were his brothers, Mark and Brett, as well as Kelly Hunik, a close comrade 
since junior high. 
For a couple who first met and became friends at Trinity Western University nine years 
ago the story-book setting created an atmosphere of great romance. In keeping with 
bhe "Scottish Castle" venue, the male members of ihe bridal party wore kilts in honour 
3f Christopher's late grandfather, Reverend Charles Russell. Bagpipes were played at 
/he church and again as the newlyweds were piped in procession around the historical 
hotel. Throughout the da a clobdless sky and warm sun accentuated the natural beauty 
Chris and Bryana honeymooned in Jamaica before returning to live and work in 
Calgary. 
Df the surroundings and Y urther enhanced the contagious joy of the occasion. 
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VANCOUVER TICKET 
LOST of keys. Horseshoe S.W.M. 62 years from the Bulk- 
area. August 12 or 13th. 250- ley Valley is seeking a younger 
61 5-2694 (36pp2) attractive S.W.F. who shares his SERVICE 
interests of bowling, nature and Located in the Hampton Inn NET UP to $2800 per month - 
the outdoors, camping, sea kay- Hotel. Concerts, Sports. Safe. Secure -no selling. Prov- 
Own or manage residential aking, going for walks and more. Elton John, Red Hot Chili Pep- en cash flow. Turn-key setup. 
rental property? Join us for an Contact Eric G2 Box 568,Telkwa. pers, Mariah Carey, Killers, Minimum investment $1 6,800. 
all day workshop on how to be B.C. VOJ 2x0 Paul Simon, Goo Goo Dolls, Free Info 1-800-321-6126. 
a successful landlord. Lynda SWF ENJOYS the outdoors, Bonnie Raitt, Roger Hodgson, Worried about your future? 
Seahawks, Canucks. Hotel ac- Planning your future? Secure 
com available 1-800-920-0887. your future. Own a vending Pasacreta, CEO, B c  Apartment fishing, hunting, boating. Would Owners and Managers Associa- like to meet SWM eo+ who en- 
tion and Ai KemP, CEO, Rental joys similar interests. Reply to FOR SALE Juicer, Green business. Starting at $10,000 
O ~ ' ~ e r s  and Managers society File#245 Terrace Standard, 321 0 Star twin ear. As new, cost and up. Please call for more in- 
of B c  will Provide YOU with tips Clinton Street,Terrace B.C. V8G $800, sell &SO; 5 HP chipper formation. 1-888-476-7685. 
and traps of rentals property shredder, vacuums & shreds DENTAL EMPLOYMENT agen- 
management from the beginning leaves etc, chips branches; cy, established 1997, Vancouv- 
of tenancy to the end. Registor Bronze Sumner boat propellor er Island. Be your own boss. 
today! Call toll free: 1-877-700- 15"xll". Left hand rotation. Market leader, established cli- 
9440 or register on-line; email: Excellent condition 250-635- ent/employee base. Low over- 
questions@bcaoma.com; www. 5072 (37~3) head. Home based portable 
tamber 21, 2006 - Kamloops, RESORT! VACATION RENTALS cubic ft deep freeze $125, Ken- Well Established Industrial 
BC. September 22,2006 - Ke- more washer/dWer $450/set, Supply, Located in Quesnel 
beige leather couch bVeseat B.C. Land, Buildings, Inventory 
$700, 2 Oil filled space heaters and Equipment. Many Protect- 
$30/ea, oak stereo/tv stand ed Lines. ~ p p i y  to BOX J C/O 
$400, oak coffee table $1509 Quesnel Cariboo Observer, 188 
SonY N X V H S  combo Player Carson Ave., Quesnel, BC V2J 
$75, Dell P3 computer $100, 2A8. 
bcapartmentowners.com Sep- SKI 8 STAY at SUN PEAKS KENMORE STOVE $250, 10 1-250-753-1 008. 
OF NEW CONDOS &CHALETS, 
lowna. BC. 1-4 BEDROOMS. FULL KITCH- 
1' > 
stereo stand s5O, upright Pans- 
sonic vac $4O.OBO on all items. 
250-638-8033 (36~3) 
Resale Est blished Opportunity Pa ago now Franchise avail- 
' 
able in Smithers, BC. Join a 
UTILITY TRAILER for single Proven Market Leader with 
snowmobile or AW. Excellent Canada's Premiere Take Out & 
I 
RESIDENT Gardener/Caretak- 
er required for country Propew 
near Victoria. successful applic- 
ants should be non-smoking, 
good with pets and have Clean 
drivers license. Accommoda- 
tion is in building Separate from 
main residence. This is an ide- 
al opportunity for a dedicated, 
knowledgeable and trustworthy 
person. References required. 
All replies will be answered. 
BOX #348 bcclassifieds, 81 8 
Broughton Street, Victoria, BC 
V8W 1 E4. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Refusals. Lowest Hook Everyone Up Rates. Approved. No 
Call Today. Toll Free 1-877- 
852-1 122 Protel Reconnect. 
Certified Mechanic needed im- 
mediately in Sicamous. Salary 
negotiable. Uniform supplied 
and medical benefits available. 
Please fax to: 250-836-2352. 
betsyQcablelan.net /t 
Heavy Duty Mechanic. Camp- 
bell River logging company has 
a fulltime opening for journey- 
man HD Mechanic. Must have 
experience on coastal equip- 
ment. Year round Union opera- 
MIKES AUCTION LTD IS HAV- 
ING AN ANTIQUE AUCTION 
Saturday September 30 - 1 lam. 
Francois Lake Hall 
23 km South of Burns Lake on 
Highway35 
This will be a special sale with qual- 
ity items for sale, all items are in excel- 
lent condition and have been picked for 
their quality and condition. We hope lo 
see you there. 
Oak drop front cabinet with leaded 
glass, large oak hall stand with bench & 
mirror, walnul drop fronl cabinet, walnul 
sideboard, mahogany China cabinei, 
French Elerge with mirrors, pie stand, 
pine wash stand with marble lop & lile 
back, oak desk. small oak drop flonl 
desk, oak drop front table, dark oak 
drop leaf gale leg table, 4 oak chairs, 
set 4 chairs needing reconditioning, oak 
sideboard, maple table & 4 chairs, wash- 
stand, treadle sewing machine, oak liling 
cabinet, wall clock, swivel oltice chairs. 
leaded window, bed warmer 2 area rugs, 
large very impressive English sideboard, 
extension table, sofa & chair, armchair, 
wardrobe. oak filled wardrobe, 4 dining 
room chairs with 2 matching arm chairs, 
barristers cabinet, oak Morris chair, 2 
anlique trunks, metal trunk, oak rocker, 
small oak corner cabinet, small oak end 
table, oak drop lront table, hammered 
brass pot, coal hod, shoe shine box, 
eiid table, oak kitchen table, parlor lable, 
Dulch colfee (mill, old armchair, large 
trunk, piano stool, bed warmer, wash- 
boards, milk can, anlique planers, radio, 
mirror, crosscul saws wilh handles, 
sauerkraut crocks, crockery chicken 
feeder, little brown jugs, 4 chairs, elec- 
lric lireplace, chest of drawers, wooden 
wheel barrow with metal wheel, carmd 
duck, ligural lamp, mustache cup, eagle 
ornament, 2 dogs. misc. Ambrosia glass, 
German ornaments, pictures, lamp, and 
a few smaller miscellaneous items. 
CoHee, tea and cake will be served. 




tion. Fax resume to: 2501287- 
9259. 
WANTED: SENIOR electri- 
cian and 3rd Year Apprentice 
F/T. Benefits. Must have com- 
mercial maintenance, service, 
trouble shooting. Competitive 
wages. 5925 Cassino, Dun- 
can, BC V9L 465. howardba 
hb-electric.com 
Rapidly Growing Building and 
Hardware' Supply Store located 
in the sunny North Okanagan 
requires an experienced coun- 
terperson. Knowledgeof plumb- 
ing/electrical and lumber a defi- 
nite asset. Please mail resume 
to Central Hardware Ltd., PO 
Box 159, Eniierby, BC VOE 1VO 
or fax to 250-838-6090. 
ENS, F/P, HOT TUBS, SLOPE- 






The Terrace Campus Child Care Centre, 
i s  looking for a 
QUALIFIED EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR 
to fill a position to work as an assistant caregiver 
in under 3's program. (Age group: 
Children age 16 months to 3 years of age.) 
Requirements: 
- Infontfloddler Certificate i s  an asset 
- Early Childhood Educator's Certificate and a licence to practice 
- Willing to take Infantfloddler courses required 
- Willing to undergo a criminal record check 
- First Aid or Child Safe Certificate 
- Minimum of one year experience working with children age 
16 months to 3 years 
- Enthusiastic and energetic, able to move and respond to fast 
paced toddlers 
- Ability to plan and implement educational activities 
independently and in conjunction with other staff 
- Ability to work cwperatively as a team member 
- Ability to work within timelines 
- Ability and willingness to undertake nonchildcare related 
CLOSING DATE: SEPTEMBER 22,2006 
Remuneration is in accordance with the Terrace Campus Child 
Care Society (TCCCS) collective agreement. 
Applicants inkrested please forward your resume to 
duties such as cleaning and disinfecting toys, etc. 
c 
Terry Walker/Saroj Sharma 
533 1 McConnell Ave. 
Terrace BC V8G 2x2 
Ph: 638-5404 Fax: 638-5434 
DOGSLED TEAM would love 
your freezer burnt meat. 250- 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
638-01 51 (35p3) 
3772 (35031 
Terrace Search and'llaxue Annuo 
Outdoor Fundraiser Contributors 
Aquo C l k  Bofders 
A// Sousom Source for Sports 
All Wed Gloss 
Bold Sahge and Recyrling 
Bevelled Edge 
City furniture 




Mcflhonney Comuhing Services 
Midy River Books 
Mi@ River To& & Hunting 




Spee Dw hinters 
Terrare Stondord 
Walmati 
condition, $800.00. 18' Chest- 
nut freighter canoe, 2 paddles, 
2 life jackets, fish finder and vi- 
nyl cover. $1000.00. EZ load 
boat trailer, $800.00, 4 camp- 
er tie-down brackets. $35.00 
White Elna sewing machine in 
cabinet, 24 embroidery discs, 
oood ruunnina order, $1 75.00 
Home Delivery Pizza Franchise. 
Call 250-847-5392/Debbie? 
ADVERTISE YOUR Business 
Opportunity Nationally to ap- 
proximately9 million households 
in North America's best suburbs 
by placing your classified ad in 
over 800 suburban newspapers 
just like this one. Call the Sub- 
urban Classified Advertisina 
For all your Decor and gift ideas 
or just something, for your self. 
Come and see us at: www.coun- 
trycreekdecor.com. We have 
somethina for everyone. 
Network at 888-486-2466 www: 
su burban-news.org/scan 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
dining room. Excellent facility in 
Houston, B.C. Houston Motor 
Inn. Phone 1-250-845-71 12 or 
WELL ESTABLISHED busy con- 
signment store. Serious enqui- 
ries only. 250-61 5-1 006 (35~3) 
fax 1-250-845-3580 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
Unique Opportunity lo own and operate a 
2006 fWe with zero down You must have 
a mlnimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway 
experience able and willing lo run 
CANADA I USA and possess good 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
BRAND NEW Armstrong HV 95 
gas furnace, 35,000 BTU. High 
efficiency, comes with warranty. 
$900 firm. 250-635-7799 (37~3) 
PALLETS COMPUTERS, COMPUTER 
Darts. service and UDarades. Da- The Terrace Standard has 
a collection of pallets. 
Suitable for kindling, 
small fences, etc. 
PLEASE 
TAKE THEM AWAY 
S Z F i Y F D  
3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VUG SR2 
638-7283 
' Flooring Distributor 
Now Selling Direct! 
8 & 12 ml Laminate, 200 choic 
es from ................. $.49sa/ft away. 250-635-41 38 (36pl) 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir. .... $.99sq 
ft 
3 1/4" Exotic pre fin and Oak prt 
fin, many choices.$l,99sq/ft 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi, 
neered ........., ........... ..$2.99sq/ft 
TONS MORE! 
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tobert (Bob) James Christie, 
7799 
MANUFACTURED HARD- 
WOOD flooring , 660 sq ft Ma- 
ple, $1600. 440 sq ft Golden 
Oak, $1300,220 sq ft Bamboo, 
$650.250-798-2523 (36p2) 
September 3, 2006. 
'redeceased by "his first wife 
IN HOME caregiver required for 
high needs 10 year old child. 
Mon. - Thurs. 7:30 a.m. - 8:45 
a.m. and 330 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.; 
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Criminal records check and ref- 
erences required. 250-638-6361 
(36P3) 
GARAGE SALE. 4820 Soucie Excellent running' ' condition. 
2 JACK-ALL jacks, electric 
power saw, pair of auto ramps, 
'' Jonserad power saw, mitre box, 
skill saw. Phone 250-635-7996 
,f Cardston, kay & Rhonda Smith 
if Stirling, Marilyn & AI Homer of Billin s, Montana 
ind his daughters Rhonda Bacon (Christie) and Arlene 
AacAulay (Christie) of Vancouver and their families. 
le was born on May 18, 1924 in Swift Current 
laskatchewan and attended school in Raymond 
Jberta.. Bobenlisted in the RoyalCanadian NavalVolunteer 
!eFp in 1943 and during World War II he served on 
l e  HMS Vancouver as well as the HMS Moncton, on the 
iigh seas and in Canada. Bob received medals: 1939- 
15 Star, Canadian Volunteer Service Medal with clasp 
ind 1939 - 45 War Medal. 
Bob had fond childhood memories of spending time in 
lorida with his uncle and driving his uncle's car. He 
ilways had a story from "the old days", whether it was 
lining in Slocan, working on the dam in Castlegar, or 
low much things have changed in the Okanagan. He 
vas a iack of all trades that led him to live in many 
,laces in the United States, Alberta and BC. From selling 
iobile homes in Washington, farming in Alberta, own- 
ng a Laundromat in Quesnel, or logging and working 
is a blaster on Porcher Island in B.C., Bob was always 
eady to try something new. Bob and Winnifred lived in 
errace from 1978 until her death in 1986. Bob loved the 
lreat outdoors and in particular enjoyed salmon fishing 
ind mushroom picking in the wilderness surrounding 
errace. 
lob retired to Cardston, Alberta where he and Jean Smith 
Burton) were married Sept. 21 , 1987. Bob was very 
ond of spending time in the backyard watching the birds 
ind the various "critters" that would pass through. He 
vas a superb antique hunter with keen bartering -skills, 
ind always had something ready to trade. He was a 
iroud member of the Royal Canadian Legion. He will be 
,adly missed by family and friends. 
demorial Services will be held Saturday Sept. 9th at 2 
i m  at the United Church, in Cardston Alberta, conducted 
>y Reverend George Ward. Reception to follow. Meeting 
with friends and family from 1 : 15 - 2:OO pm. In lieu of 
lowers, donations to the charity of your choice would be 
gratefully accepted. 
ind their families. His son, Rob McCormic fl k of Toronto 
Funeral arrangements entrusted to 
LEGACY FUNERAl HOMES lTO., 
Barry Salmon of legacy. 
CA ROSTO N 
Assisting the Family. 
Phone 653-3222. 
Email your condolences to: legacyfh@telus.net 
(35pl) 
LADIES BIKE 21 speed Norco. 
NURSING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Ave. Friday 3 - 8; Saturday 8 - $175; Men's bike 21 speed Nor- 
2. Hockey and golf equipment, co. Excellent running condition 
household furniture, bikes, $1 75. Phone 250-635-3423 
toys, clothes, figure skates/cos- (37~3) HEAW EQUIPMENT Training. 
tumes. Excavator, Grader, Dozer, Load- 
GITXSAN HEALTH SOCIETY 
is seeking: 
1 FU 1-TIME 
i ' P U s L I i c ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U R S E ~ ~ ~ M E  CARE' ' 
. *  '(CLOSES'SEPT. 22,2006) 
1 CASUAL 
PUBLIC HEALTH NlJRSE/HOME CARE 
(CLOSES SEPT. 22,2006) 
1 COMMUNITY HEALTH LICENSED 
PUACTICAL NURSE 
(CLOSES SEPT. 6,2006) 
SALARY: AS PER HEU OR BCNU COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 
(+GOOD BENEFITS FOR FULL TIME POSITION ONLY) 
Please contact Jennifer Sampare, Executive Assistant 
1-800.663-9935 or 250-842-51 65 for a copy of the 
formal job posting. 
Only those potential candidates selected for an in- 
terview will be contacted. Please submit covering letter, 
three references, and your resume to: 
ATTENTION: Nursing Coordinator 
GITXSAN HEALTH SOCIETY 
P.O. BOX 223 
HAZELTON, B.C. 
VOJ 1YO 
CONFIDENTIAL FAX: 250-842-6869 
EMAIL: mavissebastian@gitxsan.net 
, VII IICIU iicncia, II iuuaii y I w c -  
ognized, Full-size equipment, 
Class 1. Job placement. No 
comparison. www.iheschool. 
corn 1-866-399-3853.250-766- 
I 1 . 1  ' 
TWO NEW generators, $1800 
each. Stainless steel commer- 3853. 
Do You Have The Drive? 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
Successful, high volume, Northern BC, GM dealership requires a 
p ro f e s s i o n a 1, tea m - f o c u s e d b us i n e s s m a  n a g e r. T t~ e success f u 1 a p p li ca n t 
Leadership, excellent communication skills and a strong work  ethic are 
required in this fast-paced, expanding dealership. Sales experience and 
finance knowledge an asset. Pay plan commensurate with experience 
and qualifications. 
s will work within a team of highly motivated and dedicated personnel. 
Ma i l  or ema i l  your resume to: I 
Mike Allan, 
Schultz Pontiac Buick GMC 
11 11 Central Street, Pr Geo, BC 
V2M 3C9 or email 
sCffU6TZ 
PONTIAC * BUICK * GMC 
Regional District of 
Kitirnat-Sqikine 
RECEPTIONIST/CLERK TY PlST rsansorn(aschultzpontiac.com I 
A opportunity exists for a-receptionist/clerk typist in 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine office located 
in Terrace. 
Duties Include: 
Initial contact for public inquiries including both 
in person and telephone 
Processing of cash receipts and other related doc- 
uments and applications 
Responsible for maintaining central filing 
system 
General clerical work including typing, filing and 
photocopying 
Coordinating and arranging meetings, preparing 
agendas, taking, editing and distribution of min- 
utes for community and advisory groups 
e Performing of other related works as 
requested. 
The successful appl icant will have the following skills 
a n d  experience: 
Completion of Grade 12 and  supplemented by 
Knowledge of general office procedures and 
e Competent in the use of computer s o h a r e ,  in- 
Well organized a n d  self motivated. 
Applications addressed to the Regional District will 
b e  accepted u p  to: September 27, 2006 
Verna Wickie, Treasurer 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, 6.C. V8G 4E1 
'Pel (250) 615-6100 
Fax (2550) 635-9222 
E-mail: verna&rdks.Bc.ca 
general office or business courses 
practices 
cluding MS Word 
Our Harmac Pulp Operation, located in Nanaimo, British Columbia, has an 
immediate opening for the following positions: 
2ND and 3RD CLASS POWER ENGINEERS 
Candidates must hold a valid Interprovincial 2nd or 3rd Class Certificate 
and have a comprehensive background in the maintenance of Power Plant 
equipment including turbines, compressors, pumps and fans. These positions 
offer a competitive wage rate along with a comprehensive benefits package. Shift 
work will be required. 
INSTRUMENT MECHANIC 
TDCSS 
The Choices Community Living Program, Dream 
Committee would like to thank the following 
organizations a n d  people for their generous 
support and for helping make Kin Kamp 2006 a huge 
success. 
Applicants must possess a BC or Interprovincial Instrumentation Trades 
Qualification and experience with various types of industrial process control 
equipment. The position involves the servicing, maintenance, repairs and 
installation of process control equipment in an industrial environment. Knowledge 
of Foxboro DCS Systems will be an asset. Some shift relief work will be required. 
This is an hourly paid position, which offers a wage rate of $32.370 per hour, 
along with a comprehensive benefits package. 
Pope and Talbot Ltd, manufacturers pulp and lumber products with operations in 
B.C. and the US. Our Harmac Operation produces 1180 tonnes of Market Kraft 
Pulp per day and is located in one of the most desirable areas to live in British 
Columbia, on the central east coast of Vancouver Island. Relocation assistance 
will be provided to the successful applicants. In advance, thank you for applying. 
Only those applicants that are shortlisted will be contacted. 
Application forms are available on www.poptat.com, or by calling (250) 722-431 3. 
Please submit a completed application form with resume and covering letter, 
before the closing date of September 20, 2006, to: 
I 
Human Resources Coordinator 
Harmac Pulp Operations. 
EO. Box 1800,1000 Wave Place, Nanaimo, B.C. 
V9R 5M5 
or Fax to: 250 - 722-4370 
, Pope & Talbot Ltd. 
We would also like to thank our wonderful, tireless 
volunteers, you are too many to mention but you 
are very much appreciated 
~ ~ x - s % ~ S . ~ ~ x C -  
EXPLCIItNFtU PUU ciuun 
required F/T for resort on the 
Sunshine Coast. Accommoda- 
tions avail. Call or fax resume 
to 604-883-2674 or gbhm@ 
dccnet.com 
Rapidly growing Building and 
Hardware Supply Store located 
in the sunny North Okanagan re- 
quires an experienced full-time 
retail paint salesperson. Must 
be physically fit, wages based 
on experience. Please mail re- 
sume to Central Hardware Ltd., 
PO Box 159, Enderby, BC VOE 
1VO or fax to 250-838-6090. 
Valid Manufacturing Ltd. is 
seeking energetic, detail-orient- 
ed applicants for the position of 
Buyer/Purchaser to work in our 
team oriented-progressive en- 
vironment. Competitive salary, 
benefits and our company pen- 
sion olan comolernent a oositive 
UUUnMC I llVU3C It!bldUldlll 
is currentjy looking for P/T serv- 
ers. Must be available night 
shift. Previous experience help- 
ful but not necessary. Send your 
resume to 4554 Greig Ave or 
e-mail to gourmethouse@mon- 
arch.net. No phone calls please. 
136~3) 
HOUSEKEEPING STAFF re- 
quired. Competitive wage. Prev- 
ious experience helpful but not 
necessary. This is a great oppor- 
tunity for a mature individual. 
Drop off your resume with refer- 
ences to: 4830 Hwy 16 West.Ter- 
race. No phone calls or faxes 
please. (3583) 
LOCAL MOTEL looking for a 
mature front desk person one 
evening a week and partial Sun- 
days. Reply to 250-635-6124 
WANTED FULLTIME cook with 
j37p3) 
yourtruck with exceptional reve- 
nue, great benefits and a $3000. 
Signing Bonus! As far as we 
know, we pay Class 1 - longhaul 
flatdeck operators the highest 
rates in the business running Ca- 
nada & 48 US states1 Call Steve 
or Andre 1-800-663-0099. 
Scotch Creek (Shuswap Lake) 
Super Vatu & Esso accepting 
resumes for part-time/full-time 
positions. Bakery Assistant, 
Baker, Deli Clerk, Cashiers. Gas 
ITOMPUTER TECHNICIAN I 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Position could turn into Full-Time. 
You are a self-starter with good communication skills. 
Computer knowledge, experience with a variety of 
software and operating systems required. You should 
be highly motivated and a quick !earner. Please apply 
in person with resume: Attention Manager. 
Pope & Talbot Ltd., a Portland based Pulp & Wood Products 
Company with locations in the US and Canada, currently 
has openings at  our Fort St. James, BC lumber operation. 
Fort St. James i s  located approxiniately two hours west of 
Prince George in BC's beautiful Northwest. 
The successful candidates will hold journeyman certification 
with 5+ years' experience in the luniber manufacturing 
industry, preferably in a sawmill. Candidates must be able to 
troubleshoot and repair equipment. 
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, a proven 
safety background, a team player able to adapt to a changing 
work environment are essential requirements. Wage and 
benefits as applicable in the collective agreement. Weekend 
work may be required. 
Please submit your resume bySeptember 22, 2006 to: 
Human Resources, Pope & Talbot Ltd., Box 254, 
Port St. James, BC VOJ 1PO. Fax: 250-996-5420. Email: 
lorraine-ducharmeQpoptal.com. 
We tlrnrik sll n/i$icntrls it1 ndwrcc,  Irortwcr, oirly ~lrosc scleclcd 
,for nri ittfrrvi~~rci niill bc coritnctcd. I 
station attendant. Please fax re- 
sume (250)955-2132. 
UTILITY FORESTRY INSPEC- .- _ _  
TlONS - Davey Resource 
Group, Div. of Davey Tree. 
KamloopdSouthern Interior, 
BC region. Working with and as- 
sisting Forester inspecting vege- 
tation on utility ROW. Extensive 
travel in southern interior BC. 
Experience in forestry or related 
field valuable. Excellent driving 
record a must. Full Time, Ex- 
cellent compensation, full bene- 
fits pkg. Send resume to: fan 
Scott, iscott@davey.com 
NEEDED IN the Clearwater 
area, Hooktender with hoe ex- 
perience as well. Fax info to 
250-804-0739. 
GENERAL MANAGER - COM- 
.MUNIW GAMING CENTRE. 
We are currently recruiting for 
a Gerieral Manager at a senior 
management level for the new 
Community Gaming Centre be- 
l >  ing constructed in Duncan, BC. 
Duties: The successful applicant 
will be responsible for the over- 
all management of all gaming 
departments, including Bingo, 
Slot and Cage staff operations, 
including jackpot payments, vali- 
' dation and redemption of gam- 
ing vouchers, and completion 
of required reoorts to COmplY 
~~ -~~ 
work environment where your S-vears exDerience for Chinese 
ideas and contributions count. 
To be consldered, you must be 
computer literate, well organized 
and ablo to multi-task. Entry 
and mid-level candidatas will be 
considered, with preference for 
those with previous experience. 
Please send resumes to: Valid 
Manufacturing Ltd., 53208-48th 
Ave. S.E., Salmon Arm, BC V1 E 
hrOvalidmanufacturing.com 
ARE YOU looking to relocate? 
Fort Nelson Autobody seeks an 
experienced automotive colli- 
sion technician and painter. Im- 
mediate positions are available. 
The shop is busy year round 
with a variety of vehicles to work 
on.Health and dental care are 
available. Pay to be determined 
on experience - flat rate. Great 
work environment. For more 
information contact: Gerry or 
John at Fort Nelson Autobody. 
Phone 250-774-6300 Fax: 250- 
774-6310, 5404 - 46 Avenue, 
P.0. Box 1586, Fort Nelson, 
B.C. VOC 1RO. E-mail fnab99O 
yt.sympatico.ca (36~2) 
CHILD CARE provlder to come 
.to our home In mornings, 2 child- 
ren, 2-3 daydwk, ;10-12 hrs/day. 
Great part time job for someone 
who can be flexible and enjoys 
kids. References and drivers ab- 
stract required. 250-635-3867 
GENERAL LABOURERS re- 
1 X2. Fa :  (250)832-7746. 
J35p3) 
a id  Westein style cuislne, $12- 
$14/hr. Fax resume to 250-638- 
8034 at Polly's Cafe. (35~5) 
Class 1 Driver Required Imme- 
diately. Must have Super bee 
or Tridem flat deck experience. 
BC and Alberta. DedlcatedTrac- 
tors. Home weekends. Benefit 
package. Competitive wages. 
$500.00 Sign on Bonus. Full 
time work. Fax resume and ab- 
stract to 250-374-1677. 
(-1 POPE & TALBOT LTD. OPERATORS 
CasuaUAuxPar y 
Billabong Road and Bridge Maintenance Inc. i s  now accepting 
applications for CasuaYAuxiliary operators for our Smithers, 
Carnaby, Meziadin, and Stewart foreman areas. 
The minimum driver licence classification required i s  a Class" 
3 with Air Brake Endorsement. Preference will be given to 
applicants with Level 1 First Aid, WHMIS, and Traffic Control 
Training. 
Application forms are available from our Smithers office and 
can be submitted, together with'a current driver abstract, to: 
BETTS ELECTRIC LTD. 
Penticton has the following 
job openings: Foreman (FSR- 
6) Rossland and Salmon Arm, 
Serviceman (FSR-B) Penticton, 
Journeyman-Commercial Pro- 
ject Westbank. Fax resume to: 
250-492-3343 or email: info@ 
betts.bc.ca 
ROOFERS WANTED. Journey- 
men & Apprentices. Journey- 
man package $35.30/hour incl. 
medical, dental, pension, etc. 
Call Jim 604-31 3-2399. - 
FULL BENEFITS, top wages 
for top performers1 Vancouver 
Island's largest roofing contrac- 
tor needs Laborers, Apprentic- 
es, Journeymen, Sheet Metal 
Workers; and Flat Roofers imme- 
diately in Victoria, BC. Contact 
Parker, Johnston Ltd. 250-382- 
ni n i  
Concrete Forming & Rebar 
Workers. ALL Positions. 80 
Openings. %14-$46/hr. will Train 
for Top $, benefits. 604-522- 
604 Columbia Street, New West- 
minster, BC or email: to ,-
4455, fax: 604-522-4459. '#320- 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor 'will paint. 
Fall & Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
, er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quallty work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References avallable. Call Karl. 
, with the Criminal Code of Cana- 
I da Proceeds of Crime (Money 
Laundering) andTerrorist Financ- 
ing Act/Regulations, and the BC 
Lottery Corporatlon (BCLC), po- 
licles and procedures. You will 
monitor staffing levels to ensure 
they are maintained to provide 
prompt, courteous customer 
service to assure guests have 
an enjoyable gaming experi- 
ence. You will ensure the safety 
and security of employees and 
guests. Qualifications: Must be 
able to obtain a Gaming Licence 
from the Gaming Policy Enforce- 
ment Branch (GPEB) of the pro- 
vincial Government and be able 
to pass a background check. b Must possess knowledge of 
basic accounting procedures I .  
I L  and principles so as to prepare 
I, ,.and/or review, as required, all 
i accounting summary and audit 
"! reports as required by manage- 
ment, BCLC and GPEB. Profes- 
sional attitude and appearance 
with strong interpersonal skills 
- a proven team leader. Reply 
in confidence by September 
15, 2006 to: Competition #06- 
DDBS-1, c/o Hill & Partners, 372 t i  I: Coronation Street, Duncan, BC. 
V9L 2T3, or by email to: chance- i ', k 
k sadmin@shaw.ca 
!,f 
3d for full time year round em- 
jloyment in new State of the art a 
12 shop in Kelowna, BC. Competi- 
I: tive wages. For more Info call 
250-860-681 8 or email 
I '  okradiators@shaw.ca 
f 1 We have immediate 1 
1 I 
1 .  
1; 
12 
SADIATOR REPAsRMEN need- 9 ! 





Dan Beaulac, Operations Manager 
Billabong Road 8c Bridge Maintenance Inc. 
2865 Tatlow Road 
PO Box 357 
Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0 
Phone: (250) 847-8737 
Fax: (250) 847-3955 
I BABYSllTER AVAILABLE. EX- 
perience with toddlers and spe- 
cial needs children. Mature and 
dependable. Will exchange refer- 
ences. Call Vanessa at 250-638- 
1852 (35~2) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short, 
destinations. Household fur+ 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1-1 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low-; 
est rates. I1 Sctfn) I 'Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child c&e options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by Tho Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
Mon-Fri 1Oam-rlpm 
or call 638- 1 1 13. 
Skeeno CCRR 
is funded by the Province of B.C. 
J IU I .  
PRINCE GEORGE plumbing 
and heating firm requires a serv- 
ice oriented journeyman plumb- 
er and journeyman gas fitter. 
Please send resume to Eagle 
PlumbingandHeating, 16OKing- 
ston Street, Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 1 C3. Phone 250-563-8971 ; 
Fax 250-563-3706; email dfea- 
'ale@shaw.ca (351)s) 
quired for temporary positions: 
Light construction, field work, 
WCB chainsaw certification/first 
aid an asset. Fax/email resume 
604-273-3774 cmay@kitovre- 
sources.com (36~2) 
KALUM KABS LTD. requires 
full/part time dispatchers. Drop 
off resume to 4449 Lakelse Ave- 
nue. No phone calls please. 
,l AND 2 bedroom units for rent' 
' in Thornhill. Rent $325 and $345! 
per month. Hydro is extra. 250-, 
1 BEDROOM unfurnished apart-: 
ment, $340/month. Clean and' 
well maintained. References! 
635-7025 (37p3) > 
Tahtsa Timber Ltd. i s  an established and successful company 
operating in the  ever-changing environment of the forest 
industry. We have an immediate opening for a full time 
to be part o f  our dynamic team. This challenging position 
requires a professional with excellent analytical, interpersonal 
and communication skills, both verbal and written. The 
individual should be self-motivated, organized and reliable. 
Requirements: 
- Solid understanding of related software and computer ski l ls 
are essential to the  position 
- The successful applicant will have several years of accounting 
experience, with preference given to those individuals who have 
worked,yith;n$e forest sector. , 
Responsibilities include: but not limited to: '- 
- Full cycIe payroll with benefits 
- Full cycle accounting functions using Simply Pro 
- Contract management using Microsoft Office 
- Administration and supervision of the office 
Salary will be based on northern salary scales, including a good 
benefits package. If you are interested to be part of our team, 
please forward your resume to marlene@mcphailcga.com 
ControUedAccountant , required. Lower Thornhill. 250-, 635-7623 (34~3) J 2 (BEDROOMS quiet, large,l 1 
clean, 4822 Lazelle, Terrace, 
5 appliances, fireplace, secur-; 
ity system, no smokindpets, REQUIRED I biinds, walking distance to1 
downtown, options vary. Cali: 
250-635-4852, 250-635-9191 I GM Dealership in Te rrace, requires two 1 




I I1 GARK CLINTON' 
MANORAPTS. : 
Unfurnished and putidly furnished ; 
apts. Bachelor units, one bedroom , 
and two bedroom. Seside # 
swimming pool. One of the best 
mdntalned rpb. in town. No pets. ; 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 4 
Please phone cell: ' ? 
$1!57!#3 or -75, i 
Date: Friday, 
Sept. 22,2006 
Location: Best Western 
Terrace Inn 
Time: 8:30am-5:30 pm 
cost: $90.00 (No GST) 
(Includes workbook, certificate fee I taxes) 
To register: 
Call: 250-846-931 3 
I vMacCarthy Mdws ( Terrace ) Ltd. I 
I I I opening for an EXPERIENCED 
UNE WOK, 
PREP CQOK & JAMTOR 
i 
I 
Sullivan Motor Products Ltd. 
GM Experienced 
is accepting resumes for I please apply in person to I Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, VOll8yball& 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 






Reporting to the General Manager, the ideal 
candidate will have excellent organizational skills 
and strong work ethics. Cooking experience in  a 
line and banquet situations a must. Preference will. 
be given to applicants with cooking certification 
and food safe. Salary will be dependent on 
qualification. Please send resume to Skeena Valley 
Golf Club, P.O. Box 865, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1. 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
you have equity in your 
home, Wecan help! Can't prove 
~ f m ~ ; , ~ ~ ~ ~ $ J $ $ ~ ~ Y ~  
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Monev? We Lendlf If YOU 
' 
I [ 4332 Laklese Ave., Terrace No phone calls please. Technicians and 
Second and Third Year 
Apprentices. 
Please send resumes to: 
Attn: Service Manager 
Sullivan Motor Products 
RO. Box 478, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: 250 845 2524 Ph. 250 845 2244 
Toll Free 1 800 665 3151 
Here We 
Grow @Care Again! 
Caw .%&r 41 b c  b r r  
RCAs (Kamloops) 
Simpdl Cere is looking for enthusiastic 
Resident Care AIdedHome Support 
Workers to join our wonderful new team 
serving seniors in Kamioops. SimpeO 
Care appreciates that our ataH are 
our greatest asset: we support all our 
staH with comprehensive orientations, 
ongoing education end exceptional onsite 
Please fax current RBsumb 8 Cover Lener 




has an opening for a permanent full-time 
own your own home-you qtiali- 
w,w.ploneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
fy. 1-877-987-1420. 
Terrace Paving 
is currently accepting 





Please drop off resumes, with 
handwritten cover letter, to 
Must have valid Class 5 drivers license and 
ability to lift. Drop off resumes in person at: 
4525 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
No phone Falls please 
HlRlNG IMMEDIATELY 
KONDOMS FURMTURE 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF BULKINNECHAKO 
492 Yellowhood H y  16 
PO Box 820, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO 
PHONE: (250) 692-3195 - TOU FREE: (800) 320-3339 - FAX (250) 692-3305 E-MAIL: InquiriorOrrlbn.bc.ca FREE SERVICES AVAILABLE: ' 
d Employment Counselling, 
d Career Decision Making 
# Job Search Skills. Workshops 
tl Assistance with Resume & Interview Skills 
d Access to Internet, Phone/Fax 
and Photocopy Services 
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS: 
"Can You Start Monday?" 
Time: 9:OO a.m. to 12:QO p.m. 
Sept 18 - Getting Started 
Sept 17 - Mining for Skills 
Sept 20 - Resume Development 
0 Sept 21 -Job Search & Labour Market Information 
Sept 22 - Interview Skills 
Sept 25 - EmployedEmployee Expectations 
Sept 26 - Communication Skills - Part 1 
Sept 27 - Communication Skills - Part 2 
Sept 28 - Handling Conflict in the Workspace 
Sept 27 -Teamwork Skills 
! 
WEEKLY COMPUTER SKILLS 
WORKSHOPS: 
7:QQ a.m. to 11:OQ a.m. 
Computer basics: Every Tuesday 
Microsoft word basics: Every Thursday 
Register by calling 638-8108 or The Government of 
toll free 1-877-638-8108 or drop 
by our office 9:OO a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
t;$;=y;;bz 
h a d 3  
\' GEOGWP~~IC NF~RMATIOM 
SYSTIEM TECHNICIAN 
The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako has a chal- 
lenging position available for a person with advanced 
GIS skills. Reporting to the Director of Planning, the GIS 
Technician would have overall responsibility for the con- 
tinuing development and maintenance of the Regional 
District's Geographic Information System. This position 
would provide an exciting opportunity to support a range 
of local government activities by providing valuable GIS 
solutions, including the assembly of data and the pro- 
duction of maps, queries and reports. Qualifications in- 
clude post secondary education resulting in a technical 
degree or diploma specializing in Geographic Informa- 
tion Systems together with at least two years practical 
experience, preferably in a local government setting. An 
equivalent combination of education, training and practi- 
cal experience would also be considered. 
This is a permanent, full time (35 hr/week) position offer- 
ing a competitive salary and an excellent benefits pack- 
age. 
Applications will be received by Gail Chapman, Chief 
Administrative Officer, until 4:30 p.m. on September 29, 
2006 at the above address. 
Images by Karlene 
EXPERIENCED LICENSED 
has an opening for an 501 -4445 GreZg Ave. or 
fax to 258-635-4121 
- 
SPIRIT BEAR GALLERY 
AND BOUTIQUE 
has an opening for an 
EXPERIENCED 
SALES ASSOCIATE 
This exciting retail gift store is 
looking for a mature,. responsible 
person with a professional look. 
Knowledge of the First Nations 
culture and artwork would be an 
asset. This position reqtiires 25-30 
hours perweekcommitment includ- 
ing Saturdays. A non-smoker is 
preferred. References and resume 
required and can be dropped off 
during store hours at the Spirit 
Bear Gallery and Boutique located 
near the lobby of the Coast inn Of 
the west. An equal opportunity em- 
Apply wih resume and references to: 
#1 18-4720 Lazelle Ave., Terrace b 
i I 
I: - 88 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 13,2006 
GOOD QUIET indoor home 
needed for a neutered 4 month 
old kitten. I also have his spade 
mom. Call Tracv 250-636-9161 
1000 a.m.- 2:OO p.m. (36~3) 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppies. 
Ready September 29, .2006. 
First shots & dewormed. $500. 
Can view both parents. Phone 
250-635-2735 evenings, 250- 
635-6770 day, Cell 250-61 5- 
2345 (36~3) 
I I I 
Traffic Control Forklift Operator lntro to Windows ; Our new 
Flagging Scp 29-0ct 1 S250 O c r  3-11 s IO') 
scy 24-25 5209 Fri 6:oo-in.oopln x ~ ~ / T I ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ l - ~ ~ ~ ~ l l i ~ l l ~  calendar is out. 
I Pick up your , Enform (PITS) ! 
A First Look at Foodsafe Level 1 Chainsaw Safety \ copy today! 
S u d M o n  8:30-5:30prn S d S u n  2 hour practicuiii 
Computers Svp 30 SIOO OCt 4-5 S74l 
Srv 16-28 SI00 Sat X:3(1-5:30~111 W L - L V T ~  ri:.W-j:3(11m i 
Terrace ID: 105451 
4902 Labelle Avo. 
2248 sq. h., 6 Bedrooms 
2.5 Bothrooms 
23.3mx22.5m lot $193,900 250.635.9760 
FOR SALE 1988 Msck Superlin- 
er Dump Truck, 500 lip Mack 
engine, 12 speed, camel back 
suspension, 16'6 box, high lift 
tailgate, almost new tires, pony 
hook-up, A/C, new seat, 8x- 
cellent condition, valid inspec- 
tion-certificate. Owner retiring. 
LINK "mailto:gniacdop@buIkley. 
net" gmacdon@bulkley.net for 
pictures or information. (37~3) 
$34,000.250-842-2102 HYPER- 
16' PRINCE CRAFr 60hp 
mariner with jet B prop leg, on a 
trailer. $7500. O.B.O. 250-638- 
7610 (32~2) 
. ,  XL/TIIU 6:30-9:3(Jpin ' 
OFA Level 1 Cashier Training 2 
Med!cal Sep 30 Sl(ll1 OCl 7 SI110 i 
Terminology SJt  ~:3tr-~:3npIn S ~ I  3.0ll-4:I~Opnl i 
< I/ 
i scp 20-Nov 14 s425 // 
I CAMPUS Tuc/Tliu 630-9:30pm 
3958 Old Lakelre Lake Dr 




Kitimat 1D:105261 I 
I-------_ 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 2 
bedroom, close to town, laundry 
and recreational facilities, refer- 
ences required, securitv deDOS- 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Li-Car Manaaement Grow 
I 
. 
I 4503 Graham Avo large Home 91 Baaxhr Avo. 
SOLD 
it, available Immediatdy, $500/ - 
month. 250-635-21 74 (36~3) 
NEWER 3 bedroom apartment 
In a 112 duplex. It has two bath- 
rooms, family room, fridge, 
stove, washer & dryer, lots of 
N~~ manage; the BlRfHWOOD A&,RTMENTS 
To apply for these recently renovated suites 
Call Brian @ 635-3851 or 




Web page: licarmanagement.com storage 8 closets. Has carport and large yard with fruit trees. 
Quiet area and on bus route. 
No pets please. Available irnrne: 
dlately. Phone 250-635-4571 
136~3) 
ONE,'TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for,rent. $400 $475, 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
Jrity on premises. Please call 
50-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
Total rebuild, boat 'and 
trailer, radar, 'flow meter, 
GPS map. Inflatable on 
davits with kicker. 9.9 
Yamaha with remote steer- 
ing. Dickenson heater. 
Too many options and up- 
grades to list, recent survey. 
Turnkey vessel. 
I 3 Bedrooms 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600 hz - Reception, 2 offices & stoff room 
1000 f t z  - Wifl divide spore to suit 
1584 ft? - Formerly red  eslole offite 
1 Balhroom 
250.635.1249 .lo8 Hectare " $8h@d 
3 BEDROOM house on South- 
side. Very clean, W/D, F/S. Cen- 
tral vac.. N/S. N/P. references I Asking I $27,500 required.' $70O/month 250-635- 
3276 (37~2) ' 
TWO - 2 bedroom houses I[ 1 1% 596fiz - 3 Offices [ Contack 250-61 5-7543 or 635-3475 APARTMENTS Taking Applieations 
Now 
f o r I & Z  
Bedroom suites 
* Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
* Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
*On site management 
No pets 
a References required 
To view call 
638- 1 748 
Derrick 638-8700 Days U ')6 15-5443 Eves 
Garage, laundry hookups, no 12x68 TRAILER for rent in Sun- 
fur, feathers, scales or smoke, ny Hill trailer court. 2 bedroom. 
Responsible/ good references , References required. 250-635- 
$600.00 250-635;5081 (36~31 7025 evenings. $450 per month 
9266 (37P2) A NOMADIC female senior with 
HALF DUPLEX. 3 bedroom. the media, will share modest ac- 2004 Yamaha >I' close to schools and down- 
town. No pets $850/month and 
utilities. 250-638-8066 (34~3) 
2 BEDROOM ground level su- 
item 4709 Walsh, Terrace. Every- 
thing included (utilities, cable) 
$500. Non-smokers preferred. 
Available Sept. 1st 250-635- 
9460 Leave message 250-635- 
4680 (33~3) 
NEW BASEMENT suite. Execu- 
tive style, 1 bedroom, 825 R. of 
new living space. 3 piece bath. 
NEW F/S, W/D. Heat included, 
no pets, large outdoor yard. 
$650/mO. 250-635-4299 (37~3) 250-638-0790 (35~3) 
2 BEDROOM clean, well main- 
tained house in Thornhill. F/s, 
WID, window coverings includ- 
ed. Suitable for a quiet couple. 
No parties, pets or smoking. 
$500 per month plus security de- 
posit. References required. Call 
250-635-7467 for appointment 
to view, (36p3 
BEDROOM log house, F/st 
washer, dryer, electric heat, park- 
Available Sept. 1st. $550/month 
wireless internet. Non-smoking, ing. No pets, children welcome. 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
[Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
952 sq. ft.' Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave. 
11,600 sq, ft, 5,600 sq. ft. SaleslWarehouse & 6,000 sq, ft. 
Unheated & large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse 
'3,470 sq, ft. SaleslWarehouse 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse ~ 4820' Hwy 16 West 
2905 Kenney Street 
2905 Kenney Street 
comodations near Terrace for 
$250. No smoking or drinking. 
Must have transportation & refer- 
ences please. File #246 c/o Ter- 
T9.9 Outboard,High Thrust 
' Remote Model RIVERSIDE RV PARK Resort, deeded A.V. lots now selling on 
the Similkameen River, in Beau- 
tiful BC. 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 (36~3) 
LAKELSE LAKE Prime location, $2,600.00 Propertyg uys.com 250-635-3528 (34~4) . www.riversidervparkresort.com 
Email: riversideQnethop.net 
Call: Mitch 250-499-7710 
250-490-7408. 
3 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bathrooms, 
$79,900 . Includes fridge/stove, 
dishwasher, washer/dryer, pellet 
stove. Great starter home, low 
maintenance. Dave @250-635- 
5340 13603) 
looking for a mature roomate. 
Preferred professional. N/P, N/ 
S. Fully 'furnished 2 bedroom 
home. $400/month, utilities not 
included. Available Oct. 1. Dam- 
age deposit and references re- 
quired. 250-798-2496. ebrix@ 
hotmail.com 
HOUSE FOR SALE 
1166 SQ FT home, 3-4 bed- 
rooms, laundry, 1 bath, 3 heat 
sources, spacious, easy main- 
tenance, one level, complete 
all new face lift inside and out, 
approximate one acre cleared, 
1962 Gagnon, New Remo,Hwy 
16 wnerrace. $129,900 250- 
3 BEDROOM house and 1 bed- 
room basement suite. Quiet lo- 
cation. Reduced. 250-635-231 2 
3 BEDROOM house. Southside, 
open house, Sunday's 2-4,2811 
Molitor, call for appointment on 
other days. $124,900 250-635- 
2509 www.molitorhouse.piczo. 
com (1 Op3) 
EXCELLENT FAMILY home re- 
cently renovated and beautifully 
landscapedlargeyard with4 bed- 
room. 1 office. 2+ bathrooms. 
638-1 41 3 (35p3) 
(34P3) 
2006 Polaris 
450 4x4,Demo Sale 
1,400 sq. ft. home with 
bosement suite option 
6 bedrooms and 2 1/2 bathrooms 
Recently renovated, new point 8 
flooring upstairs and down 
New kitchen cupboords 
ond counlertops 





to moke on appointment to view. 
COII 638- 1972 ' 
I . -500.- 599 ' II 
HAY FOR sale, round, square 
haylage, silage. Please call 250- 
WILL CUSTOM feed your 
calves. For more information, 
please call Charlie 250-690- 
846-5855 (36~3) 
13-ACRES,fantasticviewofSka- 
ha Lake, backing on Ellis Creek 
w/waterfalls. For grapes or fruit 
trees, drilled well. $295,000. 
492-3248 (Penticton). 
4000 CUBIC meters of cedar, 
spruce, pine, hemlock and 
birch, 160 acres of land includ- 
ed.Would make ideal hobby 
farm. Asking $325,000. 250- 
842-6708 (37~3) 
EXCEPTIONAL VALLEY, 
VIEWS1 WHISPER RIDGE 
Thompson - Okanagan CHBA 
Gold Environment Award . 
for this project. Beautifully 
treed 1.3 acre homesites. All 
services underground, paved 
roads. 160 Acre private park 
(The Ranchlands). 8 Miles to 
Vernon, 40 min. to 
Silver Star Mountain. 




BUFFALO MEAT. Totally arass 
full basement, large wired shop: 
- 250-635-1 151 (36~3) 
raised 18 - 24 months. $3.?39/lb 
by the side includes shipping. 
Kole Creek Bison Ranch 250- 
1999 Yamaha 
Mountain Max 700 998-4830 website www.office- 
mall.ca/bison.html (37~3) 
FARM FRESH beef, whole or 
by the side. $2.50/lb. Individu- 
ally wrapped early cut haylage 
bales, 1250 Ibs, $55 each. 250- 
842-6708 (3703) 
$2,995.00 
HERD DISPERSAL 45 Black 
and Red Angus cows, 5 red An- 
gus l,eiffers, bred Angus preg. 
tested. Asking $1,000. Phone 
250-846-91 58 (36~3) 
. .. 
2006 Polaris 
500 HO EFI Demo Sale 2707 HALL STREET 1 4901 SCOTT AYE. 
great starter home 
pellet stove in livingrm 
2 bdrms 
lg. carport, sundeck 
*workshop and shed 
cenlral location 
*5 bdrms, 3 baths 
arage & storage shed pS. fam. room 
patio doors onto sundeck 
$96,500 $159,500 
FREE KITTENS to good homes. 
Available September 15th. Par- 
ents permission required. Call 
after 6:OO p.m. 250-638-8069 
(36~2) 
SMALL MIXED breed puppies, 
vet checked, dewormed, first 
shot, ready to go September 
9th, $200. 250-635-3391 (36~3) 
$8,999.00 
SEAPORT L~MOUSINE LTD. I 
PMENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in 
between. Pick-up and delivery of goods in 
Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
T m c e  Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Bkznk (donahue 
independent Financial Broker 
250-635-6095 Fax 250-635-6532 lme quality shows in every move we make! I 
TRANSPORPA TION 
=SYSTEMS L TB.F Trussed Arck Fee Standing Buildings 
1-877-485-3500 (3i died 
Great for: Agricultural Equestrian e Equipment 
Phonemax: (250) 694-3500 Ken Rose 
email: krose@lakescom.net nBE'mhDJn 
www.winklercanvas.com 
OR &OUTDOOR B COLD STORAGE 
en (hor!er Boots RY'r 8 C a m p  
P It. Warehousing 24hr Security 
r parcel. Monthly mtes avo;/ 3111 Blakeburn, Terrace i 
635-2728 I Container or van service! 
.. - 
, . 
Ib load. Comes with an EZ load 
trailer. Extras include a custom 
built canoe cover, fish finder, 2 
paddles, 2 lifejackets and 2 rod 
holders. Total price $1,800.00. 
Phone 250-635-3423 (37~3) 
. 1987 21' Citation motorhome. 
Chev chassis, 80,000 km. 
, Priced to sell. $5,500 OB0 250- 
635-2276 (35p3) 
1993 RUSSLER 20' travel trail- 
er, excellent condition. Sleeps 6. 
=O 250-635-7581 (37p2) 
2004 JAYCO JAY flight. 27' BHl 
loaded, surround sound, 
tinted wifidows, like new. Sleeps 
9* in winter, $201500 
you're Approved!! Do Not let 
previous Bad Credit stop you 
from owning a vehicle today. 
www.youcangetacar.net 
1-888-849-971 8. 
OBO. 250-615-0954 (35~3) 
FOR SALE 1992 27' Sterlinq 
SELECTED BUILDING DEMOLITION 
at 
HARBOUR VIEW GARDENS, 
PRINCE RUPERT 
cab, 4~4,157,000 km, fully load- 
ed, auto, new tires, canopy, Rhi- 
no lining, tow package, Overload 
springs, trans cooler, electric 
brake, all maintenance records, 
excellent conaition, one owner. 
$1 6,995 OBO. Phone 250-635- 
4321 ((37~3) SEALED BIDS ? 
are invited for Publlc Bid Call U1065-0607fl3 
Bid Documents and Instructions will be available for 
Contractors after 2:OO pm., Friday, September 8, 2006, at 
the offico of 
- -  
(Glendale) Motor home 460 en- DL 3076 I LO~iSlaliOn applicable to the Dlace of work, Substantial Perfoomionce shall be reoarded 
us bquivalent to "Completed" as described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager, Skeena Business Area, #ZOO - 5220 Keilh Avenue. Terrace. 
British Columbia V8G lL1. 
-- 
gine, awning, NC, sleeps SIX 
(bedroom in back), microwave 
oven, 3 way fridge, stove with BC HOIJSiIIg - OR BC Housing - Northern Home Office Region - Prince Rupert Office 
Suite 601 - 4555 Kingsway 1400 Kootenay Avenue 
Burnaby, BC V5H4V8 Prince Rupert, BC V8J 3x5 
Tolephone: 604-433-1 71 1 Telephone: 250-627-7501 
OR BC Housing - Northern Region - Prince George Office 
1539-1 1 th Avenue 
Prince George, BC VPL 3S6 
Telephone: 250-649-21 58 
CARVILLE AUTO CREDIT In accordance with the Contract dated May 17.2006 
BETWEEN OWNER: Ministry of Forests 
and 
CONTRACTOR: Two Rivers Excavating Ltd. 
Thisistocertifythat IheworkdescribedthereinhasbeenSUBSTANTlALLY PERFORMED 
on August 17,2006. For all purposes under the contract, wherein the rights, dutles and 
obligations of all parties concerned are describad. and for all nurposes under the Lien 
Legislation applicable to the pldte of work, Substantial Performance shall be regarded 
as equivalent to "Completed" as described thereunder. 
Timber Sales Manager. Skeena Business Area. #ZOO - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G 1L1. 
h h d  yrrr hulk with the world's 
# I  SPRAYED=ON LINING 
_ _  _ _  
~ livery BC &Alberta Largest Deal- I No Problem! 
Largest Dealer in Western Ca- 
nada. We approve everyone! 
Rates from 0% & 0 down plans. 
Cars, Trucks, SUV's, & Vans. 
HUGE SELECTION! Free deliv- 
ery BC & Alberta. Quick & easy 
approvals. Apply online: www. 
carvilleautocredit.com or TOLL- 
APPROVED!! You work, 
DRIVE!! Rates from 0% Freede- 
FREE 1-888-508-4628. 
'EREAM AUTO FINANCING TEAM ' 
* Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? * No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
Won't Peel, Crock or Worp 
* Outperforms Al Dro In Liners 
' Great lor Bwts, Troitrs, R V s ,  Jeeps', elc. 
* Helps Keep your Geor lrom Sliding 
* Resists Abrasion, even under Heow Use 
Plans and specifications may be viewed at the office of: 
Northern British Columbia Construction Association 
3851 18th Avenue OR 735 1 st Avenue 
Prince George, BC V2N 161 
Telephone: 250-563-1 744 Telephone: 250-624-3300 
Prince Rupert, BC V8.J 182 
Vancouver Regional Construction Association 
3636 East 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, BC V5M 1 M3 
Telephone: 604-294-3766 
* No! o Point.1ike Cooling ... 
A i  Colours Avoiloble 
' 
S rop On up to 1 /4" Thick 
er Group in Western Canada 
Cars Trucks Suv's Vans. Banks 
say no but we say APPROVED!! 
Apply online: carvilleautocred- 
it.com or Toll-free 1-888-508- 
Bids will be received at BC Housing - Prince George, 
Northern Region Office at the above address, only up until 
2:OO p.m. (local time), Wednesday, September 27,2006 and 
publicly opened at that time. 
You Work, You Drive! 
"0" Down 0.a.c. 
-1 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-91 0-6402 
free Delivery For B.C. &Alberta 
0 I Sealed Tenders for the finished road construction of 0.3 km. more or less. and I 
installation of a 28.0 
Sehice Road will be 
Business Area, #ZOO 
meter portable steel bridge on the North Hirsch-Br. 800 Forest 
received by the Timber Sale Manager, BC Timber Sales, Skeena 
- 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. BC, V8G 1L1. up to 9.00 a m. on 
October 4,2006. and will be opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site pnor to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful bidder will be required to provide a 
Performance a Performance Bond and a Labour & Material 
Bond each in the amount of fifty (50%) of the bid call price. 
An Optional site Meeting will be held for bidders on Friday, 
September 15,2006 at 2:OO pm at 1400 Kootenay Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, BC 
4628 Finance or Lease. 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks I 
Vans I Cars I S U k  Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ATTENTION: DERECK 'Terril 
Kendall, Jennifer Cindy Ro- 
berts. Boise Cascade Mobile 
Homes. 1973 Paramount mo- 
bile home. 12 ft. x 60 ft. Serial # 
^^^^ . ---__ .
- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Comolimnntarv rleliwrv 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined In the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be subniitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
r - _- J necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding belng available at the 
time 
Biddersare required to submit 10% of the tendered price asa btd deposit. This will be 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. In addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
_. _ _  
No down payment' Apply On-' 
9564. 
1995 TOYOTA Sequoia 4x4, V6, ' line' Call anytime 1-877-513- 166:OOO kms, leather, CD, pow- 
er, sunroof. $1 1,500 250-635- 
titJSC;tYMI-'6ox122707 located 
at C17 1885 Queensway Dr., Ter-' 
race, B.C. V8G 3x1. Landlord - Router Holdinqs Ltd. B-1 1885 
Please direct all inquiries to Lance Brornrneland, Contract 
Administrator at 250-649-21 53. 
5744 (36~2) performance security deposit of 10% in a form accepiable to the Province. ' Queensway DC Terrace, B.C. I Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-5100 or at the above address. I V8G 3x1 250-635-1 998. The Note: Information on all BC Housings Bid Call and Request for Proposal documents are available on the following Internet 
Sites: www.bchousing.om/contractors or mmv.bcbid.aov, , 
bc.caloDen.dll/welcome (BC Housing). 
An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. 
Further information may be obtained by contacting Brian Ness (250) 638-5104. I above-mentioned property will be disposed of unless the per- 
son beina notified takes Dosses- I BC Housing reserves the right to reject all'bids and to accept 
any bid it considers advantageous. The lowest or any bid may 
not necessarily be accepted. 
sion of the properiy. This notice 
will be published for 30 days. 





Sealed Tenders for the malntenance and upgrading 01'6.0 km. more or less, on the 
Limonite, Br.500 and Br.550 Forest Servlce Roads will be, received by the Timber Sale 
Manager, BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, #ZOO - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. 
BC, V8G 1L1, up to 9:00 a.m. on September 20, 2006, and will be opened In public 
at that time. " . 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subject to funding being available at the 
time. 
Bidders,.ap required to submit lo.% of the tendered price as a bid deposit. This will be 
refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. In addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
performance security deposit of 10% in a form acceptable to the Province. 
Packages are available from the receptionist at (250) 638-51 00 or at the above address. 
An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid 
Further informalion may be obtained by contacting Brian Ness (250) 638-5104. 
NOTICE OF 
' APPOINTMENT 
By virtue of the Receivership 
Order issued by the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia on 
August 2 1, 2006, please take 
note that 
Raymond Bergen 
of Suite 409 - 808 Nelson 
Street, Vaicouver, BC 
has beeti appointed 
Receiver of the lands and pre- 
mises known as 471 1 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, BC. 
. I  
BC TIMBER SALES - Minilfry 01 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR :$" 








Ouad Cab, "Curnrnins", Leather 
04 Ford F350 Crew 4x4 
Lariat. Power Stroke. Leather, Long S o x  
64 GMC 2500 Crew 4x4 
6.OL. Bose Audio, Captains Chairs, Loaded 
AUTO, LONG BOX 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Sox 
03GMC 2500 HD SLE 
O r  Chev 2500 Ext. Cab 4x4 
dUST IN 
Please have your dogjeashed 
or fenced-in away from 
your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and 
Saturdays so your news 
.carrier can deliver your 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A81045 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazelton Field 
Team. 
Closing DatelLocation: September 28. 2006 @ 8:30 a.m. Applications will be 
accepted by the Timber Sales Manager, Terraco limber Sales Office. Skeena Business 
Area. 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1 L1. 
Geographic Location: Date Creek FSR 
Estimated Volume: 
Spec1es:Balsam 1,296 mJ (29%). Hemlock 3,078 m3 (70%). Spruce 32 ma (1%) 
Licence Term: 1 year 
Upset stumpage rate $16.79/m3. The upset stumpage rate was determined in 
accordance with the Interior Appraisal Manual and is applicable to all sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or ccrporations registered as a BC timber 
sales enterprise in Category 1,2 or 3. 
4,406 cubic metres, more or less 
THE MOST CURRENT 
TEXTBOOK \ 1 AVAILABLE 
06 Subaru Outback 53Q,995 
05 Subaru Outback 2.5i "27,995 
5 Speed, AWD. PW, PL. A/C 
03 Volkswagen Jetta *es d 6,995 
"Hsndle Licker". GLS. 5 Speed, Moonroof. CD, PW, PL 
0Z Honda Civic *I 2,495 
4 Door. 5 Speed, 1.7L. 
OZ Mazda Protege LX "1 2,995 
2.0L.. Auto, A/C. Remote Entry 
00 Chrysler N e o n  "8,395 
Auto. A/C 
00 Ford Taurus Wagon s8,995 
Auto. Power Pedals, VERY CLEAN 
96 Pontiac Grand Prix e "3,995 
Auto. Power Package 
V12. Luxury Autobahn Cruiser 
2.51, A.W.D.. PW. PL. A/C 
87 Jaguar XJ-12 58,795 
d I r( d I sqmm 
04 Jeep Grand Cherokee $22,995 
AWD.PW. PL, A/C 
04 Mazda Tribute LX JUST IN 
$1 3,295 Auto "ONE OWNER" OZ Windstar LX 
PW. PL, A/C. 7 Passenger 
OZ Subaru Forester "S" 
Auto, Fully Loaded 
OS Subaru Outback 'e "1 9,995 
A/C. Cruise. Auto 
02 Subaru Forester 'S' e"1 9,995 
"1 6,995 Auto. Fully Loaded, 48k Ol Toyota Rav 4 e"1 8,995 AWD. PW, PL, A/C, Auto Of  Subaru Outback 
"8,995 
AC, Cruise, Auto, 85k 
99 Subaru Forester 
Auto 
97 Ford Aerostar 
A.W.D.. AC. PW, 107k 
"1 5,995 
The successful applicant will be required to implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments: 
This timber sale licence is for decked wood only. 
There Is additional material that the applicant must consider In their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
635-5100. Contact Noreen OHara at (250) 842-7622 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available at: 
http:Nwww5.for.gov.bc,ca/noticeslinit.dolnotice 14-2870 
Invitation to review and provide comment on the 
Forest Stewardship Plan for Tree Farm licence 1 
and Forest Licence A1 6835 
A draft Forest Stewardship Plan (FSP) has been prepared by 
Coast Tsimshian Resources limited Partnership (CTR), covering 
lands within Tree Farm licence (TFL) 1 and within the Kalum 
Timber Supply Area (TSA). 
This FSP describes Forest Development Units (FDUs) and, the 
strategies and results that will be applied on these FDUs to en- 
sure consistency with the objectives set by government for criti- 
cal forest values. The objectives are described in the Forest and 
Range Practices Act and its associated regulations. The FDUs 
include all forested lands within TFL 1 and within the #alum TSA 
north of Onion lake. 
The strategies and results described in the FSP will apply to 
the forest operations of CTR under TFL 1 and Forest licence 
A1 6835, and the term of the FSP will be five years. 
This FSP will be available for review and comment from 
September 14 to November 13, 2006 during regular 
operating hours at the following locations: 
Terrace Public Library 
461 0 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Coast Tsimshian Resources LP 
4905 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Comments on the FSP should be in writing, and can be 
sent to the attention of: 
Linda Wilson, FIT - Planning Supervisor 
Coast Tsimshian Resources LP 
4905 Keith Avenue 
Email: linda wilson@brinkman.ca Fax: (250) 635-2323 
Terrace, BC V8G 5L8 I 
AVAILABLE ON NEW MAZDA'S 
Adrian Auriat ---Brent DeJona 'Mark DeJena 
We ask that you provide these comments to us no later than 
November 14, 2006. A// writfen input received during the 
review period will be forwarded to h e  Kahn Forest DishidMan- 
ager of the BCMinishy of Forests and Range. 
i I 
I .! I ' B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, September 13,2006 
Visitors nearly sweep 
LoggerSports events sports Menu I THE 17TH annual Logger 
Sports saw chainsaws 
buzzing and loggers 
crawling up poles to show 
who could come out on 
top Sept. 3 at the Thornhill 
Community Grounds. 
In the open events, 
Trevor Schofield of Port 
Alice(, won the Pole Fall 
Championship and the 
Pole Climb. 
Local Gerry 'Lambert 
won the Log Birling compe- 
ition and the Obstacle Pole 
Bucking event. 
Peter Colliver of Chase 
won the Standing Block 
Chop, Axe Throwing and 
Underhand Log Chop. 
I John Walker of Williams 
Lake joined Brad Laughlin 
of Mission for-the victory in 
the Double Hand Bucking 
event. 
Walker also won Open 
Bucking 140cc on his own 
and paired with Stephanie 
Ferguson. also of Williams 
in the 
Jack and Jill event. 
Single Hand Bucking event. 
Ferguson won the Ladies 
Stephanie Ferguson won Nail Driving event. 
Kevin Steward Of Chet- In the intermediate the Axe Throw and local 
wynd wonthechokerman's events, John Walker won Gerry Lambert won the 
Race. Obstacle Pole Bucking. Power Saw Bucking-Stock 
won the Chokennan's Race, Brad Laughlin was named 
ing and Sandy Of Single Bucking and Under- Logger of the Day. 
for PETER COLLIER, from Chase, B.C. guides his chain- 
saw 'through a, log during the Intermediate Obstacle 
won the Pole Bucking competition. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Mission won Ladies Single 
Bucking. 
hand Log Chop. 
Local Vic Devest won ~ o e y  Walen  of Calgary Saw event. Power Saw Buck- 
September 13 
Training camp for 
the River Kings con- 
tinues tonight from 
10:45 p.m. to 11:45 
p.m. at the arena. 
September 13 
Come skate with 
the Terrace Skating 
Club during a free ses- 
' sion at the arena from 
6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. 
September 16 
BC Seniors Games 
Zone 10 holds its 
regular monthly meet-' 
ing at 1:30 p.m. at the 
Prince Rupert Seniors' 
Centre. For more de- 
tails call Betty at 635- 
3352. 
> 
September 16 , 
The Northwest In- 
vitational Gymkhana 
goes all day at the 
Thornhill Community 
Grounds. For more in- 
formation, call Laurie 
Muller at 635-940 1. 
*September 17 
The Lakelse Drag- 
onboat Society holds 
its first Mix Up Regat- 
ta featuring .dragon- 
boat and Nisga'a war 
canoe races at 1 p.m. 
at Furlong Bay. Spec- 
tators welcome. For 
registration info, call 
-Doneva at 638-5772, 
Kathy at 798-2475 or 
email alpine-kat @ho- 
tmail.com. 
September 17 
The Totem Saddle 
Club hosts a fall Poker 
Ride. For more details, 
call Lory Howard at 
635-4504, 
 AN Rep hockey tryouts, return 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE IT'S TIME for young hockey hopefuls 
to sharpen their skates and ready their 
sticks for rep hockey tryouts at the Terrace 
Arena starting this weekend and continuing 
through next week. The dates and times are 
as follows: 
Bantam rep hockey tryouts 
~, Sept. 17 - 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sept. 18 - 8:15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. 
Sept. 20 - 9:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
Sept. 22 - 8 p.m. to 9: 15 p.m. 
Sept. 23 - 11:15 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. 
Friday, Septem 
tegistration and Continentz 
ber 29,2006 
Breakfast 7:45am *Sessions start 8:45am @g$%&ok 
Title Sponsor. OMMONWEALTH 
INANGIAL. 
Mortgages Investments Insurance 
Peewee rep hockey tryouts ~ Midget rep hockey tryouts 
Sept. 17 - 1:15 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Sept. 19,20,21- 8:15 p.m.-9:15p.m. 
Sept. 23 - 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. 
Sept. 17 - 915 p:m. to 10:30 p i .  
Sept. 18, 19,21-9:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. 
Sept. 23 - 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. ' "Commonwealth Financial is honored to salute this year's "Woman of thc Year". Unparalleled economic growth, coupled with our region's natura 
beauty make northern BC a pretty special place to live. However, OUI  
greatest resource is the talent, leadership and diversity exemplified by thc 
Today's Woman Awards Program. Commonwealth is honored to bc 
this year's title sponsor. If you know of a deserving nominee, please takc 
the time to complete a nomination form then join us in celebrating thc 
success of  great women from across the North." 
Dan McLaren, President 
Cornmoriwralth Fr'naricial 
_ _  I To place your Community Classified call this newspaper or toll free 1-866-669-9222 classifiedsOtxcommunitynews.com www.communityclassif ieds.ca READERS NATION-WIDE FORSl,666 CONFERENCE SCHEDULEmmm 8:45am - 11:15am LUNCHEON Workshop A "Valuing Differences 
-Creating Unity =S . a , 1 1 ;45am I 1 :15pm - "HOW to Cultivate an Obsession With Your Customers" Luncheon 






This energizing workshop 
will introduce participants 
to an innovative tool 
that identifies individual 
characteristics and styles 
as a basis to creating 
unity in teams, partnerships, and workplaces through 






RECORD. Free pardon and 
US entry waiver assessment. 
A record affects employment, 
t r a v e l i n g .  a n d  o t h e r  
necessit ies. Apply onl ine 
www.canadianpardons.ca. 
REAL .. -. ESTATE . - -. 
OKANAGAN LAKEFRONT - 
Brand new lakefront villas in 
Osoyoos. Gorgeous amenities 
including beachlront swimming 
pool, hot tub. pier, and rec centre 
with fitness centre and games 
room. For more informatlon 
call 1-866-738-1 002 or visit 
REVENUE PROPERTY: Retire 
with income. 68OOsqlft main, 
plus 2 commercial outbuildings. 
$5085  Income.  Separa te  
17OOsqlft owner's suite 1.58 
acres. North Victoria. Van. Island. 
canl-sc~.o..29_B.: 52-3.. 
casa.rd_e I-!.a_g 02.C5l ..... _ _  . 
$898,000. 250 -246-2766 .  
~ . d  ma n04-9.S hY w ..cat . .. . 
RECR.EATlONAL_VEHiCLES. 
OVER 200 NEW 8 used 
motorhomes. diose1 pushers, 
5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. 
Special RV Iinanclng. Since 
1984. Voyager RV - Hwy 97, 
Winlieid, BC. 1.800.668-1447. 
w,w.w..vo y a g e r R V . ca . 
. .  . SERVICES 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Canadian 
pardon seals record. US. waiver 
permits legal American ontry. 
Why risk employment, liconsing. 
travel. arrest. deportation. 
properly confiscation7 Canadian - 
U.S. Immigration specialists. 
!-!00.347.25t?O. . . 
. . . . . . STEEL . . . . . EUILDINGS~ 
FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS ~ 
durabie, dependable, pre- 
engineered, all-steel structures. 
Custom-made to suit your needs 
and requirements. Factory-direct 
affordable prices. Cali 1-800-668- 
8653 ext. 536 for free brochure. 
STEEL BUILDING SALE! 
"Canadian manufacturer direct 
since 19801' Other sizes. 
Example: 35' x 50' x 17' = 
$10.600 (no door). 3 week 
delivery. 25' x 4 0  x 14' = $6200 
(limited qty). Front end oplioKal. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. __ 
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL Solid 
i-beam steel buildings for sale 
with Canada-stamped drawings. 
Clearance models available this 
month for balance owed, 60x150. 
100x100, 80x200, others 
available. Call 1-800-259-5946 or 
visit www.allie_dp_ui~dings,coIn, 
_____ 
TRAVEL . . 
T I M E S H A R E  R E S A L E S  - 
60-80% off retail! Best resorts 8 
seasons! Call for free timeshare 
magazine! Open 7 days a week1 
1-800-597-9347. Browse online 
for over 400 worldwide properties 
TIMESHARE RESALES - Sell- 
buy-rent. World's largest 
timeshare resale broker. Stroman 
Realty - since 1979. Worldwide 
selection of resort properties. Call 
today toll-free 1-800-201-0864. 
:.www.h_o!id.aY gr0!JP.cK!!!??!l.. . .. 
requiredl Please send your 
resume to: OLYMEL Human 
Resources 7550 - 40th Avenue, 
Red Deer, Alberta T4N 6R7. 
F a x :  ( 4 0 3 )  3 0 9 - 7 5 4 7 ,  
a p p l y @ o l y m e l . c o m ,  
www .o iymei  .corn. 
CARS 
NEED A CAR or truck? Good 
credit, bad credit. Want a Visa? 
#1 success rate. Dellvery in BC. 
www.drlvehomenow.com or 
COMING EVENTS 
BC GIRL GUIDES gives glrls 
a head start1 Fun, friends, 
laughter, lifeskills & adventure. 
w w w . b c - g i r l g u l d e s . o r g .  
1 -800-565-81  1 1  (answered 
locally). A place to be strong 8 
CAEDiT COUNSELLORS-- --- 
D E B T  C O N S O L I D A T I O N  
PROGRAM. Caneda Credit 
Services helps Canadians repay 
debts: reduce or ellminflte 
inlerest rates, regardless of 
your credit situation1 Cali 
604-734.81 58 or 1-868.863-7968 
for confldentlal.  no-charge 
c o n s u l t a t i o n .  F o r  o n l i n e  
sppllcation: www.canadadebt.ca. 
Bonded and llcenced by the 
provincial goye!n_merlt,- - _ _ _  
888-501-1 148. 
bklOnQ, ______ 
you driven and p&sionate" 
about exceeding our guests' 
expectations? Apply with 
resume and cover letter: 
jasperjobsOsawr1dge.com fax: 
7 8 0 - 8 5 2 - 5 9 4 2 :  
www.sawridgejasper.com. 
T H E  GROCERY P E O P L E  
Ltd.  (TGP)  i s  a g r o w i n g  
wholesalelretaii organizatlon in 
Western Canada, which provides 
goods and services lo  a large 
independent grocery and food 
service industry. TOP is currently 
recrulting for a: Produce 
Specialist. Working out of our 
Edmonton Head Olfice. you will 
be responsible for providing 
technical, merchandising and 
operational produce expertise to 
our Super A's, member and 
affiliate stores. This position 
requires an extensive background 
In the retail produce industry as 
well as strong interpersonal and 
organizatlonai skills. Extensive 
travel in Alberta and NWT is 
requlred. TGP manages Its 
corporate lood stores in rural 
centres under the banner 01 
Super A Foods. Our store in 
Jasper, Alberta Is currently 
recruiting for a: Produce 
Manager. Reporting directly to 
the Store Manager, the Produce 
Manager is responslble lor all 
aspects of operatlng a successful 
produce department including, 
superv ls lon,  per formance 
management ,  schedul ing,  
o r d e r i n g ,  r e c e i v i n g ,  a n d  
merchandislng. You must have 2 
years retail produce experience, 
i n c l u d i n g  m a n a g e m e n t  
experlence with a working 
knowledge of gross margins. 
sales ratios and expense 
controls. Excellent customer 
service and Interpersonal 
skills are essentlal. It is a 
requirement that you provide 
proof of a minimum of Grade 12 
education as well as being able 
to provide a 'clean' securlty 
clearance. TGP offers a 
compatitive compensation and 
benefit package as well as the 
opportunity for personal and 
People Ltd., 14505 Yellowhead professional development. If YOU 
Trail, Edmonton, AB, T5L 3C4. believe you have the skills and 
Fax 780-447-5781. Emaii: abilities to meet our expectations. 
humanresources@tgp.ca. We please forward your resume to: 
thank all candidates for their Human Resource Director. 
interest: however only those The Grocery People, 14505 
applicants selected for an Yellowhead Trail, Edmonton, AB, 
-__ interview will be contacted. T5L 3c4.  Fax 780-447-5781. - Email: humanresources@tgp.ca. 
experienced class 1 drivers, We thank for 
teams or singles. Edmonton applying. however. only those 
1-800-831-0342; Winnipeg selected for an interview will be 
1 -800-455-9077 ;  Ca lga ry  contacted.- 
-___ 1 - 8 0 0 - 8 3 1  - 0 3 4 2 .  S U N S H I N E  V I L L A G E  
PHONE DISCONNECTED? SkilSnowboard Resort requires 
Super Special: only $10 for enthusiastic, well-presented 
first month plus hook up. individuals for ail positions 
Everyone welcome. Guaranteed 2 0 0 6 / 0 7 s e a S 0 n . G 0 I O  
approval. Free tong distance www.skibanff.com. Phone 
www.mydebtsolution.com or 
Toll-Free 1-877-556-3500. 
FOR SALE MISC. . 
R E A C H  B E Y O N D  y o u r  
community1 Place a 25-word 
classified In 107 BC 8 Yukon 
newspapers for only $395. 
Call this newspaper for details, 
or phone 1-866-669-9222. 
www.communitvclassifieds.ca. - 
~~~ 
Recon,nect today and save. 
Low monthly rates. No credit 
checks. No deposits. Receive 
free long distance with activation. " 
C a l l  I m a g i n a t i o n  G r o u p  
NEW PC ONLY 99 centsldayl 
Everyone's approved for financel' 
Gat a loaded MDG computer 
with an Intel Pentium D 3.OGhZ 
only 99 centslday. lncludos 
ovelythlng you need: 1 GB RAM, 
250 GB HD. 1s' LCD llat panel, 
Windows XP snd a free' 
prlnter/scenner/copler lor first 
500 callers ('call lor conditions) 
BC PHONE Roconnection. 
Tombo Telecom. Fall Special - 
new customers save 523.951 Fast 
connection and no hassles. Great 
referral discounts. Cheap prepaid 
long distance: www.tembo.ca. 
- 
1-866-443-4408. _____ ' '  
1.:.S0.0:?.3 6 -.2.5.04 I . ... . . 
1-877-468-3626. __ - . - .- -.. 
HELP WANTED 
FRESON IGA has an immediate 
openlng for a baker. Excellent 
pay, benefit package and 
opportunities across Alberta. 
Fax resume to (780) 865-51 51. 
Email: Ibrecht@freson.com or call 
Mike at (78oj  865-4801. 
FIT MEAT CUTTER required 
Immediately at Freson IGA. 
Excellent pay, a comprehensive 
benefit package and opportunities 
across Alberta. Fax resume to 
(780) 624-3597,, email: 
brostad@freson.com or call 
Brent at (780) 624-7673. 
FREE 128 page 'Career 
Opportunities' guide. Earn,more! 
Get promotedl Train at home 
for a payraiSie - new career - 
top-paying j@b. Call Granton 
institute .at 1-800-361-1971 
e x t .  65  f o r  f r e e  g u i d e .  
www.grantoninstituteAcKmA 
___ HOMES FOR SALE 
SALTSPRING ISLAND, BC. 
Private sale. Sun-drenched 
home. desirable area, easy 
care, one-level. 2-bedroom, 
2-bathroom, sunken living room, 
skylights, office, garage. South- 
facing deck, meadowview. private 
garden patio. 1-877-537-1 150. 
.mdlovsin@freson:com or call package. Call Easy -Reconnect I -B~~-WORK-SKI  (967.5754). email: bjgreenOssisland.com. 
'Mike a t  (780 )  624-4200.  now 1-877-446-5877.  Emaii: jobs@skibanff.com. Pictures available. $529,000. 
-__ ~ 




YOU ARE APPROVED1 You can 
establish your credit and drive 
away today. 100s of vehicles In 
inventory. BC's only instant 
telephone approval. Do it now. 
Call our credit specialist at 
AUTO ._----___- FINANCING 
1-866-987-0915.  
I_I ------ 
APPROVED AUTO FINANCING 
www.credit.queen.ca. All makes, 
cars, trucks, vans 8 SUVs. 
Turned down by bank? Needing 
a vehlcle today? 200 vehicles 
onllne to choose from. Same day 
approval.' Apply online or call 
Joanne at 1-868-602-3743. 
MeEoMolors Ltd, 05231:- - 
NO CREDIT I BAD CREDIT l 
First tlme. Need a vehlcle? 
Let 'The Loan Arrangers' 
help. 24 hour turnaround. 
Quarantoed credit approvals. 
www.theloflnarrangers.co. Cali 
toll-free 1-866-602-3743. Metro 
Motors Lld. D5231. . _  
-E-IJSINESS. OPPOR~UNITIES 
OWN YOUR OWN STORE - 
Country Depot.' Truevalue 
Hardware, V8S department 
stores - New 6 existing locations. 
No franchlse fee - earn dividends. 
Call TruServ Canada today - 
1-800-665.5085. www.trusew.ca. 
TIRED OF SCAMS? Start a real 
home-based business. Work 
when you want. Apply online and 
start today1 www.wfhbc.com. 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY - 
'100% pesticide-free lawn care. 
High-tech, low investment. 
protected territory, outdoor 
lifestyle. Full support. Cali toll-free 
-- www.turf logic.ca. 
100 MILE HOUSE, Courtenay. 
New Westminster, Port Alberni, 
and other exciting BC locations 
.available now with Great 
' C a n a d i a n  D,oIlar S t o r e .  
Gal l  us today 1-877-388-0123: 
ivww.dollarstores.com. 
.1 - 8 6 6 - 2 3 9 - 4 0 5 6 ,  
CAREERS ---- 
~ E A T  MANAGER AT IGA - 
Join a progressive rural-based 
IGA group in Alberta as a 
meat manager. Reasonable 
pnced housing. great opportunny 
i n  a busy p rov ince .  Top  
compensation, bonus pian. 
and profit sharing. Email 
AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS; 8:45am - 11:15am 
Works 
Marke 
lop B - "Focused 
:inn" 1:30pm - 3:45pm 
Presented by Cheryl Farmea, Workshop C - "Valuing 
Business Advisor, Women's Differences - Enhancing 
Communication Enterprise 
Centre Presented by Phyllis Workman, 
Principal, Living in Colour When someone asks 
about your marketing Have you ever felt misunderstood or been taken the 
strategy, do you describe "wrong way" In some word or action? Do you feel 
the direct mail campaign more In tune with some people and not others? Do 
you're running, the you want to project yourself more effectively when 
newspaper space You've dealing with others? Learn how Individual differences 
purchased, the Positive can work for you in relating with others and take away 
word-of-mouth You've practical strategies to enhance true communication 
ings are a part of marketing, through thls lnslghtful workshop. 




- "Career in 
Politics: How to 
Get There" 
Presented by 
the Hon. Shirley 
Bond, MLA Prince George-Mount 
Robson 
Minister of Education, Deputy 
This Year's Award Sponsors: Premier. 
If you are interested in learning about a Career 
in Politics, this seminar will provide you with the 
knowledge necessary to begin or continue on this 
exciting career path. WoTkshop will cover how to 
get started, the challenges involved, the personal 
~ 
are only as effective as the strategy bohind them. If 
you're going to spend money and time on tactics, you 
must first know why you are doing it and what really 
works to reach your best potential customers most 
effectively. 
Focused Marketing gets at the 'why' of marketing. 
This course gives you the basics for building a sound 
marketing strategy for your business. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORIUNtJE_S_ ____ 
HIGH LEVEL Super A in Alberta 
Is currently recruiting for: Meat 
Manager. Reporting directly to 
the Store Manager, the Meat 
Manager is responsible for 
ail aspects of managlng a 
department, lncludlng cutting 
meat. You will have a working 
knowledge of gross margins, 
expense control and have the 
ability to malntaln posltlve 
relations with employees and 
customers. You must have a 
Grade 12 education and be able 
to provide a 'clear' securlty 
clearance. Previous retail meat 
cutting experience will be 
considered an asset. If you have 
the skills and abilities to meet our 
expectations, forward your 
resume in confidence to: Human 
Resources Director. The Grocery 
11:15am - 11:45am - BREAK - 
View Exhibits 
fulfillment and rewards of being in public service, the 
dedication and work required, and the advantages 
and disadvantages. Following the seminar a panel of 
Aboriginal Development Business Centre UflDc 
PRINCE 
*GEORGE 
women from various politicaibackgrounds, including I 
municipal, regional and provincial, will be available to 
lwhern health > & MOTORS field questions. 
